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Introduction 1

:

On October 15, 1982, Resource Consulting Group, Inc.
(RCG), submitted a draft report to the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) titled, Incentive Regula-
tion in the Electric Utility Industrv." The FERC dis--

tributed the draft report to more than 60 individuals
and organizations who were requested to review and com-

,- ment on the various proposals and recommendations out-
lined in the report. In response to the FERC's re-
quest, 18 organizations submitted formal review com-

,

ments. A list of these reviewers is shown in Exhibit
1.

In the draft and final report to FERC, we recommended
three major incentive programs:

1. Rate Control Incentive Program (RCIP), which
incorporates a unit cost index as a measure of
utility performance and a catepayer-funded in-
centive award payment that would be distributed
by a utility to its key managers. A utility
would earn an incentive award payment if its
cost performance exceeded the average perfor-
mance of other utilities in its comparison
group.

2. Construction Cost Control Incentive Program
(CCIP), which links an incentive rate of re-
turn on equity to a utility's cost performance
in constructing major investment projects such
as baseload generating plants.

3. Automatic Rate Adiustment Mechanism (ARAM),
which links adjustments to cost elements

~

*The final version of this report has been submitted to*

FERC under the title, Incentive Regulation in the
Electric Utility Industry: Volume I.

.

__ _ _ _ _ _
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Exhibit 1
'

REVIEWERS OF DRAFT REPORT

Orzanization Reviewer

1. Advanced Information & Decision Systems Darrell D. Freeman, Senior Research Engineer

2. American Electric Power Service David H. Williams, Jr., Senior Vice President-
Corporation Operations .

3. American Public Power Association John Kelly, Staff Economist
,

.,

4. California Public Utilities Commission Barbara Barkovich, Director, Policy and Planning
Division

.

5. Carolina Power & Light Company Samuel Behrends, Jr., Vice President-Corporste
Regulatory Policy

6. Charles River Associates, Inc. George R. Hall, Vice President

7. Edison Electric Institute- Douglas C. Bauer, Senior Vice President

8. Energy Research Group John H. Landon, Vice President, National
Economic Research Associates, Inc.

9. Florida Power & Light Company B.L. Dady, Vice President, Management Control
and Services

10. Florida Public Service Commission Joseph P. Cresse, Commissior.er
.

11. Iowa State Commerce Commission Enver Masud, Director, Operations Review
Division

-

12. Merril, Lynch, Pierce, Ferner & Leonard S. Hyman, Vice President
Smith, Inc.

13. National Regulatory Research Kevin Kelly, Steve Henderson, William Pollard

14. Ohio Consumer's Counsel Timothy C. Jochim, Associate Consumers'
Counsel

.

: 15. Southern Company Sersices Donald R. Wells, Manager, Compensation and
i Benefits Department .

| 16. Virginia Electric & Power Company - William W. Berry, President & Chief Execu-
t tive Officer

.

17. Wisconsin Electric Power Comany Richard A. Abdoo, Vice President, Corporate ,;
Planning -

18. Wisconsin Public Service Commission Stanley York, Chairman

|
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INTRODUCTION iii
.

recovered in a utility's rates to changes in
external cost indexes for those cost elements.

Before proceeding with the discussion of the reviewers'
- specific comments on each of these . recommended pro-

- grams, several general points should be made. We
reviewed all of the comments several times and dis-
cussed them among our project team members. On the
basis of these reviews and discussions, we reached
general conclusions in the three areas described below.

,

1. Obiectives of the Recommended Programs. Most of
1 the reviewers failed to perceive, chose to ignore, or

rejected out-of-hand the two key underlying objectives-

that we tried to incorporate in each of the recommended'

; programs. The first objective is to remove regulatory
commissions from the role of shadow managers of elec-
tric utilities. This shadow manager role is demon-
strated in part by existing incentive mechanisms that
focus on subaggregate performance (e.g., heat rate and
availability standards) ; after-the-fact review and
judgment of utility investment programs; and the seem-
ingly unending regulatory oversight of day-to-day util-
ity operations (e.g., fuel procurement and utilization
practices). Stronger critics of current regulatory
practices than we might even argue that it is impos-
sible to distinguish the shadow managers from the real
managers of electric utilities in some states.

The second objective is to direct incentives at those
agents of the firm who can most directly affect a util-

i

ity's performance. Because the managers are principal'

determinants of corporate performance measured either
by rates charged to customers or by returns earned by,

i shareholders, utility management should receive direct
incentives to improve corporate performance or to main-

'

tain existing high levels of performance. Whether
| these incentives come from programs such as the RCIP

| initiated by regulators or from management incentive
! compensation programs initiated by utilities may be

immaterial from the standpoint of ratepayers and pos-
sibly even shareholders.m .

Regulators, in their role as shadow managers, often

|
ignore the importance of utility management by mandat-

*
ing performance standards and then linking realized
performance to rewards or penalties that are initially
reflected in potential returns to shareholders (e.g.,

;

|
!
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|INTRODUCTION yi

failure. Contrary to these overstated and unsubstanti- |
ated assertions, we contend that minor deficiencies i

that might exist after further development of the RCIP !
would, in all likelihood, be acceptable to the majority i

of regulators, ratepayers, utility managements, and |

shareholders.
,

i

On the other side of the fence, we also perceived a
lack of strong support for the RCIP from regulatory and
consumer-related organizations. As we noted in Volume
I, the thrust of incentive program development by regu- .

latory commissions today is toward the establishment of
subaggregate level performance standards. Although we
and a number of the draft report's reviewers are con-'

vinced that incentives based on subaggregate level per- *

formance are inappropriate, convincing most regulators
1 and consumer advocates on this point will be.quite dif-

ficult.

: Without strong support for the RCIP from electric
! utilities, state regulators, and consumers, it is
! reasonable to ask whether FERC should pursue develop-
j ment of the RCIP along the lines we recommended in
; Volume I and elaborated on in Item 2 above. In our
'

opinion, FERC should move ahead with development of the
RCIP, as well as the CCIP and ARAM incentive regulation
programs. Any incentive program that creates major
changes in the focus and application of regulation will
be met with loud protests from parties with diverse
interests. However, major changes in regulation are
required to ensure that electricity will be available

,

; in the future to ratepayers at reasonable cost and that
investors will continue to be willing to put up the
capital required to develop an adequate supply of
electricity. Our recommended programs, or similar
programs that FERC might initiate, offer the potential
for effecting these required' changes.

The remainder of Volume II is organized as follows. In
Chapter 1, we present our responses to the reviewers'

| comments on specific aspects of our recommended incen- 1
tive regulation programs. The complete text of each
reviewer's comments is presented in Appendix A.'

-

:
*

4

4

.

|
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: RCG RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON RECOMMENDED
a INCENTIVE REGULATION PROGRAMS '1 '

In the following sections, we present responses too

comments on specific aspects of the three recommended
;- incentive regulation programs. We have grouped res-

; ponses concerning the RCIP by major issue (e.g., how
should performance be measured) instead of attemoting..

to respond in detail to the comments of each reviewer.
.~

The interested reader can identify the reviewer (s) to
whom our responses are directed by reading the comments
presented in Appendix A.

RATE CONTROL INCENTIVE PROGRAM

The RCIP contains three performance measures, including
a:

e Static measure based on a utility's weighted
average revenue per kWh over a 5-year period.

e Dynamic measure based on the rate of change in
a utility's rates over two static measurement
periods.

e Rate Performance Index (EPI), which represents
: a weighted combination of the static and

dynamic performance measures.

Reviewers of the draft report commented at length on
| several important aspects of the RCIP's procedures for

measuring and evaluating utility performance. In the
following sections, we discuss comments that were
offered on the following seven aspects of the RCIP:

.

e Choice of an aggregate focus.

e Choice of revenue per kWh as a measure of
|

0

|
performance.

,

!
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RCG RESPONSES TO COMMENTS
2

Specification of the time period over whiche
performance is measured.

e Selection of static and dynamic performance
measures.

Evaluation by comparing a firm's performancee
with that of other firms.

Development of weights for combining measurese .

of static and dynamic performance.

e Regulatory involvement in management incentive
*

compensation programs.

Choice of an Aqqregate Focus

Reviewers generally agreed with our recommendation that
an aggregate measure of performance should be the focus
of an incentive program to prevent biases in manage-
ment's decisien framework concerning the combination of
factor inputs. However, some reviewers, particularly
representatives of state regulatory commissions, argued
that an aggregate focus should be combined with subag-
gregate measures of performance. While we believe that
the study of subaggregate performance may provide
useful insights to management and regulators in under-
standing how production process characteristics are
changing over time, or how they differ amcng utilities,
we continue to argue against the use of subaggregate
measures as the focus of an incentive program.

Choice of Revenue Per kWh as a Measure of Performance

Several reviewers cited potential difficulties in using -

revenue per kWh as a measure of performance. These per-
ceived difficulties ranged from accounting for factors
beyond management's control (see our comments on inter-
utility comparisons below) to the possibility of con-
flicts of interest between management and shareholdersa .

under the RCIP. For example, several reviewers cited
the lack of uniform accounting rules among utilities
and regulatory jurisdictions that might participate in

"

the program. Other reviewers indicated that utilities
might be able to " game the system" by altering their

,

accounting procedures to delay the accrual of costs to -

| ratepayer accounts. Some argued that utility managers

!

. _ -



BCG RESPONSES TO COMMENTS
3

would be encouraged to forego costly capital additions
*

that would have long-term economic benefits, but which
would cause short-term rate increases. Our response to
these comments is that with a sufficiently long period
for measuring performance (i.e., 5-10 years), managers;

will not benefit by accounting tr.icks nor will they be
encouraged to defer large, but economically beneficial,
capital projects.

Some reviewers also indicated that the lack of de-
tailed, consistent accounting for off-system sales-

would limit the comparability of the performance mea-
- sure across firms. We agree that improved specificity
; in the accounting procedures for off-system sales would

make interutility performance comparisons more rell--

able. Moreover, FERC should be able to develop account->

._

ing guidelines for off-system sales that would not be
administratively burdensome.

Reviewers also argued that the use of revenue per kWh
as a performance measure, coupled with a compensation-
based incentive mechanism, would create a conflict of
interest between management and shareholders. That is,
management might be encouraged to seek a low rate of
return on equity or low rates generally as a means of
receiving an incentive award, despite the consequences
tc chsreholdere. As we discussed in Volume I, one
approach to avoiding this problem is to exclude a
firm's chief excecutive officer and his selected staff
from the incentive bonus system. The firm's CEO and
his celected staff would be responsible for ensuring
that shareholder interests received adequate attention
in the ratemaking process. A second consideration to
bear in mind is that with a sufficiently long averaging
period (i.e., 5-10 years) for measuring performance,
actions by managers to squeeze rates in one or two
years should have little effect in improving a firm's
apparent performance.

An additional concern expressed by some reviewers is
that firms would be encouraged to reduce quality of
service. As we discussed in Volume I (see Volume I,

, '~ pages 2.10-2.11), we recommend adjusting the measure of
revenue per kWh for the cost to consumers of energy not
served due to losses of service. Alternatively,
regulators could develop oversight and review proced--

ures to determine whether a utility's quality of
service was adequate.

I

__._-- . _-._ -, _ __ ._
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RCG RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 4

Specification of the Performance Measurement Time
Period

Some reviewers contended that our recommended 5-year
averaging period was too brief to ensure that manage-
ment would be adequately attentive to the benefits of
long-lived capital investments. We agree and emphasize
that in the draft report we argued for a measurement
period of at least 5 years (see Volume I, page 2.12)
and did not conclude that 5 years is the optimum period .

for measurement.

*

Selection of Static and Dynamic Performance Measures

Most reviewers agreed that measuring both static and
dynamic performance is desirable. However, several
reviewers recommended against measuring static perfor-
mance on an absolute basis. These critics contend that
too many factors beyond management's control (e.g.,
abnormal weather conditions) could affect the absolute
measure and thereby distort comparisons of a firm's
relative performance. We agree in principle that such
distortions could occur, especially if static perfor-
mance were measured only for a one-year period. How-
ever, we are not convinced that such potential distor-
tions are a serious problem under the 5-yeac (or
longer) period on which our recommended static measure
is based.

Evaluation Procedures Using Interutility Comparisons

Most reviewers did not fundamentally opppose our
recommendation that performance be evaluated by compar-

i

ing a firm's performance with that of other, similar'

! firms. However, several reviewers questioned the
~

ability to form comparable groups of utilities as a
basis for evaluating performance. These critics argued
that the incentive program administrators would not be
able to account adequately for all factors beyond

,

management's control in forming comparison groups and|
-

| that groups would be too heterogeneous.
I

We recognize that the formation of comparison groups .

would perhaps be the most difficult and contentious
aspect of implementing our proposed incentive regula-

~

tion program. Ecwever, the anticipation of difficulty
should not preclude efforts to study further this

.

r -'- - - - ~ __
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incentive option. Because of study scope limitations,.

we were unable to explore in-depth all of the possible
approaches for forming comparison groups. We are not
convinced by the arguments of the reviewers that this
would be an impossible task or that it would be always

- rejected by utilities. In fact, we are aware of at
least 5 major'U.S. utilities that have embodied inter-
firm comparisons in an internally developed performance
evaluation process. Rather than accept the cursorily
developed rejection of the concept exhibited in the
comments of some reviewers, we recommend that FERC

~

undertake further work on the subject to evaluate
alternative methods of developing comparable utility

; groups.
.

'

Several reviewers also criticized our list of attri-
butes by which firms would be characterized in forming;

comparison groups. These reviewers argued that we did
not include all f actors that could influence firm
performance. We did not intend our list to be exhaus-
tive or final and would readily accept additional
classification criteria. Similarly, some reviewers
criticized our recommendation that past management
decisions regarding the level and mix of capacity not
be reflected in establishing performance evaluation
groups. As we indicated in the draft report, (see
Volume I, pages 2.17-2.18), we recognize that firm
characteristics that result from past management
decisions can be used as a basis for grouping firms.

; However, because the recognition of past decisions
weakens the incentive effect of the performance evalua-
tion procedure, we prefer excluding firm characteris-
tics that reflect past management decisions.

Development of weights for Combining Measures of Static
and Dynamic Performance

In the draft report, we recommended a procedure for
combining separate measures of static and dynamic
performance into a single index of performance (i.e.,

the RPI) . This procedure involves weights for the
separate indexes of static and dynamic performance that.

vary according to a firm's measure of static perfor-
mance. That is, a firm with good static performance
would receive a high weight on its static performance

* measure and a low weight on its dynamic performance
measure. Conversely, a firm with poor static

. . . - _ . - . .
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6

performance would receive a low weight on static
performance and a high weight on dynamic performance.

Several reviewers indicated that our recommended
weighting procedure-would cause firms on average to
receive a positive index score and be eligible for an
incentive award. We recognize this possible result and
offer two methods for resolving the bias. One method
would be to calculate the composite performance index
for a large sample of firms over several years, and to
calibrate the average index score to zero. In this ,

way, on average, a firm would neither receive a posi-
tive nor negative index score. A second method to
correct the bias would be to abandon the variable
weights in favor of a fixed weight scheme. In this -

case, at l' east one reviewer recommended that the
weights not be equal and that a higher weight be.given
to the static performance scores.

Several reviewers indicated that any procedure for
combining the separate static and dynamic index scores
would be arbitrary. We recognize that the final
determination of a scoring procedure will be arbitrary
(i.e., why should weights be 0.5 and 0.5 instead of -

0.45 and 0.55?). However, such a conclusion certainly
does not warrant rejection of the. concept. In fact,
the weighting scheme that would evolve under the RCIP
would have ts reflect a general concensus among utili-
ties and regulators about the relative importance of
static and dynamic performance. Moreover, a weighting
scheme selected in this manner would be no more arbi-
trary than many other aspects of the regulatory process'

(e.g. , selecting an allowed return on equity from
within a range of 13.8 and 15.5 percent) .

Regulatory Involvement Management Incentive Compensa-
tion Programs -

-

.| Although management incentive compensation programs are
not widespread in the electric utility industry,* a .

trend toward the adoption of such programs appears to
be developing in the industry. And with this trend, .

*See Volume I, Appendix G for descriptions of manage-
*

ment incentive compensation programs in three utili .
ties.

, ,
.

6

O
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7

utilities will increasingly have to deal with regula-.

tory involvement in management compensation. Such,

regulatory involvement, which is also created under the
recommended RCIP, was strongly criticized by several
reviewers. However, in our opinion, the regulatory
involvement required under the RCIP.-is quite minimal.

compared to the increasing scrutiny that utilities with
management incentive compensation programs can expect
from regulators concerning whether ratepayers should
bear the total cost of the programs. More specifical-
ly, incentive awards under most management incentive

*

compensation programs in electric utilities are funded
by ratepayers (i.e., the cost of incentive awards are

- typically included in labor expenses for ratemaking- purposes). Unless utilities elect to fund these.

programs from after-tax earnings (as calculated for
ratemaking) supplied by shareholders,* they face the;

almost certain prospect of having regulators refuse to
pass some or all of the cost of such incentive awards
through rates on the basis of poor utility performance
measured on an absolute or relative basis. Utilities,
therefore, appear to have only one option for avoiding
regulatory involvement in management incentive compensa-
tion programs, even if FERC never implements the RCIP.
And choosing to exclude the cost of management incen-
tive compensation awards from rates is no guarantee
that regulators will drop their direct, and often ill-
advised scrutiny of management compensation, as well as
other subaggregate aspects of utility operations.

CONSTRUCTION COST CONTROL INCENTIVE PROGRAM

The CCIP is an incentive program that affects a firm
through incremental adjustments to the allowed rate of
return on the cost of power plant construction that is

| included in rate base. The CCIP has two major objec-
'

tives:

Establish a system whereby regulators work withe
utilities on a prospective basis to assess the

>

need for and projected cost of major generating
plants. Such a system would certainly lessen,

the ability of regulators to justify after-the- '

fact penalties and mismanagement charges
.

*At least one major utility has chosen this option ,

f
l

|
:

I

_ . _ - _ ---
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against utilities that construct facilities
that may be completed significantly above
budget or that temporarily create excess capac-
ity.

Create a set of prospective incentives for*

utility management to assess on a realistic
basis the potential risks to both shareholders
and ratepayers associated with investments in
major power plant projects.

The need for the CCIP, or a similar program, is demon- -

strated by two factors. The firs: is the growing ten-
dency for regulatory commissions to resort to 20/20
hindsight in reviewing the need for and cost of newly
constructed power plants. The second is the seeming

.

inability of many utilities to complete construction of
baseload generating units within a reasonable range of
initially projected construction costr (including
adjustments for inflation). Consider what would
happen if management in a nonregulated business under-
took high-risk projects, failed to complete construc-
tion of the projects within any reasonable range of the
original cost estimates, and, as a result, created
serious dilution in the book value and earnings power
of the company's stock. The company's sbareholders, in
all likelihood, would probably force the board of
directors to fire several top managers. But these
actions have not occurred in the electric utility indus-
try. (For a suggested reason, see our comments on the
link between shareholders, the board of directors, and
management in the discussion of the RCIP). Instead, we
have regulators blaming cost overruns and excess capac-
ity on utilities and utilities blaming these problems
on regulatory burdens and inflation. The CCIP would
represent a possible means of resolving these disputesbefore they occur.

Despite the potential benefit of the CCIP, the majority
of reviewers commenting on the program recommended
against its implementation by FERC. Most of theircriticisms focused on potential problems that were
explicitly recognized in the draf t report. These
include the potential for the program to bias manage- ~

ment against capital intensive, high-risk investments;
create incentives for management to inflate initial
cost estimates; and increase the firm's cost of capit-
al. We contend that a properly structured and operated

.

CCIP can, deal effectively with the first two problems,
,

;
-

__
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,

and if the program is administered fairly, the poten-
tial for increasing a firm's cost of capital will be
minimized.

: Another major criticism focused on the " exceedingly
cumbersome" nature of the CCIP. Our response is that
when a utility undertakes a construction program that
may double or triple its rate base and supply the bulk
of its future baseload power requirements, more than a
cursory examination of the program by regulators can be'

justified. In addition, contraty to the implicit
assumption contained in one reviewer's comments that

; utilities may not be "as motivated by financial rewards
as the authors assume,"* we offer the following. If a

-

utility's management puts the requirement to serve rate-
payers above the interests of shareholders, that manage-
ment should be removed by its shareholders. Sharehold-
ers own the company, and management's primary responsi-
bility is to protect the interests of its shareholders
while serving the company's ratepayers. Part of this
responsibility certainly includes adhering to ground-
rules (e.g., obligation to serve) laid out by regula-
tors and lawmakers for receiving and retaining a ser-
vice area franchise. However, meeting these ground-
rules can be achieved in a number of ways, some of
which may not appear to be least-cost investment strate-
gies as measured by existing capacity planning models
and procadures. And the CCIP, instead of simply
biasing investments against capital intensive, high-

1

risk projects that appear to achieve a least-cost
electricity supply for ratepayers, may finally cause
utility managers to reflect in their planning models
and procedures the cost of potential risks to share-
holders.

l

|

AUTOMATIC RATE ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM

Most comments on the ARAM were favorable. On the basis
of these comments, we recommend that FERC undertake
additional work to develop solutions to the problem
areas highlighted in our discussion of the ARAM in '

,.

volume I and in the reviewers' comments in Appendix A.

.

*See the comments of the Energy Research Group, p. 52.

|

|

|
1

!

|
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Appendix A
:

.

In this appendix, we present the comments submitted by
organizations who reviewed the draft report.

.

O
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ADVANCED INFORMATION.

& DECISION SYSTEMS

201 San Antonio Circle, Suite 286
Mountain View, CA 94o4o 1270

_ (415) 941 3912
~

- January 10, 1983
*

.

Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum
Acting Chief-

Economic Analysis Branch
- Office of Regulatory Analysis

- ' Ref: Draft Report
_ Contract No: DE-AC39-82RC-ll849

RCG No: RA82-0143

Dear Dr. Tenenbaum:

I have reviewed the reference draft report prepared by RCG, Inc. The
report addressed the implementation of incentives by FERC to improve the
efficiency of the electric utility industry. In my opinion, the report does
not provide an adequate basis for implementing an incentive program.

The report makes a recomendation favoring the application of direct,

performance incentives to utility managers based on cost of service. A
further recomendation would have performance measured against other utilities.
These recomendations are supported by crguments describing supposed behavior
of utility management under the recomended program. The intent of the measure-
ment recomendation is to simulate a competitive environment for the managers.

In my opinion the RCG recomendations are unsound. Neither the incen-
,

|

tives themselves nor the method of evaluation are shown to provide minimum
cost of service. Furthermore, the recomendation creates an added administra-
tive burden on the regulator to manage the incentives and involves the regulator
in the compensation of the utilities employees. On the face of it this would
seem to create a potential conflict of interest for the utility managers. '

Finally, the recomendation leaves the utility shareholders out of the picture.
They neither benefit nor suffer and consequently become even less involved indirecting the utility business.,

The concept of measuring one utility against another on the basis of over-
all cost of service presents many difficulties. Utilities offer a variety of

| services to a variety of customers. Cost factors would have to be analyzed
*

on a customer by customer basis and then aggragated and adjusted period by
period to have a fair basis of comparison. One utility may be a net seller
of power, another may provide primarily transmission and distribution services.
The operational problems, the cbst factors and the risk factors may vary sig-nificantly from one utility to another. It is not clear that utility managers

!

.
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. Comments of Draft RA82-0143.

CH.2 Selecting the Focus of An Incentive Program
:

Based'on our analysis, the recommended focus is inappropriate and the
supporting arguments are invalid.

Our analysis shows that incentives must be designed for the individual
operating units to be effective. Furthermore, we show that this may be done
by the regulator without detailed knowledge of the utility operations. Our

;

; incentive formula produces maximum benefits to be shared between shareholders
and rate payers and allocates cost, risk and oenefits in the same proportion.2

Our approach takes advantage of the profit maximizing behavior of the utility.
.

I Developing Procedures for Measuring Performance of a Firm:
-

Several elements of risk and uncertainty are neglected in the discussion. .

Risk management should be a principal occupation of utility management. Effects
.

1 '

of variable load, variable weather, variable resources e.g. hydro and purchased
power, have not been discussed.. *

Our analysis shows that minimizing the price, as recommended by the RCG
study, will not produce optimal performance. The effective price in a period

j includes adjustments for revenue transfer from one operating period to another.
Maximizing total effective benefits, through incentives, is consistant with the,

profit maximizing behavior of the utility, and produces optimal system opera-tica.*

'

Comparison of firms at the cost of service level does not adjust for
significant differences in generation mix,-load characteristics, geography,;

'

weather, age of equipment, rate of growth, etc. , etc. , etc. It is not clear
why passing out rewards or penalties on this basis will be productive in any;

{ way.
,

Ch. 3 Selecting the Focus of the Mechanism:
'

,

'

The report recommends direct compensation to utility management for goodperformance. This will involve regulators in direct intervention between.

! utility managers and shareholders, and create conflict of interest situations
for the management.

The basic notion of fostering a competative environment for utility execu-
tives is not well founded. In one sense the competition already exists between4

; net buyers and sellers of power. In another sense the recommended approach
-

! usurps the rights of utility shareholders. You don't train an elephant to
behave like a zebra by painting stripes on it. Neither do you get a monopoly.

| to behave like a competitive firm by intervention between shareholders and .

i managers. '

.

.

'

Our analysis shows that the basic result of free market operation, max-
imum total benefits, can be achieved through incentives, within the existingregulatory frame work.

.

>

L
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!- will operate as if they are in a competitive environment, nor is it clear
that this is a desirable behavior to induce. How, for example, would you
prevent collusion by a group against another utility?4

( .. -In short, I question both the assumptions and the analysis which supports
the RCG recommendation. My comments on various sections o'f the report are

-

enclosed. These comments are influenced by the work.we have done in this area.' -

-
i'

.

!'

Our analysis of incentive regulation leads to a formula for setting incen- |

} tives at the functional level e.g. each operating unit has its own set of
incentives. We show that this is necessary to achieve maximum benefits and that-

any incentives not satisfying this criteria will achieve less than maximum-

benefits. Furthermore, we show that these incentives may be set using only.

. high level information about the utility operations. Our approach is described
i- in the enclosed paper. Since our work in this area has been supported com-
h. plately by AI&DS, I must ask you to treat this paper as proprietary information
i at this time. |
,

; Thank you for the opportunity to review the RCG work. I hope my connents
; are helpful to you. I will call you soon to discuss a feasibility study for
j implementing the type of incentives as described in our paper,
i

Very truly yours,
,

M /e %
t

Darrell D. Freeman
; Senior Research Engineer

DOF:rjp
i enc 1.
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AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER Service Corporation
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Dr. Bernard Tensabaum
Acting Chief.

Economic Analysis Branch
.

Office of Regulatory Analysis
- Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

' . ' Washington D. C. 20426o

Dear Dr. Tenenbaumt*

The following is in reference to your letter of December 7,
1982, and the draft report prepared by the Resource Consulting Groupo
Inc., for FERC. We found the report most interesting and appreciate
your sending us a copy for review and comment. The main thrust of the
report appeared to be incentives to produce power at the lowest possible<

cost to the customer. The management of the American Electric Power
System has for a long time been strong believers in the policy of
producing low cost power for its customers. The incentive program we
initiated in 1979 as described in 'the report uns directed at improved
power plant availability and efficiency on a cost-effective basis.

No question whether the incentive pro,* ram proposed in the
report would be understood or accepted by the state regulatory com-
missions. Of the seven states serviced by the AEP System, only one
state connission staff has expressed any interest in comparing Company

; performance against ochent utilities. We would also prefer handling'

internally the evaluation and compensation of our management rather than
through some form of a performance bonus determined by a regulatory
commission.

,

In summary, we found the report of interest and fully supporc
the iatent. We belleve perioranace should be recognised by the conotission
in setting the allowed rate of return rather than in the form of a bonus
granted by the commission to selected management personnel..,

Very truly yours o

mL-
'

& _- g r% .- -1";

David M. Williams, Jr.
'

/

/d
cca John E. Dolan

;

, . -- . . . .-. . _ - . . . . - - _ - _ _ . - . _ . _ - . -_. -
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- ca'e= March 3, 1983
- . Y. .o X '.i!.".'"

~ # ::':*/ .".: "./
"

a..- - wo

== ecto Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum
at$y,,,'|| Acting Chief,-

Economic Analysis Branch
- .M"e .. .su Office of Regulatory AnalysisZ"
; ,f;"',':'""' Fed 3ral Energy Regulatory Comission

-

, | q;;',,; " Washington, D.C. 20426
' c

.$ , e.~ ~.".".'. !"4 Dear Dr. Tenenbaum: "
*

'*" '!.' '*L.".e*,'..

** "*"|,."|';" Thank you for giving APPA the opportunity to coment onc,

" Incentive Regulation in the Electric Utility Industry," a study* * - - ' =

#2 prepared for the FERC by Resource Consulting Group (RCG). Mr. Radin
. .|* ?' ''.'/. has asked me to prepare coments on the report for him. Because of
"

oj|||"g=|| the study's length, I have, as you suggested, confined our coments
,,_ ,,;;c,",",,", o= to those parts of the report that are of most interest to the APPA.a

However, I have taken the time to review the entire study and~~ w
"Yl%I Z disagree with several other areas of the report.
s J,'.:|i'." '.""

~?,|af,",,"= The study's general recommendation that the FERC initiate
ea soe;*u steps to implement a comprehensive program designed to encouragej
g; = utilities to maintain the lowest possible rates to consumers is a,

laudable one with which I agree, but the particular program recomendc.Jc.e.n - o
"*'" T .".**. T M by the study is untested and theoretically unsound, and, consequently.

c..;30 ' * ".'.'.: its results are uncertain.
.. q iyc

~"gy"= The primary objective of what the study calls its " rate control
incentive program" is to encourage each jurisdictional utilit.y "to- . * -

. G'/J c". 2" reduce the level of and growth in its electricity rates relative
. /.',*.'3 to that of other comparable utilities." The mechanism through which

utilities will supposedly be encouraged "to reduce rates is the.**aew
~ MJ M"": cayment of incentive awards to those utilities that reduce the

Js..l'"f' . Sill level and growth in their rates relative to comparable firms."''
*'":|,.' t".;'.2::::

d, .=|',*, I see numerous practical problems with this approach. Just. ;,7.,"";; the grouping of comparable firms would be difficult, as the study* itself suggests. But mcre important, focusing on a single formula,$am '~

. !'l."?".l'?.". as the stuay does, for determining the relative efficiency of
"'" 2""c'."'|." management performance is likely to produce unfair results. Such

,

'ge.*Q= a formula does not capture important factors over which management.,

a g",,= may or may not have had control. Also, the studt. allows topg
management to design and distribute the bonus payments with virtually.. s ven

'"
.. . . c O.%". no oversight by the FERC. It is assumed that they will distribute

**~~ ' "":' "****J bonuses to those who most deserve them. I think such an assumption..,

7".',',c ;,W is at best hopeful speculation, if not naive. I'm inclined to
agree with the skeptical maxim about executive bonus programs which
says: Top management writes bonus programs for top management.
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'
.

My strongest objection is to the study's recommendation that rewards to! .

i managers be funded by ratepayers. Why should managers be given additional |C compensation for what they are supposed to be doing in the first place--providing
adequate service at least cost? Whether called incentives, rewards, or bonuses,,

they all do the same thing: increase the average level of managers' salaries.
I am not suggesting that incentive programs have no value, but that the basic4

! incentive to do a professional job is the base salary paid to employees, whether
L a utility lineman or company president. The reconenended bonus program suggests *

! that the average compensation level now paid top management should be raised and,

j that the structure of compensation has to be changed. The average salaries of
1 these managers, relative to other industries, do not appear to be out of line. '

! Top level managers earn attractive salaries in what has traditionally been a
5

,

low-risk, stable industry. In contrast, managers of public power systems are
paid about 40 percent less that their counterparts in investor-owned utilities
and are subject to greater public scrutiny and pressure.

! . Although the structure of the current compensation system may not be |
1 fashioned as well as it could be, the average levels of compensation paid '

{ managers should not be increased at ratepayers' expense. If there is a need ;

to restructure management compensation, it could be done by restructuring ,

management compensation at current levels. This would involve lowering current
base salaries and using the amount of the reduction for bonus payments, thus
keeping the e.arage salary level the same. '

; I

! Our objection to the particular program reconsnended by RCG should not be L

! interpreted te mean that APPA is opposed to any form of systematic, quantitative L

j evaluation of the industry's efficiency performance. Quite the contrary, we
,

; believe the FERC should implement evaluative measures. Unfortunately, the RCG |
! study will probably be used to discredit systematic, quantitative measures of (
j management performance. Already the trade press reports that the industry is ;

: preparing a highly critical statement of the study's reconsnendations. This is *

j not surprising since the industry has generally opposed having their managers -

evaluated on the basis of any type of objective criteria. For example, they ;
'

j were highly critical of the FPC's " Performance Profiles"(1973) and of the i

! methodology NARUC proposed in the mid-1970s for measuring the cost performance L

j of the electric utility industry.

| I think the'best way to encourage utilities to maintain and strive for ,

i the lowest possible rates is by continuous and direct analyse: of their major
| cost decisions. Instead of paying millions of dollars in bon 6ses to managers
! for wcrk they should.already be doing, the dollars could be better spent
j' developing a vigilant, active, and highly sophisticated regulatory staff to *;

investigate the major cost decisions mede by these managers. Management aware '3

ness that such a staff exists and that consnissions will not allow the cost ofi '

! imprudent decisions to be borne by ratepayers is a more direct and certain means
'
;

! of encouraging efficient management decision-making than through an intricate
( - and uncertain system of bonus payments.
! .!

t
:

|

|
L
i
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'Dr. Tenenbaum
March 3, 1983

'. Page Two

APPA appreciates this opportunity to express its views, and will be
interested in reeding the FERC staff's reconnendations on incentive programs.

.-

Sincerely.

John Kelly-

Staff Economist
.

'. JK/af
..

- 7.

;

i .

I

1

k

i
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|

|
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February 11, 1983

*

Bernie Tenenbaum
Office of Regulatory Analysis

"

i FERC
.

825 N. Capitol Street, N.E.*

Washington, D.C. 20426 '

Dear enebaum:.

/
Thanh you for the opportunity to connent on the Draf t Report of October,1982,
" Incentive Regulation in the Electric Utility Industry."

1 Our attached comments are rather critical of the highly theoretical arguments
i advanced for the rate control in'centive program. It is Ironic that many of

| criticisms parallel the consultants' own critique of Total Factor Productivity
'(Appendix B).'

'

Despite the shortcomings of both methods, we would encourage you to continue
the effort. Rather than further theoretical work, it wculd be very helpful if
more actual case analysis was done on comparative unit costs and revenues of
some of the major electric utilities. The National Regulatory Researchi .

Institute has done work in this area and should be considered in the event you
are in a position to contract for an additional offort.

It would be appreciated If you would keep us Informed of any reports prepared
by your staff or of other efforts being undertaken. President Leonard Grimes
of our Commission who is Vice-Chairman of the NARUC Committee on Electrici.ty
has also reconenended that the committee support further of forts for
development of incentive regtslation.

Very truly yours,,

/

8arbara Barkovich, Director
.,

*

i Policy and Planning Olvision
*

,

Attachment

. .

. . . . - . . , , , .,.,n . . . - - - , , . , -, - . , , , - , - - , ,-- - ,-v- - ..,, . . , -. -
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COM>ENTS ON CHAPTER 2 - FOCUS

A strong case is made for focusing on aggregate cost performance in
order to (1) minimize cost of service, (2) avoid giving inefficient price
signals to a firm which could be created by over-emphasis on one su3 set of
oosts, (3) have less detailed involvement in utility management, and (4) impose

,

less administrative burden on the regulatory agency.

The report recognizes, however, that unlike FERC, with a much larger
number of regulated firms, a state commission might be able to accommodate the

,

expense and administrative burden of becoming more involved in utility
operations. While a focus on aggregate cost performance is very significant

*

and justified, it does not follow that the analysis should stop +here._
The report assumes only ~one homogenous output, kilows9t-hours (Chapter

2.8 and Appendix S.4) . However conservation should also be considered an
output because of the amount of capital equipment, operating expenses and
organizational changes required to achieve a goal of the most ef ficient usage
by all classes of service.

Two recommendations which appear to be desirable are:

a. Encourage long-run cost minimization by awarding Incentives on the
basis of 3-5 yeses' performance, although costs may rise for short-

' transitional periods (Chapter 2.12) .

b. Assume reliability of service by quantifying outages and consequently
adjusting any incentive downward if this lost service resulted from
management's actions to reduce costs at the expense or inconvenience
of ratepayers (Chapter 2.10) .

Length of Perf ormance Measurement (Pages 2.12-2.14)
,

1

We concur in the need to average the data over several years to dampen
the ef f ect of year-to-year random variations in a uti tty's operating
conditions. This purpose is def eated, however, by the recommended non-unif orm

*weight structure and the recommended dynamic measure of comparlo,g the most

recent year with the preceding five year average.
.

i

.

|

|
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PG&E's authorized rate level over the last five years varied from a
, low of .5.7c/kWh in 1979 to a high ef 9.1c/kWh on January 1,1982. Due to |

fortunate climatoicgical conditions, the rates authorized on January 1,1983,
were back down to 6.9e/kWh. Thir*visethodology proposed does not appear to deel
with this type of actual experiehce. (PGaE probably wouldn't object to being

'

compared to the static rate leveT of30.63/kWh used in the example.)

Evaluation Relative to.. 0ttier Utilities (Pages 2.16-2.20)

Comparisons between utilities over time can be affected by major
'

intertemporal changes in business circumstances which cannot be disregarded as,

'

7 suggested in the report (see further development in comments on Appendix D).
* Forming groups of firms based on such factor,s as size, sales and load

characteelstics and growth, and state environmental and tax burdens is an,

important step in evaluation relative to other utilities. We do not understand

the statement which suggesfs that variables which are impcetunt in explaining
differences among firms' performance (p. 2.19) service be discarded.
Essentially, one of the principal reasons that an aggregate cost analysis need

,

be accompanied by" more detailed comparisons is so that important differences in
performance will be understood. *

As' Indicated in the discussion in Chapter 4 (p. 4.21 and 4.22),
j grouping is perhaps the most cont'roversial aspect of the recommended *

I procedure. Contrary to the repoht, we believe that firm-specific attributes
(such as percent of generating *'especity that is coal-fired, p. 4.21) have to be
considered. Such a firm-specif'le'' attribute is frequently affected by a
utility's location and environmental concerns annd requirements.

CHAPTER 3

| STRUCTURING THE INCENTIVE >ECHANISM

The focus on compensation as an incentive fo- Improved performance is
* well founded in othe.- Industries. The utility examples described in Appendix G

are very informative. It is noted that some apply to aggregate performance and
one to plant performance.- -

We are not sure that compensation payments would be less thani

compensation tierough earnings (p. 3.3) since a fully effective compensation

2

|
|
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|

.

plan might require much wider participation than the few executives suggested
in the report. We do not believe that the possibility of managers arguing for
an otherwise low return on equity is a real problem (p. 3 5). We do not agree

that a generic rate of return approach is a ne essary part of an incentive
program. .

.' We do not agree that "the potentist assessment of dollar penalties for
so-called inf erior perf ormance may .be impracticable and counter-productLve to
the goals of the program." or..."the assessment of dollar penalties may cause
an incentive program to be politically unsaleable." (p. 3.7). Such mechanisms *

.

have been used successfuiry in states like California.
Since a program should consider botn re.a*ds and pena rties. It me, e* .

ne: essa *y to consicee both compensation and earnings to ove-come tne argumea*s*

against penalties set forth on pages 3.8 and 3.9.
We concur that sharing Incentive compensation ewards within the firm

(p. 3 13) should be under a program designed by management. In fact, a utility

should be encouraged to expand its own programs for various components of
operations subject to regulatory review as part of the determination of
reasonable cost.

CO M NTS ON CHAPTER 4

RECO M NDED INCENTIVE REGUI.ATION PROGRAM

We are not convinced that the proposed rate control Incentive program
(RCIP) promotes cost minimization more strongly than does the traditional
regulatory process (p. 4.2). We believe that it could be used with other
regule+ory Initia*1ves to improve the process and that It should be studied
furthee, it wou!d be necessary, as recommended in the report, for the FE9" to
wor. .itn state regulatory commissions to implement such a program. We ar e not
optimistic, however, that adoption of a generic procedure for determining the
este of return on equity for utilities covered by the RCIP could be agreed to

by FERC and the state regulatory commissions (p. 4 3). ,

We do not believe the steps recommended on p. 4.5 through 4.9 will
produce data that can be used in performance measurement for the reasons stated

.

In our comments on Chapter 2. Multi year averaging.Is necessary to compare
,

.

m

I

.

3

|

_
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static rate levels but a more detailed procedure appears necessary to develop a
-

'

.
dynamic index. Conceptually we agree that the methodology should account for a
utility's change in performance as well as the average rate levels. An |

analys*s is necessary of the components parts of the aggregate revenue base in !

order to evaluate both the static and dynamic performance. |;

- While the management compensation feat'ures of the plan would require
,

' the voluntary participation of the utility, measurement of performance should
apply to all regu Lated utilities (p. 4.20). Whether good performance is 1

rewarded by more liberal expense allowances or a higher return on equity is-

seconda y to the need for specific findings on the effectiveness of the
; uti l i t i es oper at ions. Additionally, Chapte- 4.22 states that the plan shou ' d

' be implemented on a coordina+ed basis mIth state regulatory age nc l es . Wi+nou*

such cooperation, an incentive to shift constrained cost across jurisdictional
lines would be present even if not consciously acted upon by management.

COMNTS ON CHAPTER 5

ADDITIONAL- INCENTIVE PROGRAM POSSIBILITIES

Construction Cost Control Incentives
FERC's consideration of a regulatory incentive system for ANGTS was

necessitated by federal legisletion which dealt specifically with that
project. The New York Public Service Commission's special consideration of NNP-
2 arose out of proposals to abandon that project.

We recommend that special circumstances such as these and other
potential plant abandonments not be used as precedents for developing a
procedure to encourage private firms to undertake equity sponsorings of large-
scale projects through cost-of-service guarantees. Utilities are responsible
f or the prudent management of construction projects. Ra+e incentive programs

( alone will not assure construction cost minimization, although they should be

! Investigated further.
|

Automatic Rate Adjustment Mechanism'

The recommended procedure merits further and more detailed
examination. Even if it is not adopted as a rate adjustment mechanism, refinedi -

data would be very useful in comparing disaggregated unit costs for comparable

4

!

i
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|

|
.

utilities over a multi-year study period. It is possible that the Rate Control
.

Incenti,ve Program could be extended to include a disaggregated basis and
| combined with development of appropriate indexes using some of the procedures

included in Chapter 5.

CO M NTS ON APPEN0lx A

REVIEW OF SELECTED STATE-LEVEL PROGRAMS
> .

We do not sgree that the Florida, Michigan and Utah programs "tends to ,

assume automatically that overall corporate ef ficiency is maximized if one o-
more sub-corporate level perf ormance standards are met." (p. A.31. In fact a

~

number of states are endeavoring to extend incentive regulation to as many sub-'

corporate levels possible. As we have commented in previous chao+ers, these
We understandef forts should include participation by other states and FERC.

and agree that administratively sub-corporate analysis woeld be infeastale for
FERO (p. A-4).

CO M NTS ON APPENDIX B
,

TFP AN ALYSIS

Although the report explicitly f avors an aggregate cost index as
opposed to a total factor productivity (TFP) Index (Appendices B and 0), and
ci+es KE9; decision in Case No. 1419 (Appendix B. 17), TFP may still prove
use'.i as e- owe att indica *er of the utility's per+ormance and management of

~

*c+a t;as.:le'. orge ize* ion sac loboe resources.

00amar .,-- 7., apog s y 7

;*46 a: , , . e s;.{ s [:
-

3:*- +=. egg ege*, unit cost inees based on average revenue and on

e.e-ege re.enue minus returns to capital are greatly influenced by operating
one meintenance empenses. The rankings wou ld be particu l ar l y inf luenced by .

fuel and purchased power expenses if the twenty-five utilities include some
that are heavily dependent on low sulfur fossil fuels.

.

It is not surprising that there was's high degree,of correspondence
between the p'erformance ranks f or 'the average revenue and average cost Indexes "

|

|

.

5
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since one would anticipate a fairly uniform ratio of average revenue to the
average cost basis utilized.. it would be more significant to compare the

average revenue indexes to an aggregate unit cost index based,on gross.

revenues minus fuel and purchased power costs.

Several changes in the revenue index rank order for the periods 1969-

; '.72 as compared to 1974-75 may be significant in this connection:
,

Utility 3 - From I ndex Rank 3-4 to 23-25

Utility -11 - From index Rank 1-4 to 9-14

Uti lity 15' - From i ndex Rank 4-9 to 22-23
'

With major changes having occurred in utility costs between the 1959-

. 72 period and the 1974-75, some modification in the methodology would seem
'. warranted to take this factor into account.1

,

it is not surprising that there is no correspondence between the
,

aggregate cost and TFP Indexes. That does not shed any light on the
superiority of one or the other.

COMMENTS ON APPENDIX F

ANALYZING REDUCTIONS IN UTILITY OPERATING EXPENSES

The sensitivity analysis properly identifies the inadequacy of trying

to develop a single factor to apply to such a diverse group of utilities as an

incentive to improved performance. The particularly w.ide range in cost
category #5 (principally labor and equipment costs) with a percentage as high
as 12.74% reduction for a 15 change in return on equity is significant in
Identifying the characteristic of one type of utility. If as diverse a group

of utilities is included in Comparing Aggregate Cost indexes (Appendix D), the

: rankings would be subject to serious limitations as to their usefulness.
!

The example on page F-12 of permitting return on equity to increase 25

basis polts for each 100 basis points reduction in real cost would, of course,

be viewed from entirely a different perspective if applied to a utility where 1

percent cost reduction would be equivalent to a 1 percent increase in return on, ,
,

'
equity.

-

|

:
6
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CRITIQUE AND APPRAISAL

CP&L joined with several other utilities in obtaining the
services of National Economic Research Associates, Inc. (NERA) to
prepare a comprehensive critique of the RCG draft report. That
critique is being filed separately. Although we do not
necessarily agree with every statement and shade of opinion in
the critique, we concur in its major findings, and therefore CP&L
joins in sponsoring the NERA comments. We ask close attention to
the very realistic practical concerns expressed by NERA. -

Before moving to a set of ideas for further action to find
the solutions, _ may we emphasize some of the aspects of concern .

about the RCG suggestions.

1. A basic premise of the RCG report - and of a number
of proposals for modifying the present regulatory-

is the notion that regulatory lag noprocess -
,

longer provides an effective incentive for
operating efficiency. This premise is not well-
founded. Whatever benefit (if there is any) that
accrues from filing rate cases more frequently than
in former times is more than offset by the rapidity;

~

and severity of increases in costs. The inability
to earn allowed rates of return has been documented
repeatedly. Regulatory lag as an incentive to*

efficient operations is still very much present and
very effective.

2. Comparing performances by end results measurement
requires neutralizing the effect of factors beyond
the control of management. The NERA presentation

| has detailed many of the difficulties in this

| necessary aspect. .May we here simply emphasize the
seemingly hopeless task of identifying and .

quantifying all of these factors when (1) small
differences can lead to large variations in end-
result measurement, (2) comparisons are to be made -

among a number of companies, not only at a given
time but also over periods of time , - and (3) the

,

current management is neither to receive incentive
,

compensation, nor to be denied such compensatica,'

i. because of the wisdom or lack of wisdom (both in
l retrospect) of the decisions of prior managers. *

3. The concern expressed in the NERA comments _ about -
*

the above offect of the proposed program on the
exchange of knowledge among utilities is alarming
to this operating company. In effect, the program
would put managers of utilities in competition,

'

rather than in cooperation, for increased "know-
how." No one utility can pursue on ' its own every

;

!
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aspect of managerial and technical knowledge.
Industry members have relied heavily on each other
for the exchange of ideas for improved management

; and operation. The importance of this exchange,
and the potential for its destruction by a plan !

. which pits one management in competition with'
- another, cannot be overemphasized.

i

4. Of the two alternative proposals presented by RCG,
.

the construction cost incentive proposal is the

. less satisfactory. The overwhelming problems
- stated in the NERA analytical approach are
*

. confirmed by actual experience.

[~ FUTURE COURSE OF ACTION

1. Compensation Incentive.

Despite our belief that the major proposal of the RCG report
and also its first alternative proposal do not offer much promise
of feasibility, CP&L does believe that the Commission should
encourage efforts to develop incentives to ef ficiency within the
traditional regulatory approach and also as a possible
modification of the traditional approach.

As a first step, resulting directly from the RCG report, the
Staff and the Commission might formally indorse the concept of

1

l regulatory attitudes toward (and thus support of) reward programs
that, according to the economic way of thinking, will encourage'

i the utility manager to better his performance in terms of

( economic efficiency.

|
' Such an indorsement could be accompanied by basic standards

generalized as to objectives, with perhaps basic outlines of the
nature of plans that may be valuable when applied to particular
utilities.

One such standard might be that methods must be simple to
understand and acceptable to the public. Thus, what kinds of

p- plans would lead to public understanding and acceptance should be
I a subject for research in any agenda on incentive ratemaking.

In our tentative thinking in response to the RCG report, we.

have concluded that, for some of the same reasons that make the
RCG proposal not- workable, such a plan directed at managers
probably should be custom-built for the individual utility.
Probably only this approach enables suitably identifying and
promoting managerial efficiency in those corporate activities

| that current management of the particular company can directly
| impact substantially.

!

I
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For some companies incentive plans may be inappropriate, and
thus another aspect of the indorsement should be that plans be
voluntary on the part of the utility. Clearly any program of
compensation of utility managers should not exceed limits fixed
by the board of directors of the utility.

Thus, we suggest that the Commission conclude not to pursue
the compensation incentive ideas explored by RCG but instead, as
one course of action, indorse the concept of voluntary programs -

developed by individual companies to meet their specific
circumstances.

.

2. Indexation Incentive.

In Chapter 5 of its draft report RCG suggests a second
i incentive alternative designed to reduce the frequency of rate

cases and provide reasonably long periods for the operation of
incentives to better manage production costs. The mechanism is
an automatic rate adjustment program based on inflation in the
price of production inputs. As stated in the report at p. 5.23,
the basis for changes in initial rates would be determined byi

economic conditions and forces outside the utility's control.

While some generalized aspects of such a program are
described in the draft report, as the NERA analysis points out
the description "is not spelled out in enough detail to be

,

: evaluated fairly." However, we emphasize the NERA belief that
such an approach may offer promise. While the questions it'

raises are many, their solution seems less awesome a problem than
the solution to the many concerns raised about the major proposal
and the first alternative in the RCG report.

Certainly the goal is most desirable: to achieve rates
which are quite close to those which a continuing rate case .

should produce under sound regulatory principles and efficient
operation, but without the crushing burden of repetitive cases.

I An indexation that materially advances the opportunity to

| actually attain the financial results anticipated in a rate order
may be a different type of incentive than the basic RCG prcposal ,

| contemplates, but it would be one that motivates the manager to
' the highest efficiency.

CP&L is very encouraged by the efforts to find one or more ~

mechanisms that will provide additional incentives to improve
productivity and enable better financial. results. We encourage -

the Staff and the Commission to take a lead in the public forum
to create acceptance of the concepts and their implementation.
As with 'any dif ficult research undertaking, the development must
be deliberate and - pragmatic, for serious adverse consequences
could result from an ill-conceived plan. May we suggest a call

~

for an agenda for research - one we cannot develop in this_ short
time period for commenting - prior to the institution of a formal
rulemaking proceeding.

. .. __ - .
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For your convenience I enclose an extra copy of these
comments.

- i
~

'Yours truly,
i

'

f _ j n & 4, J L.
Samuel Behrends, Jr.

.
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'/ CHARLES RIVER -}OHN HANCOCK TOWER*-

ASSOCIATES 200 CLARENDON STREET-
.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02116
|NCORPORATED

*

(61D 266-0500 TWX: 710-321-1926

~
.

February 24, 1983

.

Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum
Acting Chief, Economic Analysis Branch.

Office of Regulatory Analysis
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission4

Washington, D.C. 20426

Dear Bernie:

Thank you very much for your letter of December 7,1982 and the invitation to
comment on a draft of a report by the Resource Consulting Group Incorporated
(RCG) entitled " Incentive Regulation In The Electric Utility Industry"
(DE-AC39-82RC-11849, RCG No.: RA-82-0143). The subject is an important one,
and the Comission is to be commended for sponsoring this analysis. I
appreciate this opportunity to record my views.

I have read the report in its entirety several times, and will address the
report as a whole, but you suggested that I might limit my comments to a few
topics. As the comments attached indicate, I find myself unpersuaded by
RCG's conclusions. Nonetheless, it is a thoughtful and professional work.

,

Both the authors and the FERC staff can be proud of this report. It is a
contribution to the literature on an important and comp 19x problem.

Again, thank you for this opportunity. If further comments would be of
assistance to you in regard to this matter or any other matters, please let
me know.

Sincerely yours, .

CHARLES RIVER ASSOCIATES-

GMf: -

George R. Hall
! Vice President

GRH:j rp

,

|
1
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COMMENTS OF GEORGE R. HALL, VICE PRESIDENT-

CHARLES RIVER ASSOCIATES, INC.
200 CLARENDON STREET

~

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02116
ON DRAFT REPORT BY

RESOURCE CONSULTING GROUP
TO FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

. ON " INCENTIVE REGULATION IN THE ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY"*:

INTRODUCTION **

.

RCG undertook a two-fold task with this report. First, RCG had to move from
'

; general considerations about utility incentives and select a specific
. ~ . incentive approach to electric utility regulation and design a specific,
E implementable plan. Second, RCG had to evaluate this plan and recommend to

the FERC whether or not it should move forward to 'try to implement it.:

To anticipate my conclusions, upon reflecting on the results of RCG's
analysis, I believe that the approach that RCG selected is not the approach 2
would recommend. I find myself persuaded by RCG's analysis that the approach4

that RCG refers to as the " Automatic Rate Adjustment Mechanism" (ARAM) has
more pronise than the approach RCG recommends. My recommendation to the FERC
could be not to move forward with the approach with RCG's preferred approach,
but rather attempt 'to develop an approach along the line of the ARAM
alternative.

I hasten to add that the fact that I find RCG's analysis and recommendations
unpersuasive should not be taken as implying a lack of appreciation for the

! repo rt. It is a well-done, professional and helpful analysis. It advances
the discussion of this complex and important topic. Both RCG and the FERC'

are to be commended for making it available to the various communities
concerned with the utility industry.

The report argues that electric utilities have fewer efficiency incentives
than firms in nonregulated competitive markets because: (1) they are limitedi

to " reasonable" rates of return; (2) less efficient firms get price increases
from regulators that could not be obtained in competitive markets; and
(3) the short run inelastic demand for electricity shields inefficient firms

! from loss of markets. .

.

*0 raft Report, DE-AC 39-82RC-11849, RCG No.: RA 82-0143, dated' October 15,
1982. '

.

**I express thanks to my colleague, A. Lawrence Kolbe, for helpful comments
and suggestions. I have also had the b4nefit of discussing this report with
various members of the Federal Energy Bar and the Electric utility Industry.

i I am greatful to them, but the views expressed here are solely my own and
should not be attributed to any other individual, group or organization.

i 1-
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The report further argues that t!.e traditional incentive for efficiency has.

been regulatory lag and regulatory cost scrutiny is less effective now than
it has been in the past because of the need to have more frequent rate cases
due to inflation and the increasing use of automatic cost adjustment clauses.
RCG concludes that there is a pressing need to provide additional incentives
for utilities to attempt to improve efficiency, which is defined by RCG as
minimizing total cost of service.

On these predicates, RCG discusses seven topics:

o The incentive target or the focus of the incentive program;

o How to measure performance; ,

o How to evaluate performance;
~

o The incentive mechanisn, i.e., should rewards and penalties effect the
return, the rate level, or management compensation?;

o The structure of the incentives, i .e., should there be rewards or
penalties and how should rewards and penalties be shared between the
firm and its customers?;

o How to allow for factors beyond the firm's control;
,

o How to implement a program.

I shall comment briefly on each topic.

THE INCENTIVE TARGET

The report considers various possible focuses for the incentives that might
be provided electric utilities to reduce costs. RCG discusses targeting on
the aggregate performance of the utility ,(i.e., rates), focusing on a subset
of activity (such as generation), focusing on markets (retail or wholesale),

| or focusing on some subset of inputs or operations. RCG selects the entire -

| company performance, that is, rates, as best measuring the benefits to
consumers. I agree but this choice means that one must move in to the irmrky
area of economic measurement rather than relying upon more precise .

engineering measures. Nonetheless, I believe that for incentives to deal
with what they should deal with, minimizing utility rates is the correct .

target.

.

e

2 -

.

I
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES
.

The report considers various possible performance measures such as total:-

factor productivity, disaggregate unit cost measures, and physical
productivity measures. The report selects an aggregate cost measure as the

; most consistent with the focus chosen for the incentive program. I concur.
The discussion of the drawbacks to the use of the total factor productivity
approach is a particularly good analysis.,

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
-

,

.

; The report considers four possible performance standards against which
performance might be measured. They are: (1) relative to a finn's own past-

performance; (2) relative to the performance of other firms; (3) relative t'o.

the past performance of other utilities; and (4) an independent standard.
RCG selects an index combining the first two possibilities. That is, the
suggestion is that customer rata would be evaluated both relative to the
rates of other firms and to .the change in the firm's own rates over time.

The RCG solution finesses the problem of choosing between a cross-firm
measure and a measure based on the past performance of the specific firm
being regulated. Certainly it is difficult to choose between the two
measures; each has. advantages, so an index that combines them has
considerable appeal. Nonetheless, the RCG weighting mechanism is arbitrary.
I believe that probably any weighting system would also be arbitrary. The
difficulty is that I doubt that an arbitrary weighting system for a matter
that has as significant financial consequences as an incentive system of the
sort proposed here is compatible with the procedural due process requirements
inherent in rate setting by public utilities commissions.

. Put differently, I suspect that any weighting system has to be somewhat
'

arbitrary. What worries me is that the problems of defending the weighting
system before challenges within the commission and within the courts are
likely to be considerable. The result could well be so much time and effort,

| spent arguing about weighting that any benefits to the consumer would be
counterbalanced by the increased regulatory costs.4

-
,

It should also be noted that the performance evaluation technique selected by**
RCG makes the problem of allowing for factors beyond the control of

1 management a critical issue. I shall address this topic later in more
i detail. But because it h*as been the shoal upon which most past attempts to

develop an incentive program have foundered. It is worth emphasizing this
*

problem at this point.

!
,

!

3

!
!
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The most serious problem I see with the performace evaluation proposed is
-

that it requires classification of firms into groups. This is an extremely

challenging task. The report suggests the groups used for the generic rate
of return technique that was proposed by the FERC be used for the incentive
scheme. However, it is my understanding that the generic rate of return-

proposal has been subject to considerable change, in part because of the
difficulty of determining how to define groups satisfactorily.

It is also suggested that in addition to statistical techniques, expert'

panels could classify utilities in the sense of similar firms. The expert
panel technique is a very useful one for research purposes. I am dubious,

-however, that classification by expert panel would stand up under -

requirements of due process for any matter with as significant financial
,

consequences as an incentive rate of return.
.

With regard to the we.ighting technique, I would note that the numerical
example used in the report contains an error. Nonetheless, the formula
accomplishes what the report says it will accomplish. On the other hand,

i-

this is an ad hoc formula; no comparison is offered by RCG as to how this
4

formula compares to the results of other ad hoc formulas with respect to
accomplishing what the authors wish the formula to acconplish.

THE INCENTIVE MECHANISM
;

The report considers three possibilities with respect to embodying rewards*

and possibly penalties in some utility cost element. The possibilities RCG
considers are to reflect the incentive in: (1) the allowed rate of return;
(2) the actual rate of return; (3) or management compensation. RCG strongly
advocates that the incentive should be flowed through to management
compensation. Indeed, this feature is the most significant aspect of the RCG
proposal . The report argues at length that management activity is tne key to
cost improvement and, therefore, for an incentive system to work, regulatory
commissions must be sure that rewards are used to motivate management through
higher incomes.

This part of the proposal troubles me greatly. Basically it would require
regulatory commissions to enter into a realm of public utility control which -

hithertofore has largely been left to the responsibility of the utility -

stockholders and the utility board of directors. I think-there is good
~reason for not introducing public utility regulation into this sphere.

Basically, if the RCG's scheme were implemented, all, regulatory commissions
would have to exercise close and detailed scrutiny over management -

|
.

4

4

|
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compensation plans. The report implies that requirenents could be set up to
_ insure that any management incentives were additional to basic compensation.

It is also argued that this could be done with an acceptable level of,
reporting and enforcement activity. I am very dubious.

As the history of the various wage freezes that have been imposed by the
; Federal Government on the economy as a whole or, more often, on the. Federal

Civil Service, will establish, distinguishing between base . compensation 'and
. incentive compensation would be an extremely difficult job. I believe that

as a practical matter, directing the incentive to management compensation,
would require regulatory commissions to develop detailed management

i

compensation plans for each jurisdictional form. I am dubious that public '-

utility commissions have the time, resources or expertise to allow them to do
such a job effectively.

. 4
- Moreover, even if it could be done, I am not sure that it should be done.
- Philosophically, it seems to me that ,a strong case can be made that the

social contract inherent in public utility regulation should be structured soi

that general requirements are layed down by public utility commissions upon
the stockholders of the regulated firms and their delegates, the board of
directors. The stockholders and the board cf directors should then decide
how the objective will be achieved. From a philosophical point of view, I
would argue that any rewards from an incentive scheme should go to the firm

i as an undesignated sum. The firm should decide how the rewards should be
parcelled out. I would prefer that the reward or penalties be reflected in
the rates of return (either actual or allowed) and that the regulated
utility's board of directors have the authority to decide to what extent it
would pass the research through to management. If in fact managerial action'

is the key to efficiency improvements it would seem logically to be in the;

; interest of the board of directors to flow most of the incentive through to
i management to , the improvements that result in records.

INCENTIVE STRUCTURES

i The report considers at some length the question of whether there should be
1 rewards only, penalties only, or both. The conclusion is that a rewards only

system is the preferred choice.

As an intellectual matter, I find the report persuasive on this point. .

"' However, knowledgeable people with whom I have discussed this matter are of
the opinion that a one-sided reward system would be politically unacceptable
with state regulatory commissions. They tell me that the perception of such
a scheme would be that it was a " heads I win, tails you lose" proposition.

;

j offered to utilities. I think this concent has a great deal of force. It

|
!

|

5<

:
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!

presents a sharp dilemma. For the reasons the RCG report makes clear, a
,

system that has either only penalties or has ::oth rewards and penalties
.

presents a great deal of economic and regulatory difficulty. On the other
| hand, any incentive system must be not only equitable but perceived as

equitable and that requirement probably implies penalties as well as rewards,
considering the current climate in which state regulation takes place.

The question of how the-penalties and rewards should be structured brings up
another matter that I think is of absolutely critical importance. This is,
how can one guarantee in advance to the potential recipients of the rewards
that the rewards promised them will actually be available when earned. That'

is, imagine a program of the sort conceived by RCG being implemented and -

! assume that after 5 years, due to significant increases in performance, a
utility has a substantial reward coming. Assume that in the meantime the
composition of the cognizant public utility commission has turned over. Will'

-

the new comissioners honor the prior committment? More important, will
management today believe that in five years a new comission will honor the
incentive comitment. I am a great believer in the importance of regulatory

! reliance but it is difficult for one commission to bend its successors.

Locked at from the other prospective, a subseouent commission may find itself
in the position of having to impose a substantial increase in rates upon its,

) customers for a program that it did not design. Keep in mind, that under the
RCG proposal we are talking about superficial sums of money.'

| I have had expressed to me the view that the regulatory dynamics involved
| would, in practica, result as a rewards only system or a rewards-and-penalty

system deteriorating into a penalty-only system. A penalties-only system
would likely be unable to achieve the benefits sought by the RCG proposal and
it could have very serious counter-productive effects.

The report discussed various possible time patterns for sharing oetween firms
and customers and various possible ways that the incentive benefits might be
shared. A number of complex issues are raised but are not resolved. Should
the FERC decide to move forward with this proposal, considerable effort
should be devoted to resolving the issues raised in this section.

ALLOWING FOR FACTORS BEYONO THE UTILITY'S CONTROL

~This is the most complex issue. I believe there would be general agreement
,

with adjusting for factors such as total generating capacity, average load
factor, historical and forecast load factor, percent of sales to residential
and comercial customers, environmental requirements, and state and local -

taxes. The controversial question is whether allowances should be made f.or
the effects of past decisions of management. -

.

6
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I am sure that this question will arouse fierce controvery amongst those who
comment on this report. The dilemna is that if the incentive system adjusts
for the effects of past decisions, any utility will be perceived as having
' ery little opportunity for efficiency improvement. The nature of the

-

v

utility investment is that it is exceedingly long-lived. Consequently, any
existing management has to deal primarily with the consequences of its
predecessor's actions. '

:
On the other hand, if allowance is not made for the past decisions of
management, questions of equity arise. Also, questions of whether the
incentive reward really reflects the skill and ability and effort of the
current management or the foresight or luck of prior managements will present1

'

i tsel f. My preference is, as RCG recommends, not to adjust for the effects,

of past decisions of management. However, this is not an obvious call and I
. am sure it is going to generate intense heat. I do not believe that the
,

report will end the debate.
.

RCG sppears to overlook the problems of asset vinta'ges and'" rate shocks" from~

large, new plants. The report discusses capital costs and cites them as a
major problem for the automatic rate adjustment approach. However, with
regard to the proposal that RCG reconnends, the asset vintage and rate stock
problem is not addressed even though it applies with equal force.

A number of implementation problems have been discussed in connection with
the other topics. I would particularly highlight the problems of the whether
rewards should be flow-through to management and the enforcement and
reporting requirements. I am not nearly as sanguine as RCG that an
acceptable management compensation scheme can be achieved with an acceptable
level of enforcement and reporting requirements by the cognizant regulatory
connissions .

I would also underscore the point made by RCG that for this incentive system
to work it must cover both wholesale and retail sales. This requires
involvement of the state utility commissions in some joint plan. This is not,

going to be an easy task to accomplish.

Moreover, to repeat, one must be very cognizant of the problems of insuring
. that tne rewards will be payed when earned, and that the system will not'

become merely one-sided penalty of the program. One must also ensure t. hatthe rewards be substantial if they are to be motivators. In working with the
state entities that would have to cooperate in this pl~an it will be

; aifficult to maintain these parameters.

ALTERNATIVES
.

The report discusses the use of incentive rate of return schemes for
construction projects. The procedure adopted for the Nine Mile point Two

; 7

|
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nuclear plant and for the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systen NAGTS are'

cited. The discussion, however, does not feature the caviats and'

requirements for such a system as these are set out in the orders
establishing both incentive schemes. Since the predicates for effective
incentive scheme are well discussed in both those orders, I will merely
invite attention to them and leave the subject. The report seems to

i mistakenly assume that the FERC has certification authority for electric
utility plants. This mistake should be corrected in the final report.

An automatic rate adjustment mechanism (ARAN), is proposed as a oossib,le
alternative. I note that a similar scheme has also been proposed recently by4

Professor Baumol . RCG rejects this proposal on the basis that there is no
acceptable method to index capital costs between rate cases. RCG also argues ,

that there is a potential to " game" the system, that is hold off cost saving
investments until just after a rate case. Both of those criticisms, although-

well-founded, apply with equal force to the proposal recommended by RCG. The ,

problems are generic rather than associated with any particular approach.

RCG also argues that the ARAM system is inferior to the systen it proposes
,

i because ARAM provides incentives for stockholders, not management. As

: discussed earlier, I am not sure this is a drawback. In fact, it is probably

an advantage.

Finally, RCG believes that an ARAM system will increase a firm's cost of
capital. This may or may not be true. It does not seem to me to be a
self-evident point.

I believe that the implementation problems for the system as proposed by RCG
are so great that the greater compatability of an ARAM approach with
conventional public utility regulatory procedures makes it the preferred
approach. I believe that one could select indices for a large number of the

1

; elements in the typical utility's cost of service and thereby pennit much
longer periods between rate cases as well as more regulatory attention to the'

! elements that are not indexed when rate cases occur. After considerable and
! sympathetic consideration of the RCG proposal, I have come to the conclusion
|

that the ARAM approach is superior.

1 There is also another possibility that might well be considered by the FERC.
| This would be to require each individual utility to come in with its own

incentive proposals. Another possibility would be to require utilities' to
propose individual management compensation incentive programs. There is much
in what RCG says about the importance of management incentives. It is also
noteworthy that utilities seem to lag the other types of finns in structuring -

i explicit. performance incentives in their compensation plans. Perhaps it
would be possible to get at the incentive questions indirectly by persuading
utilities to set up more incentive programs for their management. If RCG is .

*
.

8
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correct, it would seem that one could skip the problem of trying to develop
rate incentives and move directly to require utilities to have management
incentive compensation plans. As noted, I am dubious about ut'ility

-

commissions establishing uniform generic programs. I woul.d prefer a
.case-by-case or utility-by-utility procedure.

.

CONCLUSION ,

In short, I believe that the conceptual regulatory and implementational '

problems inherent in the RCG proposal argue against the FERC moving forward,

with it. I believe these problems are inherent and not remediable. In
general, I prefer the ARAM approach. It lacks some of the theoretical.

- elegance of the reg proposal, but it has the virtue of being more easily*

implemented and administered and more compatible with basic public utility
regulation policies and procedures. *

;

;

.
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EDISON ELECTRIC
- I SU T UT E 'a* assoc'*t'o" ' e'ec'"c como*"'''

111119tn Street. N W
W:stungton. O C. 20036

T2 (202) 828-7400

- March 10, 1983

i

i
Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum 1

Acting Chief |
Economic Analysis Branch

*
Office of Regulatory Policy Analysis

.
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

- 825 N. Capitol Street
_ Washington, D.C. 20426*

'~
Dear Bernie:

Enclosed are the original and (2) two copies of Edison Electrics
Institute's (EEI's) comments on " Incentive Regulation in'the Electric
Utility Industry." These comments were prepared on behalf of EEI
member companies. Because of the varying circumstances of EEI member
companies, a number of companies will be submitting comments on their
own behalf which address selected aspects of the study from the per-
spective of their individual needs and circumstances.

A major theme of EEI's comments is that incentive programs should
not be regulated by FERC or state commissions. To the extent that in-
cantives to insure the promotion of innovation and cost reduction are
possible, EEI member companies are better able to fashion incentive
programs that are useful in their individual circumstances to stimulate
such improvements.

The subject study certainly reflects a great deal of thought on
a complex topic. There is sufficient merit to warrant further consid-
cration of the issues raised in EEI's comments and those of its member
companies. EEI would be pleased to work with FERC in further study of
these issues. If you wish I can arrange for you, as well as other FERC
staff and the contractor, to meet with EEI member companies about these
comments.

If you have any questions about these comments, or if I can be.

halpful in some other way, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank
you for giving EEI the opportunity to comment on the study. I look
forward to hearing from you in the near future.,

Sincerely,

M
David K. Owens
Director

DKO:me
Enclosure
cc: Douglas C. Bauer

EEI, Senior Vice President
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Comments of the Edison Electric Institute on Draf t Report;

of Resources Consulting Group, Inc.:
" Incentive Regulation in the Electric Utility Industry"

.

Edison Electric Institute (EEI) hereby submits its com-

ments in response to the request of, the Staff of the Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission on the Draft Report entitled,
!

" Incentive Regulation in the Electric Utility Industry," which
.

was prepared by Resources Consulting Group (RCG) for the
.

-

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) under date of.

..

:' October 15, 1982.

I. Introduction

EEI is the association of the nation's investor-owned.

electric utilities, whose member companies provide electric
;

service to 99 percent of all customers of the investor-owned

portion of the industry and 77 percent of all users of electri-

city in the United States.

EEI appreciates the opportunity to submit comments to FERC

on this document as it discusses a very important issue affect-
ing our member companies. We hope that these comments will be,

'
found useful and that FERC will continue to seek EEI's input on
the development of issues relating to regulation by FERC.

A substantial number of EEI's member companies are subject !

' *

to rate regulation by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

(FERC) and would be directly affected by any action talren by,

FERC on incentive regul1Ltion. Because of the varying circum-,

,

i i

! i

i I
!
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stances of EEI member companies and the potential effects of

any formal action by the FERC on the subject of incentive regu-

lation, a number of companies will be submitting comments on

their owrt behalf which address selected aspects of the draft

study f rom the perspective of their individual needs and cir- '
,

.

cumstances.

II, overview .

In an unregulated and competitive industry, efficient cor-
:

porate performance is typically rewarded by increased profits

and larger market shares. In a regulated industry, such as the

; electric utility industry, however, there are defined service

territories and rates-of-return which are set by the regulatory

process. Frequently, the rates-of-return authorized in rate

cases do not reflect the current costs-of-capital to investor-
i

i owned utilities. Moreover, utilities often do not earn the

rates-of-return authorized in rate cases.

While ideally, utility regulation seeks to recognize and

balance the interests of regulators, ratepayers and utility

! investors, regulators have traditionally felt less confident of
-|

their ability to assure innovation and optimal efficiency.
.

They have, therefore, sought by various means over many years

to develop techniques and create programs that would serve as
,

|; effective substitutes for market competition in s tinulating
.

! efficiency in the supply of electric service. Utility managers

| have been equally concerned with providing reliable, economic
.

( and efficient service to their customers and have consistently

- - _ _ - _ . . . - . _ - _ _ . -.- . - - . - - _ . . . - - . - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ _ - . _ . - - --
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taken steps aimed at reducing costs and improving overall per---

'

.

formance. Commissioning of the subject study, " Incentive Regu-
~

lation in the Electric Uti1ity Industry," represents an effort
.

,

by the FERC to explore - additional ways of promoting efficiency
within the context of regulation.

,

While each of the proposals contained in the subject study,

| , has both conceptual problems and practical limitations, cach
, has sufficient merit to warrant further consideration. EEI

*

4 does not feel, however, that incentive regulation programs

should be designed or administered by the FERC or state commis-

sions. Any programs adopted must be initiated and administered
j by the individual companies. To the extent that incentives to

insure the promotion of innovation and cost reduction are pos-
sible, the individual companies are better able to fashion in-
centive programs that are useful in their individual circum-)

| stances to stiallate such improvements. The approaches recom-
I

manded by the authors would lack the necessary flexibility to
account for the variety of circumstances faced by individual

!

utilities. I,

,

I

If FERC perceives itself as having a role in encouraging
incentive programs, it could adopt a general policy providing
support for incentive programs which can be individually tai-,

! lored by the utiliry. However, the initiation of such guide-
'

lines will require cooperation between the FERC and the State*

{ commissions. It would create difficulties if the FERC and
State commissions were to proceed independently of one another-

;

, - - - - , . - -- ,y-< r r-,-----mv.- - - - ,, . ~ , , . - . . - --- ,,- v - - -
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in their acceptance of incentive regulation programs adminis-

tered by the companies. Any incentive mechanism, if limited,

for example, to wholenale business only, would be ineffective

in creating adequate incentives for most utilities.

I" the preferred program--the Rate Control Incentive Pro-

gram (RCIP)--were implemented, it would represent a basic
.

change in philosophy of regulation at FERC. Regulatory Commis-

sions are now charged with treating investors in these utili- ,

i ties with fairness and protecting the interests of ratepayers.

Shareholders now elect Boards of Directors responsible for the

selection and motivation of management and charge that manage-

ment with proper representation of the interests of the share-
;

holders .
"

If the RCIP were adopted, regulators would be substituted

for the Boards of Directors in a basic management function --
,

the exercise of centrol over management compensation. Further-
:

more, the proposal directs the regulators to consider only cus-

tomers' interests when determining management compensation.

,
The shareholders ' interests will no longer be properly repre-

!.
sented.;

1
-

The objective of the FERC in sponsoring this s tudy is,

according to the authors of the report, "to encourage improved
.

production performance in the electric utility industry."*

i
.

* Resources Consulting Group, Inc. , " Incentive Regulation in,the
~Electric Utility -Industry," prepared for the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission, October 15, 198 2, p. iii.

;

f

I
|

!
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.

According to the FERC, improved performance would be expected

to meet the overall goal of electric utility regulation:
;

ensuring the provision of electric servi,ce to ratepayers at the
#

lowest possible price, while providing an acceptable quality of
service level and a fair return on investment for the utility.

,

'
'

The various policies, regulations and practices that con-
i stitute the process of price reg 21ation in any specific juris-

diction may, depending upon the manner in which they are struc-

tured, tend to stymie utilities in their efforts to achieve

maxinum efficiency in production performance. Therefore, a

practical first step f or the FERC, in its effort to develop
programs that would strengthen innovation and cost reduction,,

;
'

would be an examination of its existing policies, regulations
and practices to identify and revise those that do not promote
efficient operation. Certainly, EEI and its menbar companies,

; will be prepared to cooperate to the fullest extent in any
|

reconsideration of such policies, as well as the further study
of incentive programs such as those addressed in the subject

|
report.

Rather than examining existing FERC or State commission

policies and procedures, however, the subject study deals with
*

incentives on a.more general level. It examines possible pro- '

!

grams for strengthening incentives to improve performance

through additional techniques superimposed on the existing
regulatory process. The study raises some important issues

_ _ _ ._ - - _ - _ . . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ __
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worthy of the careful attention of the regulatory comnunity,
,

the industry and the consuming public.

While there are many possible types of incentive programs
;

that may be considered, each of which may have a number of
variations, there are other important features in addition to

those discussed above, that should be incorporated in any .

incentive program. These include the following:
*

1) The interests of all of the stakeholders in the pro-

cess must be recognized and balanced, i.e., the ratepayers, the

i

regulators, management and investors. For example, RCG simply 7"

fails to take full account of the interests of investors who
i

certainly must be treated equitably in any workable system.

2) Since regulated utilities have a legal obligation to

serve, any incentive program should include certain provisions

that assure that the quality of service (including adequacy and

reliability of service) will not be adversely affected. While

possibly the most dif ficult to implement, this requirement is
,

an absolute prerequisite to acceptability.

3) The treatment of any costs of implementation should
!

~

be established prior to the start of the program. So long as
;

; the costs of administration or the wage and salary costs
: .

involved in an incentive program are reasonable, there should .

be an opportunity to have these costs treated as part of . the
'

! cost of rendering public ctility service.

4) This incentive program must be relatively simple. -

! -Excessive complexity may not only dilute the ab ilit'y of the

'
.

I

>
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; ~ program to affect incentives; it would also risk the creation

of a perception on the part of the public that the program is

subject to manipulation.;

Neither the preferred program nor the two alternative
.

programs presented by the authors for consideration by FERC

conforms with all of these criteria. In addition, there are a-
;

1 number of specific problems with each of the programs. Each,
- .

'

- however, has some components that appear to warrant more

! detailed examination.

Section III, below, discusses the positive features and

the limitations of the proposed Rate Control Incentive Program

along with some suggestions for improvement. While this pro-
,

gram has a number of weaknesses, particularly with regard to

grouping and comparison of companies and the specification of

awards by FERC, the concept of a management compensation pro-

gram may be adaptable to the needs and circumstances of indi-

vidual utilities if f ashicned and administered by the Board of

: Directors.

section IV discusses two alternative programs proposed by'

the authors: a Construction Cost Control Program (CCIP) and an

Automatic Rate Adjustment Mechanism (ARAM). 'While the CCIP may

accomplish its objectives in individual circumstances, its. .

assumption that utilities can accurately estimate the costs of*

*
large construction projects that will not be completed for 7-10

years is dubious. Additionally, use of a variable rate-of-

return as an incentive device may not be equally ef fective in1

.

1
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lowering costs of all participating utilities. While the ARAMJ

alternative has a number of problems and will require further

study, 'it's forward-looking approach is a positive and appeal-

ing feature which is not incorporated into the preferred p1An
'

or the CCIP.
'

.

'Section V contains concluding comments..

III. Critique of the Recommended Rate Control Incentive
Program *

A. Summary of Proposed Program
'

The' authors propose a voluntary program in which. in-

-centives for efficient performance are strengthened through a
system of management compensation incentive awards. A partici-

pating utility would be grouped with other " comparable utili-;

ties" for purposes of evaluating its relative performance.

Such grouping is to be based on selected characteristics- that

._ are known to af fect unit costs, but which are - outside the con.-

|- trol of utility management.

| Average revenue per kilowatt-hour of sales (R/kWh) would

be computed for the current performance period and for a series
i

i of past years for each utility in the comparison group. These
i

data would serve as the basis for development of a rate perfor-_

j. mance index (RPI) for each firm in the group. The RPI would be .

a composite of a static index.value (based on . a comparison of

R/kWh of 'the subject utility for the current performance period *
,

with the average for the' group) and a dynamic index value -

(based on a comparison of the change in a/kWh of the subject
!

i

, .

|
1

!
<-

'

.

' '

i.
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utility over a past period with the average change for the,

group ) . Formulated in this way, the RPI would be used to indi-

cate the relative performance of the individual members of a
'

group of " comparable companies."
.

,

The incentive mechanism proposed by the authors is the

payment of incentive awards, funded by ratepayers, to the key
.

managers of utilities whose index of performance (RPI) exceeds
.

' - the average of its comparison group. The size of the awards,

would depend on the magnitude of the firm's RPI. The authors

recommend that no dollar penalties be levied, but that negative
; RPI values be cumulated over a limited period in order to en-

courage continuous performance improvements.4

j B. Positive Features

; The proposed Rate Control Incentive Program contains
positive features. These include the following:

1) The program takes account of both static

and dynamic performance. Static indices measure the absolute
difference in R/kWh and, therefore, reward past m:tnagement

decisions. Dynamic indices measure improvement from one year

to the next in relation to comparable utilities, and therefore,
provide a more direct measure of the performance of the current
management. Management decisions should reflect incentives to ,

. .

improve both the immediate and long-run measures of performance
!

so that it is important that the program provide rewards,

4

measured by both static and dynamic indices.

.

9
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2) Use of a cost measure that will minimize

distortion of allocative decisions. Any measure that uses only

a select group of costs as the performance criterion risks the
creation of incentives that may lead to concentration of cost

minimization schemes in a few areas, leaving other areas'

untouched. It may, however, be possible to offset or at least -

minimize such difficulties by judicious selection of costs to
.

be included in the performance criterion.
'

C. Problems and Limitations

While the plan proposed by the authors has positive>

f eatures , it also contains a number of problems that require

i further consideration. Among the more important of these are

the following:
;

I 1) The program outlined in the report does not
i

reflect quality of service differences. Quality of service is

obviously a characteristic that is very difficult to measure.
t

! It has a number of dimensions including adequacy and reliabil-

|
' ity, as well as security of service. It may also include the

I
extent. to which a utility maintains a capability for prompt

!

|
service restoration following emergencies, as well as more in-

tangible customer relation features of its service. The costs
I

( of maintaining service of acceptable quality may vary widely *

l across utilities depending on geography, demographic character-
*

;.

l istics and other. conditions. These difficulties do not, how-

ever, justify ignoring quality of service in the RCIP. To do
^

so runs the risk of creating incentives to sacrifice service

.

O

;
.- .- , . , , , . , . - _ - - _ . - - . , , . . - , . - - _ , . - _ , _ . . . . . . _ . _ _ _ _ . , . _ . . - . _ _ _ . _ . ,. -
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quality as a means of improving " comparative performance" as,

.- measured by non-quality related statistical measures.
2) Specification of " comparable companies" to

serve as the basis of performance evaluation. Grouping the

utilities would, according to the authors, control for the
differences among them and therefore allow a comparison of rate

.

performance across firms. The problems with delineating com-
- parable groups of firms centers on defining the factors that,

make firms similar, as well as the context of similarity. In

fact, it would be extremely difficult to select a set of quan-
tifiable factors that would group firms according to operating
similarities that affect unit costs but are strictly beyond

; management control. The factors proposed by RCG -- generating
i capacity, load factor, historical growth rate, taxes and

pattern of use by class -- would not create similar groups;
4

ins tead , they would lead to groupings alike in some ways that

management could possibly control, such as load pattern, and
different in some ways that management cannot control, such as
availability of fuel and purchased power.

.

j It would be extremely difficult to group companies to
'

allow a f air and equitable comparison because of the variety of

factors, endogenous and exogenous, that affect utility opera-
.. .

tions. The unique characteristics of individual companies have

historically created difficult analytic problems in efforts,

designed to develop groupings of " comparable companies" for a
variety of purposes. The authors have not sought to demon-

.

i
i

!
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strate that it can be done for a significant number of utili-

ties, or, indeed, for any specific utility.

3) The use of average revenue per kilowatt hour

(R/kWh) as the performance criterion. R/kWh may vary substan-

tially between utilities and over time for causes that bear no

relation to management efficiency. Among such causes are: (1)
.

geographic location which' determines the availability of fuel

and purchased power, (2) changes in weather conditions that are ,

beyond the control of utility management and may affect both

load and hydro generation, (3) demand fluctuations reflecting

the business cycle, (4) political or other developments affect-

ing regulatory policies and practices, and (5) uncontrollable

changes in costs such as taxes, fuel prices and purchased power

rates. In addition, since R/kWh is significantly influenced by

regulatory policy, comparative results may be more reflective

of the fact that utilities (in the " comparable troup") are

located in different (state) regulatory jurisdictions than the

relative efficiencies of their respective managements.

4) The inclusion of the full effects of past

management decisions in the measure of comparative performance.

In the selection of " comparable companies," RCG would not

account for previous management decisions. RCG states that the
.

performance measure should reflect previous decisions, which

"is consistent with designing an incentive program to promote
,

I

>
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good long-term cost performance. "* The nature of an electric

utility is such, however, that a large part of its total cost -

at any given point in time .ts determined by. management decisons;
,

made many years in the past. Evaluation of ' current managenent
'

on the basis of a system that focuses upon decisions made in
,

*

the past, i.e., that are beyond the control of present manage-

1 ment, may be ineffective in strengthening management incentives
.

for innovation and efficient operation. The evaluation should

instead be based upon how the current management handles pre-

sent and future decisions, some of which, of course, may be

j influenced by past management choices.

D. Evaluation
|

f While there are ' difficulties with specific elements

of the proposed plan, individual utilities may develop similar

plans that are useful in their particular circumstances in

stimlating improved management efficiency by making various

modifications. One such modification would be altering the

! R/kWh measure to a total cost measure (including a standardized

cost-of-capital instead of return-on-capital) reduced by

elements of cost deemed uncontrollable (by management), such as
,

fuel prices, local taxes, etc.
.

No single incentive compensation plan can be applicable to

all utilities. Indeed, the heterogeneity of utility situations
,

; and naeds is likely to require that plans submitted by differ-

!

* Ibid., p. 2.18.

2
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ent utilities will differ considerably from one another. To

achieve.the overall objective of such plans, it-is only neces-
sary that the plan employed by an individual utility be reason-
able for that utility, i.e., that it offer a strong likelihood

! that the cost savings to be derived from the improved effi-

ciency stiallated by the plan will exceed the costs of imple- '

mentation of the plan. Progress toward the development of
.

plans that meet this standard should not be allowed to founder

on the f ailure to achieve perfection, while the search for the,

elusive ideal of a single plan meeting the needs of all compan-
les continues indefinitely.

'

t

t Because consumers would be required to bear the cost of
;

; such payments, the authors . state that "FERC must be directly
involved in setting the aggregate level of potential and actual
award payments..."* The plan, as proposed, calls for the

~

funding of the incentive award costs by ratepayers. Indeed, it

is suggested that a rate surcharge be put into effect at the
beginning of the performance year and revenues therefrom put

.

( into escrow to finance the incentive awards when the actual -

|

amounts are determined. Figures compiled by the authors sug-
t

; gest, however, that the cost of their recommended program would

be quite small (even without consideration of any savings "

:

!
I .

* Ibid., p. 4.14.
j

.

.

'

:
|

| .

|
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.

. resulting from increased management efficiency)* so that the
e

need for special regulatory control or oversight is dubious.
;

IV. Critique of Alternative Programs
~

-

; This section includes comments on the two alternative
programs proposed by the authors.

*
! A. Construction Cost Control Program

1 1. Summary of Proposed Program
.

j The authors propose a supplementary Constru c-
,.

tion Cost Incentive Program (CCIP) that links both an incen-

tive/ penalty rate-of-return mechanism and a management compen-
: sation plan for construction program managers to a utility's

cost control performance on major construction projects. Under

the proposed program, the rate-of-return on common equity

allowed on investment in large construction projects, when such
'

projects are completed and included in rate base, would be
,

raised above a pre-specified rate if the actual costs of the
. completed project were less than the cost projected by the
l -

! utility when the project was commenced. The allowed return on
equity would be decreased if the actual costs were above those

'

initially projected. Utility managers responsible for comple-

ting projects at less than projected costs would presumably
*

receive cash rewards as well. The projected cost would be com-i

puted in constant dollars and adjusted for inflation. Adjust-
.

*The maxinum before-tax cost of their program appears to be in
the order of magnitude of 0.03 to 0.10 mills per kWh of whole-
sale and retail sales. Actual costs would, of course, be less
than this. Ibid., p. 4.16.

,

i
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ments of the projected cost over the construction period would

also be made to reflect changes in the scope of the project.

2. Positive Features

The specific purpose of the CCIP is to create

incentives to avoid coe.t overruns in the construction of new
.

'

power plants. It reflects recognition of the fact that the

cost overrun experience in a number of major power plant con-
,

struction projects in recent years may indicate a need for some

sort of additional incentives to avoid such overruns. Indeed,
!

! several utilities have taken steps to strengthen such incen-

tives among construction personnel by way of incentive compen-

sation plans for such personnel, similar plans have been cre-
.I

ated for contractors and vendors of major construction proj-
*

ects.

Adjustments to projected costs to reflect inflation

; should be counted as a positive feature of the CCIP. Perha'ps

| even more important are adjustments to reflect changes in proj-

ect scope. These changes presumably include addition of safety
|.

or environmental requirements imposed by regulatory agencies,

delays in receipt of appropriate governmental ' authorizations,

emergencies and other developments that affect project costs
*

but that are beyond management control.
:. ,-

3. Problems and Limitations' '

*
.

The need for installation of a new incentive
,

program to insure that large construction projects are complet-:

;

ed at the lowest possible cost is dubious. Utilities, likei

r .

e

e
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ljected values so that the utility would not over- or under-.
,

.

collect its fixed charges. Finally, special (non-automatic)

adjustments may be authorized by regulatory agencies under cer-
: .

*

tain circumstances such as: (1) addition of a new large unit,

(2) substantial changes in capital market conditions, (3) a 1

i,

roll-over 'of debt at substantially different interest rates,
*

;

and (4) loss of a major generating unit for reasons beyond
-

:

'. management control.j

i- Cost reductions achieved by the utility during the 3-5
|

j year period would benefit ratepayers by way of automatic peri-

odic reductions designed to reflect some portion of estimated

; productivity improvements and, ultimately, by way of the rate

adjustments made in the periodic rate cases.

| 2. Positive Features

f This plan is proposed as a possible alternative

to the Rate Control Incentive Program as a means of stia11atingi

management to seek to improve productivity and thereby minimize

; rates charged to customers. The device employed requires a
'

substantial extension of the typical period between rate cases,

j Thus, reductions in costs that management can effect during
~

such periods would increase earnings until the next rate case,

; -

(presumably a much longer period than is typical under current

; circumstances). The substantial reduction in rate cases con-

templated under the program appears desirable since the burden,,

| and cost of such proceedings can be quite substantial.
'

.

!.

f

|

i
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the expense of hicher costs of replacement and maintenance in

the future. If the plant is brought on line under budget by
increasing life cycle costs, ratepayers' interests would be

adversely affected.

4. Evaluation

These difficulties, notwithstanding, individual
.

companies may see some merit in this type of program to avoid

or minimize costs of overruns in the construction of new power
,

plants. Nevertheless, the design and implementation of anyi

such program is clearly the responsibilty of utility management
and its Board of Directors.

B. Automatic Rate Adjustment Mechanism

1. Summary of. Program
,

The authors propose an alternative program

(ARAM) which would extend the period between rate cases to 3-5
years, and automatically adjust rates to reflect external

changes in the prices of variable factor inputs. This would

strengthen management incentives to minimize costs and thereby
maximize profits over the period. Under this program, rates

i

would be set to cover costs for an initial future test period.
Then, every 3-6 months, the variable component of rates would

be automatically adjusted according to changes in externally
.

observed indices that follow the market prices of variable
inputs fuels, labor, other materials and supplies, and--

.

purchased power. Automatic adjustments would also be made *

.

based on load and energy requirements that differ from pro-

.

:

$
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a) It may increase the cost-of-capital to the
.

utility. Since the incentive mechanism is the authorized rate
of-return, the CCIP creates the possibility of reduced earnings

;

.due to cost overruns. This simply increases the degree of risk

stemming from possible cost overruns so that the costs of both,

debt and equity capital may be adversely affected. For an
; .

industry already having financial dif ficulties as a result of

Ii inadequate rate-of-return allowances, further increases in

capital costs would be especially disadvantageous.
; b) It may create management incentives to

! avoid projects for which the risk of cost overruns is greater,
i

; even though this leads to the construction of projects that are

j not preferable from the standpoint of overall cost minimiza-
1

tion. An example might be the construction of a coal-fired

{ plant rather than a nuclear plant because the risk of overruns

i on the nuclear plant is greater, even though construction of

the nuclear may be much more likely to result in lower life
,

cycle costs after allowing for the relative risk of overruns.

j c) It may create management incentives to be
,

f conservative in estimating the proiected cost of a proiset in
i

j order to improve the chances for higher rate-of-return allow-
i
j ances. This would, of course, tend to defeat the purpose of

| the program. It might also lead to sub-optimal planning deci-

|, sions as well as regulatory certification problems.

| d) It may create incentives for construction

| of facilities in such a way that initial costs are minimized at

!

!
!

.

, - --,, ,- ,_. 9 .. -._ _ -.- --m--,--w., , --,y-. ,.-.y_ . , . .,-..ex,.,y-,.v.~, r...,,.,,.-%.- r , ---,, . .s-..
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all other companies, seek to minimize their costs. From the

standpoint of the utility, the desire to minimize rate increas-

es associated with the cost of new construction is already more

than adequate incentive to complete power plants promptly and
- at minimam cost. For example, the size of the rate increases

! .

necessary to recover costs of some new plants just coming on;

; ,

: line are relatively large because of failure of the regulatory
i

agencies to permit CWIP in rate base. Some regulatory agencies -

| nave sought to find ways of deferring some of this impact to
.- ,

| future years. In general, however, deferral of rate. increases
3

| to cover construction costs is not in the best interest of the
f
| utility, and can best be avoided by minimizing the completed
8

! cost of the plant. Second, the inadequate rates-of-return that
I

continue to be authorized and earned by electric utilities --

. . ,

; . in oost cases, below the market cost of capital -- create a
t

" reverse Averch-Johnson effect."* That is, an inadequate,

rate-of-return creates incentives to minimize new investment
i

since it has the effect of reducing the total market value of
4

| the utility.
2

There are a number of additional problems with the CCIP,
.

1 most of which are recognized by the authors. These include the
! following:

-
:

!
. .

* Peter Navarro, Long Term Consumer Impacts of Electricity Rate *

| Regulatorv Policies, Prepared f or U.S. Department of Energy,
j January,.983, pp. 21-28.

'

-
.

|

$

i

a
,

!

,

!

1
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An additional beneficial feature of the ARAM which is not
incorporated in either of the RCIP or the CCIP is its forward

looking approach to ratesetting. By using a prospective test
_

period to set base rates 'an'd a' justing them every 3-6 months tod
.

reflect changes in external indices of the costs of their vari-

able inputs (i.e., fuel, labor, purchased power and other-

materials and supplies), the ARAM could reduce the lag and.

*

uncertainty regarding recovery of these costs. It also pro-.

''

vides for special adjustments to rates to account for indivi-

dual circumstances.

The plan would sinnlate the market circumstances f aced by

a coepetitive enterprise (at least for a period of time) more

closely than either of the plans discussed above. As a result,

according to the authors, ...a firm would be encouraged to"

achieve least-cost production, thereby maximizing its profits

against the externally determined prices for its products."*

3. Problems and Limitations

There are, however, a number of problems with

the plan, some of which are recognized by its authors. Among

these problems are the followings,,

a) Exclusion of capital costs may create a

bias toward capital improvements. The plan does not include, . .

capital costs in the rate adjustment index because, according
*

to the authors, an acceptable method of indexing capital-

* Resources Consulting Group, Inc. , gt. cit. , p. 5.24.
,
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related costs has not been developed. This may have the effect

of biasing management decisions concerning capital addi-

tions.* It may also unf airly penalize utilities during peri-

ods of rising capital costs to the extent that a special rate

adjustment cannot be obtained to cover such changes in capital
.

market conditions. Regulatory agencies are likely to be more

expedi tious in making special adjustments during periods of
,

falling capital costs,

b) Special (non-automatic) adiustments may

lead to costly disputes. The provision for special adjustments

to deal with the four types of circumstances described above

may lead to controversy and litigation of a magnitude suffi-

cient to largely offset any cost reductions stemming from

reduced frequency of regular rate cases.

c) It may create incentives which conflict

with quality of service objectives while attempting to reduce
costs-of-service during the period between rate cases,

d) It may increase the cost-of-capital to any
given utility, since it would increase the possibility of lags
in rate increases to cover cost increases,

e) The demand control function that rates
.should perform may become more distorted than under current

.

*For example, if a firm can justify a rate adjustment as a
result of a capital addition, this may create an incentive to -

substitute capital for variable inputs covered by an automatic
index.

I

L
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.

'
regulatory procedures to the extent that prices are relatively

' fixed for a lengthy period. i
-

,

, 4.. Evaluation
4

- These difficulties are not necessarily insur-
mountable. There is no reason to suppose, for example, that ;

.

development of an acceptable method of indexing capital-related
-- costs of a firm is beyond the realm of possibility, similarly,,

L. it may be possible to develop an acceptable index of service-

: quality or some other means of assuring that quality of service
i

does not suffer as a result of ' incentives created by use of
some variation of ARAM. In addition, to the extent'that ARAM

results in rates that are fixed for substantial periods subject
to adjustment by specified (and to some extent predictable )

|' indices, regulatory uncertainty is reduced so that any adverse
t

effect on cost of-capital is substantially mitigated.>

J

j V. Summary and Conclusions '

'

; Despite the conceptual problems and practical limita- .

| tions, EEI believes that each of the proposals contained in the !

; subject study has sufficient merit to warrant further consider-
i

! ation. The proposed Rate Control Incentive Program raises some
1

l interesting ideas relating to incentive regulation. Neverthe-,\ , .

less, any compensation plan used to reward management for in-
i

j proved efficiency can only be a viable option if designed and,

; administered by individual utilities, such a program should
1

| not be developed and administered by FERC, or by the State com-
i missions. Also, we believe that classification of utilities
i.

j t

i- .

~ . _ _ - _ . - . - . ~ . _ _ _ . _ _ , _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . - . . _ . . . _ . , . . _ _ _ , _ _ - , . _ . . _ , . _ . . . _ _ .
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i

into comparable groups via a set of factors will not reflect

the spectrum of differences between utilities that are beyond

managment's control. Additionally, the use of average revenue

per kilowatt hour to compare performance will reflect variation

j among utilities that has no relation to management perform-
,

*ance.

In seeking to reduce or prevent cost overruns in the con-
? .

| struction of large power plants, there may be a few cases in

i which the proposed CCIP, based on rate-of-return, has been
|

shown to be an effective program. However, using rate-of-

return as the incentive mechanism may adversely affect the

! cost-of-capital of participating utilities and, therefore,

'
negate any benefits from the program.

'

The ARAM plan appears to be a proposal with various ap-

pealing aspects. However, further research is needed in such

areas as (1) the development of capital cost indices, (2)

; methods of assuring that special adjustments can be made when ;

i

: needed while avoiding the need for frequent rate proceedings to

! deal with requests or complaints relating to adjustments, and
!
'

(3) the effects of various ways of automatically modifying rate

designs between rate cases, as cost and load conditions

change. -

| It must be emphasized that implementation of am incentive

f program is primarily a task for the individual utilities. The
*

t

| FERC, and I!he State commissions, if they have general concerns -

about the form and substance of incentive programs, may find it
:

| desirable to put forth general guidelines to be considered by
,

,

|

|

__ _ _ _ _ . _ . __ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . -_
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'

the utilities in developing individualized programs. Beyond.

this, the role of regulators should be one of cooperation with
,

the utilities, and coordination among themselves to insure that<
^ ;

they are jointly supportive of incentiv'e programs ' sponsored by*

,

the utilities they regulate.4

! EEI commends the FERC for the leadership role that it has
*

taken in commissioning this important s tudy of alternative
.

;
.

approaches to creating incentives for greater economy and effi-1

; ciency in a regulatory context. It is certainly a matter that.,

is worthy of further study with consideration of the issues

raised in these comments and by EEI's member companies. We

i will be pleased to continue to work with the FERC in further

. consideration of these issues.
1

I

,

e

f

,

i

4

|

| -

.i
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b
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|
1
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L CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLINE

Developing a method to provide electrie utilities greater incentives
-

to implement programs which maintain or improve efficiency is a laudable,

though not novel, objcetive. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC);
,

Staff should be encouraged to continue to explore alternative means to attain

this goal. The report by the Resource Consulting Group, Inc. (RCG) reflects a

great deal of thought on this complex topic and advocates a program whien.

|. Incorporates several desirable features. However, while the authors should be

' . * awarded high marks for recognizing many of the conceptual and practical
~~

problems of measuring utility efficiency, their recommended approach does not

offer the required solutions. Indeed, the resultir.g recommendations offer little

that is new in dealing with any of the hard problems attendant to measuring the
:

relative effielency of electric utilities. We find the following to be the principal

strengths and weaknesses of their analys's.

A. Strengths

1. Recognition of the dangers and limitations of relying on a

measure of firm efficiency which concentrates on a limited segment of thei

firm's operations (e.g., heat rate).

2. Recognition that both the level of performance achieved during

a given year and changes in performance over time need to be considered.

3. Recognition of the need to adequately compensate utility execu-

tives for the quality of their efforts.

l. Recognition of the desirability of separating the performance of*

management from the consequences of external factors.
.

5.
1.

Emphasis on developing measures which will not distort the price

signals perceived by ut!!!ty management.

. - . - . - _ - . _ _ - . . _ _ _ - _ _ _ . _ - - . - .
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B. Weaknesses
a

1. Any ranking of utilities that indicates below average perfor-

mance levels is likely to have unintended and adverse effects on the regulatory
i

treatment of utilities, thus leading to one of the major problems the authors wish

to avoid. It is unlikely that a state commission that is sensitive to alleged
. ,.

Imprudence or to political considerations could ignore an unfavorable per-

f formance ranking, however poorly conceived or administered, in determining .

!
allowable costs or rates of return. If commissions do use poor performance

rankings in regulatory decisions beyond the context of the incentive program, the'
,

'

?

j adverse effects on costs of espital, whleh this study seeks to avoid, will occur as

O
j a result of implementation of the authors' plan.
; ;

2. The proposed method of grouping utilities for comparison fails to !
<

recognize many factors which cause substantial variations in measured perfor-

mance beyond the control of present management. Beyond this, as discussed in
a

j detail below, it is not primarily the classification method that is wrong but the

j underlying variation in relevant factors that makes classification into [
.

! homogenous groups of ten or more utilities impossible.
l
i 3. Even given a reasonable grouping of utilities, the proposed
i
j measure of performance--everage revenue-will vary substantially within the
i |

| period under consideration for reasons unrelated to the quality of management

f performance. Among other factors, average revenue will be affected by:
,

i

a. Cyclical fluctuations in demand;

b. Timing of major construction projects; -

j
'

e. Changes in state regulatory policy; .>

| d. Shifts in relative fuel costs;

j e. Availability of low-cost hydroelectric energy; and
i .,

i
*

,

!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . . _ , . _ . _ _ _ , _ . . . _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ ~ . , , . _ _ . . . . . _ , _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . . . _ . _ _ , _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ __
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:

i
~ f. Timing of state and federal rate relief. '

.

4. The use of average revenue as the measure of performance may

bias management against major investments that have long but economically;
,

:

attractive payoffs. 'It also may bias management in favor of low depreciation

I rates, flow through accounting or any other rate treatment that shifts easts
,

'

; forward (e.g., not normalizing nuclear decommission oosts).-

-

,

. . 5. Lags in data availability and inconsistencies in reporting are
,

*

likely to impede the implementation of the program. I.-

;. t

j' 6. The high degree of cooperation among utilities, which has

allowed the rapid spread of techmological advances and signifloant operating

! savings, may be impeded.

|
7. Performance measures will be arbitrary, to a large extent,

because they will be heavily dependent upon the particular statistical formula- i

tion used. 1

i !

) 8. Substantial ratepayer-funded bonuses to utility managers may
:

| not be acceptable to state commissions.
!

: 9. The proposed concept of a " management ineentive compensation

}! program" represents a basic change in philosophy as regards the regulation of
f

investor-owned utilities. Regulatory commissions are now charged with treating

investors in these utilities fairly and protecting the interests of customers.

j Shareholders (investors) now elect boards of directors responsible for the
*

selection and motivation of management gg charge that management with

appropriate representation of the interests of investors.

f The proposed ineentive scheme would place regulators in the
i

j position of determining a potentially significant portion of managerial salaries

exclusively on the basis of the interests of ratepayers as they pereelve them.

i

!

i

,

. _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . . _ . . . ~ . _ _ . . _ , . . . , - _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . . _ - , _ _ _. _ __. .. _ _ .. _ _ _ _
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!

Allowing the company directors to determine the method of distributing the

bonus pool mitigates but does not eliminate the intrusion of regulators in what

traditionally has been a responsibility of company directors as representatives of

the stockholders.

In summary, the recommended incentive program is not likely sys-

tematically to identify and reward the most effective utility managers and it *

may well impart significant and unintended biases. The authors offer no real
.

solutions to any of the widely recognized difficulties of performance measure-

ment. These negative aspects should be weighed against the positive incentive

effects that may be produced by establishing a system of rawards.

The two additional programs of incentive ratemaking suggested by

the report likewise are of dubious value. The suggested supplementary program

to reward construction managers and utilities whose major capital projects are

completed within budgeted costs appears difficult to implement and would

create rewards for counterproductive " gaming" of the system. For example, it

would provide managers with a strong incentive to inflate construction cost

estimates to insure that projects will be completed at or below budgeted costs.

The potential substitute program of indexing rates has desirable features but is

j not presented in enough detail to evaluate the likely consequences.
~

In short, the report provides a useful contribution to the evolving

literature on incentive ratemaking but does not present a wwkable program for

implementation. While it does a good job of outlining the objectives of an *

. Incentive program for utilities, and correctly identifies the problems of many
! .

alternatives, its approach is far too simplistic to insure either fair' ness or correct,

.

incentives. This is not to say that the proposed plan or some similar one could

not produce some benefits. A program of incentives would not have to be

i

|

|

!
, . . . _ _ _ ~ . . - .-_ - - - _ _ . -. ~ --._-- --
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'

perfect to be worthwhile. The averagerevenue-based standard suggested by the

authors, however, has a number of critical naws. These flaws render the

probability of a not benefit very low indeed.;

C. General Outilne

The remaining sections of this paper explain the basis for our generally

negative assessment of these proposals. Section H (pages 7 to 25) demonstrates-

; that the authors' proposed average revenue performance comparison method does

- , not take sufficient account of cost differences caused by factors beyond the

control of management. It further explains why identifying and grouping utilities

into homogenous groups for performance comoarisons cannot be accomplished

either by the methodology suggested by the authors or by any other method

consistent with their general approach. It emphasizes that a proposal designed

to reward present management for performance must isolate its performance

contributions to be either fair or effective. The methods suggested by the

authors would mix cost differences caused by geographic and demographie

characteristics of utility service areas and the decisions of past managers of the

utility, made over many years in circumstances much different from those that

now prevail, with operating and investment decisions of current managers. The

resulting stew is unlikely to bear any systematic relationship to the contributions

of the utilities' current managers who would be rewarded or punished.

SectionIR (pages 26 to 32) demonstrates that the average revenue
'*

comparisons advocated by the authors would be warped by differential changes in

local input markets and regional changes in the patterns and levels of electrie
.

demand. These changes, also beyond the control of management, render the

resulting performance comparisons even more suspect. Seetion!Y (pages 33

to 38) shows the perverse incentives an average revenue standard would provide

-
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to make accounting changes as well as investment decisions to enhance short-

term efficiency ratings even at the expense of the long-run interests of

ratepayers and stockholders. Sections V, VI, 'and VH (pages 39 to 40, pages 41

to 42, and pages 43 to 46) discuss the potential for misuse of performance ratings

and other disadvantages of the proposed measure including (1) time lags in

measuring performance, (2) reduction of the incentives for cooperative behavior, -

and (3) sensitivity of the measure to the precise specifications of the rating
*

scheme. Section VHI (pages 47 to 48) discusses the contribution of the report's

discussion of the average revenue proposal and provides our conclusions.

SectionIX (pages 49 to 57) offers our evaluation of the suggested

construction cost incentive program and the proposed program of increasing

regulatory lag through the tying of electric rates to indices of input costs. We

find that the proposed construction cost incentive program would be burdensome

to administer, would impose an asymmetric risk on utilities, would bias decisions

away from capital-intensive or innovative projects, and would provide incentives

to game the system through inflated cost estimates.

The concept of the proposed rate indexing scheme is the most,

promising of the suggested incentive methods but it is not spelled out in enough

detail to be evaluated fairly. We suggest a number of specific questions which

would have to be answered to make rate indexing, coupled with regulatory lag, a

fair and effective tool for promoting efficiency.

.
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R. GROUPING UTILTTIES FOR PERPORMANCE COMPARBON

| A. Introduction

The report suggests that utilities be classified into groups of at least

ten firms whose levels and changes in average revenues per kilowatt-hour can

fairly be compared. UtDities within each group should be comparable in factors,

, which affect unit oosts but are outside of the control of the utilities' manage-
_

, ment. Generating espacity, load factor, load growth, the percentage of sales to-

' L
residential and commercial customers, environmental requirements, and state

and local tax burdens are specifically identified by the authors as factors to be

considered in making the groupings. The authors recommend that all differences

among utilities which result from decisions of previous management (such as the

size, type, and fuel of generators) be excluded from the exogenous circumstance *,

used to classify utnities.

There are four fundamental problems with this suggested approach to

comparison grouping: '

1. The factors identified by the authors are not entirely exoge-i

| nous-that is, to some extent they are subject to management control.

2. AH factors which substantially affect costs and are exogenous to

management decisions cannot be identified and quantified.

3. The exogenous factors which can be quantified vary over such a

wide range that it is doubtful that groups of 10 relatively homogenous utilities- .

can be identified.
~

4. Even if all exogenous factors were identified and quantified and

homoganous groups were drawn based on them, differences in factors beyond the

control of current management will result in differences with.'n groups which

make the comparisons useless in identifying good performance.~ |

_ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ._ . _ - .- , .
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B. Identifying and QuantifyiPg Exogenous Factors

The factors outside of the control of either the present or prior

management of an electric utility which are likely to affect substantially the

level of costs, and thus average revenue, can be divided roughly into four

eategories:
,

1. Those that relate to the general cost of any business operating

within the areas served by the utility; -

2. Those that affect the range of choice available in the method of

generating electricity;

3. Those that affect the cost of transmitting and distributing

electricity; and

4. Those that affect the pattern of electridty use.

The costs of operating a business in a specific geographic area will be
.

governed to a large extent by (a) the costs and availability of factors of
- production, (b) the distance to markets and suppliers, and (c) the level of

services, degree of regulation and costs of local government. The exogenous

factors listed by the authors of this report account for only a portion of (c).

Omitted factors include area wage rates, educational level of the labor force,

weather conditions, proximity to major population centers or sources of raw

materials, access to low-cost forms of transportation, land availability, and cost,

type and availability of government services. Quantifying these factors, as well .

as some of those the report does mention (e.g., the burden of environmental

regulation), would present difficulties. Omitting them, on the other hand, is ~

almost cer'tain to result in unintentional biases of substantial magnitude. -

It is important to recognize that electric utilities are fundamentally

different from most competitive industries in that their. managements do not
,

!

I
\

_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ __
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have locational choice. It may make sense to make national comparisons of the

easts or profits of steel or aluminum companies. After all, their managements
:

1

are free to locate facilities to take advantage of low-cost resources, access to

transportation, nearness to markets, favorable labor markets and other features

which vary among areas. Electric utilities' managements do not have this option.
.

The management of the Bonneville Power Administration is not responsible for;

[- choosing a location in which it could exploit the low-cost potential of abundant

falling water nor can the management of the Consolidated Edison Company be-:.

faulted for choosing to serve a highly congested urban market far removed from
i

sources of low-cost coal, natural gas or water power resources. An electrie

utility is required to provide service to customers in its own specified service

areas. It should not be blamed or credited with cost consequences imposed by its '

; location.

The authors.of this report chcose to treat the mix of generation

j plants as a management decision and therefore propose not to consider charac-

teristics of the mix in placing utilities into comparison groups. This, however,

ignores major differences between utilities in entirely exogenous factors which

give them decidedly different options. Utilities in areas of abundant hydro-

, electric potential, those whose service areas span important coal fields, those

located in major oil and gas productkon centers, and those with access to low-

cost water transportation are presented with choices which are markedlye. e

different from those of utilities not similarly situated. Thus, even if' we agreed
-

. that fuel mix used to generate electricity is in control of current management
!

| (which we do not), there are numerous clearly exogenous factors which influence
i

its choices and the resulting costs. (In a technical sense, utilities face different

i

production. functions for their homogenous output). Any comparison of utilities'

.. . .-_ .. ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ x _ _ _ __
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relative average revenues which does not allow for these differences is flawed in

a very major way.
l

The costs of transmitting and distributing electricity are determined
'

in large measure by the geographic and demographic characteristics of the

utility's service area. The level and variation of population density accounts for
,

much of the difference in distribution costs among utilities and is virtually

totally outside the control of current management. The size and dispersion of -

population centers within the service area and the proximity of generation sites

to these population centers have a major influence on the required level of

transmission investment.1 None of these exogenous influences is suggested as

elassifying characteristics by the authors of the report. Instead they suggest;

.

adding line losses to kilowatt-hour sales in calculating average revenue. WhGe
,

i

this may serve as a proxy for a portion of the variable cost differences

associated with serving very sparsely as opposed to densely populated areas, it

does not measure at all the additional investment costs required or the added

maintenance and repdr costs associated with service to rural areas. The

additional costs associated with such service are likely to be much more than

proportional to the increase in line losses (the assumption impliek in their

suggested adjustment).

In addition to not adequately reflecting the added costs of serving

sparsely populated areas, the adjustment suggested to allow for differences in
.

j density does not reach increased costs occasioned by service to highly congested

~

|
.

1

The type and ~ dispersion of fuel resources in an area also affect the optimal '

scale and location of generation plants. Utilities in areas with abundant gas
supplies had the option of constructing many small units close to load
centers. Those dependent on coal frequently found fewer and larger units
more economic with a consequent increase in transmission requirements.

,

. _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ . . . . . . . - - - . . - . , . -- . , .
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areas. In such areas, right of way, maintenance and repair, and construction

oosts all are very high. Nor does the proposed adjustment account for

differences in the extent to which the utility has been forced by demographics or.;

legislation to install mcce expensive underground lines and transformers. i

The pattern of electricity use is a major factor in determining the |
!

level of average costs (and thereby average revenues). The pattern of use tends-

_

to be both exogenous to utility management and variable among the areas served

- by electric utilities. Pattern of use is a broad term which embraces a number of

elements, each of which has an important influence on utility costs. The shape

] of a utility's load varies on an hourly, daily, and seasonal basis with the need for
~

| electricity of its partleular mix of customers. High degrees of load variation or

low levels of use per customer result in high relative costs per kilowatt-hour.

Sharp peaks in demand generally are more expensive to serve than prolongedj

peaks at the same level. Loads with strong seasonal and/cf cyclical patterns
,

result in higher average east levels. These differences in lead patterns are

influenced in large measure by exogenous factors such as:

1. Climate in the area;

2. Type and variety of commerce and industry served;

3. Price and avellability of alternative sources of energy in the

area;

4. Level of per capita income in the area served; and

|'" 5. Size and diversity of the utility's service area.
|
' Load patterns also are affected by the utility through load management

programs, rate design, and cost allocation procedures. While these are frequent-

ly the result of management decisions, the actions and requirements of regula-

| tors add a potentially significant exogenous element.

|
_ -_- _ -____-____ _ - _ - _ _ _ - . _ _
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The authors at least partially recognize the importance of load

patterns in determining costs and suggest " load factor" as an exogenous factor to

be used in classifying utilities into comparison groups. While this is useful, it

must be recognized that the ratie of average to peak demand is not completely

exogenous, since it is affected by rate polley (e.g., peak responsibility pricing).

Moreover, it does not measure such important cost-related factors as use per -

eustomer, and reflects very imprecisely the patterns of loads that affect costs.
.

For example, it does not measure the duration of peak demands or the number of

periods during which the utility's loads are at or near peak levels. These factors
.

are very signiffeant in choice of generating unit size, design and fuels and

thereby in determining costs per kilowatt-hour. Much more thought would be

required, and much more complex measures would have to be developed, to

| measure adequately the exogenous factors which affect average revenues

through load patterns. -

; The failure of the suggested methodolgy to deal adequately with the

| exogenous factors that determine much of electric utility costs is not surprising.

Previous efforts to identify characteristic variables that can be used to classify

utilities into comparable performance groups have been made and have failed.*

In this area the authors offer no significant advance toward effective and fair

performance measurement.

*
J. Edward Smith, The Measurement of Electric Utility Efficiency, Septem- ~

ber 1975 and The Measurement of Electric Utility Cost Performance: A
Proposed Methodology, February 1976, National Association of Regulatory

| Utility Commissioners, Washington, D.C. (The second report contains re- -

|_ sponses - of utilities and commissions challenging the. methodology ana
conclusions of the first study.); Bernard W. Tenenbaum, The Measurement of:

| Relative Productive Efficiency Among Privately Owned Electric Utilities,
-

Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California,1980; and U.S. Federal Power
Commission, Performance Profiles: Private Electric Utilities in the United

| States, 1960-1970, Washington, D.C.,1973.
!

.

__._. - - _ _ _ _ _ __ _
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C. Difficulties in Creating Homogenous Groups of Utilities |

Even if we were to accept the authors' definition of the exogenous
)>
'

factors to be used in classifying utilities, the groups that would be created would;

*

, .
-

.

.

contain utilities with such marked differences that average revenue comparisons "

_

among them would have little meaning. Moreover, it is unclear how the authors
~

would develop the initial list of utilities to be classified.

1 The report suggests that groups of at least 10 utilities be formed
O

based on such exogenous factors as generating capacity, load factor, load'

growth, percentage of sales to residential and commercial customers, environ-
'

mental requirements, and state and local tax burdens. The principal mechanism

suggested for making the classification is the use of either principal components

i or factor analysis to create a measure of common characteristics which then can
i

be used to t, ort utilities into relatively homogenous groups tnrough cluster

analysis.8 As a partial alternative to this procedure they suggest the use of an

expert panel. Before examining the variations among utilities in the suggested

classifying factors and the suggested methodology for using them to group

utilities, it is useful to begin our discussion by considering how the utilities to be
i

clustered would be identified in the first place.

Because the authors suggest both that Form 1 data be the basis for

comparison and that state commissions be actively involved in the incentive

program, we assume that each privately owned utility that files a Form 1 would
.

be included. (The West Virginia Public Service Commission is certainly more

interested in the average revenue of the Appalachian Power Company than it is
,

in the combined results for the seven state American Electric Power Company

8 A brief description of cluster. analysis appears as' Appendix III to .this
comment.

d

3
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system). This, however, raises some real difficulties in making meaningful l

comparisons. Large integrated electric utility holding companies, such as

American Electric Power Company and Texas Utilities, build generating units

and transmission systems sized to meet the integrated loads of their constituent
'

companies. To compare companies of the same size, therefore, the members of
i

o i

highly integrated holding companies clearly should be aggregated. On the other -

.

hand, some holding companies are less completely integrated (e.g., the Central

and Southwest Corporation) and for many purposes should be considered as .
,

separate utilities. Several utilities also have relatively small subsidiaries that

file a separate Form 1. Should these be considered alone or aggregated with the

parent? If integrated holding companies are considered as units, should not

nonaffiliated utilities who are mernbers of highly integrated pools such as the

; New England Power Pool or the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Mary!=nd Interconnee-

tion also be combined? The authors of tais repert do not address these dif!Ic*.:lt

questions which, though not insolvable, require more thought than they have been

given in the gesent proposal
,

Assuming that a reasonable list of utilities is derived, and that they

are classified using the authors' stated criteria, the resulting groups will include

utilities with substantial variations in these and in other largely exogenous

determinants of average revenue. To illustrate this we have performed the

following simple experiment using 1980 Form 1 data: (1) list the largest ten

utilities in generating capacity; (2) beside each, enter that utility's rank using the *
,

other quantifiable criteria suggested by the authors (environmental burden is not
~

espable of quantification based on any available data of which we are aware);
.

4

and (3) enter each utility's typleal residential electric bill for 750 kilowatt-hours .

per month. The results of this test appear in Table I below.
,

-.

!

i.
!

. ..-_ - _ . - _ . -
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TABLEI,

|
!

COMPANIES RANKED BY RCO CRTFERIA

Rank in Terms of
Percent Sales Typical
to Residential ResidentialGenerating Load Growth in and Commercial Tax Electric BillsUtility Capaelty Facter kWh Sales Customers Burden (750 kWh)

,

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Commonwealth Edison Co. 1 149 14C 60 42 13

Southern California Edison Co. 2 126 146 69 150 574

Houston Lighting & Power Co. 3 73 19 143 127 82
Plorida Power & Light Co. 4 134 35 4 59 113
Georgia Power Co, 5 126 112 124 136 168
Duke Power Co. 6 86 107 123 104 . 144
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 7 122 133 26 161 54
Detroit Edison Co. 8 82 171 105 119 56

: Virginia Electric & Power Co. 9 130 65 64 128 167
Consolidated Edison Co. 10 163 181 6 7 1of New York

\

__ _ __ _ _ _ _ -
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It is apparent from Table I that utilities that are large in terms of

generating capacity are far from homogenous with respect to the other

suggested classification criteria. A similar result occurs if any of the other,

criteria are used to make the initial ranking. When the lack of uniformity of

large utilities in other characteristics is added to the fact that even in'
,

generating espacity there is a 54 percent variation among the 10 utilities with

the highest levels, the difficulty of deriving a group of utilities homogenous in g -

exogenous characteristis becomes apparent. For example, a group of the

largest utilities constrained to be within 25 percent of each other in load factor

would contain one member three and one-half times as large as another. A group

of the largest utilities constrained to no more thsn 25 percent variation in both

load factor ar.d growin rate would require that the largest member be six times

as la.ge as the smallest.

The ranking in typical electric bills, shown in the last column of -

Table I, is also illr.strative of the degree of heterogeneity among utilities of

similar size.' The rankings in average revenue of the 10 largest electric utilities

vary from 1 to 168 and show no systematic relation to the presumed exogenous

factors. The residential bills for 750 kilowatt-hours per month residential usage

of these companies vary in absolute terms from $43.33 (Georgia Power Company)

* As ranked by the Public Service Company of Colorado from data obtained .

from the Department of Energy's Typical Electric Bills, January 1,1982.

.

.

.

. -. .
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,

.

.

.

to $113.73 (Consolidated Edison Company). It is clear that this large a

difference is not explained by the exogenous factors suggested by the authors. s
:

The sophisticated statistical methodologies suggested by th.e authors-

eennot overcome the degree of heterogeneity among electrie utilities. Using

their recommended approach and their suggested exogenous characteristics, for )
.

the year 1980 we produced " clusters" of utilities to determine the degree of
-

'

uniformity in exogenous characteristics which would result. Specifically, we.
,

.-

: used 1980 Form 1 data for megawatt espacity, load factor, growth in kilowatt-

hour sales between 1970 and 1980, residential and commercial sales as a

percentage of total kilowatt-hour sales, and taxes other than federal income
'

taxes as a percentage of net plant. The utilities used in the analysis include a!!

Class A and B privately owned electric utilities excluding only those for which

any of these exogenous variables takes on a meaningless value (e.g., no load
3

i factor or load factor greater than one) or those missing critical data.

The exogenous variables for the utilities were combined using un-

! weighted principal components analysis. This technique is used to combine

i variables that are too numerous to be used separately or are so strongly

dependent on each other that they are not truly independent variables. The

I " principal components" are composite indices of the original variables, con-

structed to reflect as much of the variation contained in the original set of data

l
'

|

'

| The difference would be much larger for utility gnups including members ,

from both the Northeast and the Pacific Northwest. Due largely to the
differences in cost between oil-fired generation sud low-cost federal*

hydroelectric power, differences between these regions are enormous. For ,

|example, in Cluster 4 (Appendix i, page 4), the range of typical residential
electric bills is from $20.48 (Puget Sound Power and Light Company) to
$66.82 (Hartford Electric Light Company).,

i

|

|
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as possible. These indices have the desirable statistical property of relative

independence from one another such that they are useful for further analysis.5 l
,

The principal components indices then were used in cluster analysis

to define the groups of utilities. Cluster ana'ysis is a technique used to classify

observations into smaller groups having relatively homogenous characteristics. ~

In this case, the analysis used four principal components as the basis for,

'

establishing the groups. This method begins by combining the two utilities whose

indices are most similar; then, given that choice, the two utilities that are next

most alike are combined. This process is continued, either pairing utilities or

adding utilities to previously determined groups, until all utilities have been

combined into a single group containing the entire sample. The critical decision,,

:

I which must be made by the researcher, is when to stop the process. DecidingI

when to stop requirer either a satisfactory statist!eal test tc measure the
'

; similarity within groups and dissimilarity between groups, some "a priori" rule

relating to eluster size, data manageability, or some other condition deemed

important. Unfortunately there exists no theoretically justified test or method

for choosing the optimal number of clusters,

i The authors suggested that utilities be grouped in clusters which

( contain at least 10 firms. Using this general criterion the clustering process

was allowed to continue until as many firms as possible were in groups of 10 or

more, without allowing group size to rise above 25 to 30. This was diffleult .

because the clustering program classified most utilities in small clusters of two,
.

three or four companies until the total number of clusters was quite small. 'For
.

*
The authors suggest that " factor analysis" could be used in place of
" principal components" as the first stage of the sorting process. We did not
attempt this alternative formitiation.

-

.

1
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example, with 30 clusters,85 companies remained alone or in groups of seven or,

fewer. Further reduction in the number of clusters, on the other hand, results in

large groups of 20 or more utilities, near the point of being too large.;

We-

decided to use 20 clusters which seemed to offer the best compromise between
;

I

minimizing small clusters that must be " forced"into groups of 10 and maintain- i
'

ing groups of manageable size. Even at this point in the clustering process, a
-

'

-

total of 49 firms, grouped in 13 small clusters, had to be " forced" or arbitrarily
!- gathered into three larger groups of more than 10 firms each. Because these

groups were not chosen by the statistical process, they may be less homogenous
If than are the others. However, continuing the analysis until there were only ten

clusters would not have improved matters at all. At that point some 30 utilities

remained in groups too sman by the authors' criterion, but one group had grown
'

; to a membership of more than 100.

! Appendix I identifies th' utilities classified into each of 10 " clusters"s
l

; using the process described above. For each utility it also lists the value of each

of the presumed exogenous variables which were used, through principal com-
i

ponents and cluster analysis, to create the groupings. These appear to be the
; most homogenous groups that can be obtained based on these exogenous variables
;

and this grouping technique. While we followed the authors' suggested methodo-

logy as closely as possible, they did not provide sufficient guidance to allow us to;

i

create the clusters without some independent judgment. We had to choose thwi

' ~

number of principal component Indices created as well as the number of final
I clusters. The quality of the resulting groups does not appear to change witle

small changes in these judgments within the general framework provided by the,

;

4 report.
'

; i

f

.

i
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computer output, great controversy over defining exogenous factors and metho-

dology and, in general, a long and costly jockeying for position would result. The

classifications, when finally obtained, are certain to be, not just imperfect, but

j so arbitrary as to be unlikely to satisfy the contrasting interests of utilities,

state regulators, and the FERC.
! - .

D. Factors Beyond Current Management Control

While the authors recognize the distinction between those costi

,

efficiency elements current management can control (which we shall term

" operating efficiency") and those determined primarily by the decisions of

previous management in constructing the existing generation and transmission

end distrioution network (which we shall term " investment efficiency"), their

| proposed rating method does not separate these two very different concepts.

This is a critical deficiency which alone would result in their proposal failing to

meet its own stated goal of producing a fair and objective measure that does nott

|
! . . . penalize or reward firms arbitrarily for performance results that are beyond"

the company management's control." (Page 1.2.]

The importance of distinguishing between operating and investment

efficiency is particularly critical in the electric utility industry because costs

are determined in large measure by very long-lived capital investment decisions.

It takes 8 to 14 years to plan and construct generation units that will have an

operating life of 30 to 40 years. Transmission and distribution capacity generally
.

can be added more quickly but their operating life is frequently even longer.

Thus, at any point in time, the current management of an electric utility is ,

operating facilities the vast bulk of which were designed and eqnstructeo by'the
,

firm many years before. This is especially true now that the rates of growth of

electricity demand and utility construction have slowed. The nature of these
.

- - - - - - - _ ___ ._,eu - - - . _ -, - , , - - . , - , - , - -
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facilities largely fixes the utility's capital costs and determines fuel require-

ments and required operation and maintenance levels.'

:
An evaluation of past utility investments in light of current circum-

. stances would provide a highly misleading guide to the prudence of past
!

management and no indicator at all of the quality of current management. The
,

present physical plant cf a utility is composed of facilities that have been

assembled over a period of perhaps 40 to 50 years. At the time the firm decided.

to make these investments, the then-future conditions under which they would be:.

1

constructed and operated could not be known with certainty. Decisions as to

how much and what kind of espacity to instan always must be based on estimates

of future trends in load growth, load shape, fuel costs, technological changes,

construction costs, environmental factors, and a host of other elements, all of

which interact to determine the ultimate costs and benefits. Forecasts cf aach

of these trends are subject to substantial error and yet each trend can drastically

affect the outcome.

; Because of the uncertainties under which investment decisions for
!

electric utilities must be made (i.e., load growth, load shape, fuel costs,

technological changes, construction costs, environmental regulations, cost of

money, decisions of state regulatory commissions and the FERC), it is most

difficult after the fact to determine whether they were prudent and efficient

| decisions. It would be inaccurate to presume management error because.

capacity was added to meet an estimated load growth of 5 percent when the
*

actual growth was only 4 percent, as long as the planning estimate of 5 percent

represented the best forecast that could have been made with the information

available at the time. Nor can management necessarily be faulted for not

Installing coal capacity because, after the fact, coal turned out to be the most

. - - -- .- - _ - . - . - - . _ . . _ - . - _ - , _ _ _ . .. _ _ - . - . . _ _ - ._.
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;

cost-effective fuel. On the other hand, it is also true that unforeseen changes in

i circumstances may make poor decisions appear relatively efficient when the

situation is reviewed after the fact. In each case, the relevant question is: Were

the original investment plans based on the best predictions that couM have been

made at the time? In no esse can current management be evaluated fairly based .

on the stock of capital it inherited nor can past management be judged solely by.

*

the ultimate results of its decisions. Good decisions can neither transform

history nor will they always be proved right after the fact. Comparisons of

average revenue levels or changes are, in large part, measures of how decisions,'

c .-
long past, turned out at subsequently determined levels of factor cost and

! demand.
1

Assessing the efficiency of investment decisions is further compli-
r

cated because the period required for evaluation is neessarily long. The
,

,

.

efficient decisionmaker selects the investments whfeh maximize the present
,

I discounted value of the excess of benefits over costs over the life of the

Investment. Thus, it is life cycle costs which are relevant in assessing.

i

investment efficiency. Given this, the capital and operating costs incurred in a'

| single year, or over a short period of years, could not be used fairly to evaluate
1

the relative merits of alternative investment decisions even if there were no

uncertainties about the future or if the original decisions reflected accurate

forecasts of future events. -

From the foregoing discussion we conclude that:
.

1. Investment efficiency must be viewed separately from operating.
. .

.

efficiency.

2. Current management cannot be judged by any measure which

does not take as given the capital stock it inherited. ,

|

- .. - - -
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.

3. The prudence' of past investment decisions must be evaluated in

light of the information available to management when those decisions were

made.

4. Life eyele costs, reduced to present value, are the only appro-

priate way to evaluate investment decisions.,

; Since the proposed methodology meets none of these standards it is, in our view,

*

.
fatally flawed.

-

|

1

%

i
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15. RANDOM YARIATIONS BEYOND MANAGEMENT CONTROL

A. Introduction

The previous section outlined some of the more important reasons

why classification of utilities into comparison groups based on exogenous factors

cannot be done adequately. It also indicated the flaws in not recognizing in an , ,

efficiency measure the distinction between operating and investment efficiency.
*

While it is doubtful that these critical deficiencies in the proposed methodology

|
could be remedied, even if they were, there would remain a substantial degree of

randomness in measured efficiency which would defeat the attempt to reward

management fairly for its contributions to efficiency.

If we assume tts,t sll firms within r, comparison group are comparable

in that they have access to the same technologies, the same inputs and input

prices (e.g., fuels, labor, tramportatfor.), provide t% espacity and energy to

meet the same load patterns, se.ve virtually identical service areas under

identical regulatory treatment, and are in long-run equilibrum (i.e., they have

ecmpletely adjusted to these factors), a comparison of their average revenues

would produce a valid index of their relative efficiency. As outlined in the

previous section, the fact that none of this is true dooms the static measure of

efficiency suggested by the report. The dynamic measure (changes in average

revenue from the average of prior years) is similarly flawed in that it will

respond as readily to changes exogeneus to management as to those management -

can control. These exogenous changes may occur in the markets in which the
'

utility buys and sells, in the nature of regulation, or in the specific events that

affect the utility itself.
-

.
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B. External Changes in Input and Output Markets

Changes in the availability and prices of inputs such as fuel and

equipment obviously have the potential to change the level of utility costs and

hence of average revenue. Since to a large extent utilities are price takers in l
|

Iinput markets and most input requirements are largely fixed in the short-term by
.

past investment decisions, these changes in costs cannot be avoided. This would
'

pose no particular difficulty if they affected all utilities equally. However, both,

[ ehanges in price and availability of inputs and the importance of those changes

to the costs of individual utilities vary over a wide range. The result is relative
!

changes in everage revenues which may bear no relationship to the efficiency of

management decisions. ,

The following series of examples Hlustrates instances in which

relative char.ges in average revenues would be distorted by exogenous changes in

input marketa:

1. Changes in relative fuel prices will increase the costs of utilities
,

having generators requiring increasing cost fuels and reduce the costs of those
!

utilities using fuels which are falling in relative pries. The frequent, significant

and generally unexpected changes in the relative costs of oil, et,al, natural gas,i

and nuclear fuels in recent years would have created differences in measured
'

dynamic effielency quite unrelated to the effectiveness of utility managers.

2. Changes in the costs of transportation and in the relative costs
,

of alternative modes of transportation change substantially the delivered fuel
:

costs of utilities independently of changes in their f.o.b. prices. Those utilities.

dependent on rail transportation have been hard hit by rail deregulation. Those

moving fuels by truck have been seriously affected by changing prices of gasoline I

and diesel fuels, free entry into trucking and other aspects of deregulation.

. . . - - - . .. --. -- .
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3. Changes in the demand and supply conditions for the sale of

economy power between utilities also can affect. relative costs dramatically.

The availability of electricity to California utilities from the Bonneville Power

Administration or to Pennsylvania utilities from Ontario Hydro, American

Electric Power or other coal- or hydro-based utilities frequently may determine
,

the relative changes in observed average revenues.

4. Changes in the availabiUty of transmission espacity from other -

utilities will affect the extent to which aconomy and diversity exchanges are4

possible for some utilities. These transactions frequently may have substantial

effects on relative costs.

4,

The changes in the market for various types of labor often we5.

different among areas and can result in differing regional patterns of wage

settlements or in the ecsts of outside construction labor. These may affect

utility labor costs or the availability of specific types cf skilled labor.

| 6. The energy input used to produce hydroelectric power is falling

water, the availability of which (and its relative importance to utilities) varies

widely among regions of the country and with year-to year climatic conditions.

These examples of exogenous changes in input markets (and the list

could be extended substantially) illustrate the bias inherent in using changes in

average revenues as the basis for measuring dynamic efficiency. Similar bias

may occur from changes in the output markets of electric utilities (e.g., changes .

In the demands for electricity registered by their customers).

The amount of power and energy demanded by an electrie utility's *

customers wiu vary from year to year. While sales vary, the fixed costs -

associated with supplying electrical service do not; hence variations in sales will

| affect costs per unit and thus average revenue. In addition, variation in the level
i

!
1
l
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or rates of growth of sales to customers under different tariffs will directly

affect the level of average revenue without any regulatory action. The following
'

examples sarve to illustrate this point:

1. An extended period of recession, such as the present time, will
.

differentia 11y affect the level of average revenue of utilities through:
,

s. Reduction in the level of kilowatt-hour sales to industries4

,

~

_

apecifically affected;*

c b. Reduction in the growth rate of kilowatt-imur sales to other'

industries and to residential and commercial customers;i

i c. Changes in the availability and terms of economy se.le and

! purchase arrangements among utilities (e.g., those where service areas are

particularly hard hit will be willing to r. ell more at lower prices); and

d. Resulting reduction in the need te fuels will affect their

prices and resulting fuel adjustments.

|
2. Periods of rapid economic recovery will tend to have the

i opposite effects. Average revenue will fall with increased sales to large

industrial euscomers and costs per unit will decline with increased sales.

Economy power would be less ava!!able or sold only at higher prices. Fuel

markets should respond with higher prices and/or more restricted fuel avail-

ability.
,

3. Even absent general shifts in national economic conditions,.i,.

regional variations in growth rates and patterns of demand will cause variations,

!* in average revenues and unit costs. Structural shifts, such as a long-term decline
,

in the steel and auto industries, affect relative load patterns over extended

Periods. j

i

|
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.

4. Small utilities, and those whose major loads are concentrated in

a few industries, will be especially susceptible to variations in unit costs and

average revenue levels beyond their control.

5. Shifts of wholesale customers either from or to alternative

suppliers or self generation will cause uncontrollsble changes in the level of unit
.

; costs and average revenues.

] C. External Changes in Regulation .
|

Another important determinar.t of year-to-year changes in average

revenu,e over which utility management can exercise little control is change in
4

regulatory treatment. Changes in the ti.T.ing of rate cases, accounting treat-,

i

mer.t of various expense estegories, changes in the allocation of cost respo a-

) sibility among customer classes and the allowed levels of rate base and rate of

return can, and do, signifleantly affect the relative average revenues of utilities

over time. The following are some examples of these changes and the effect;
,

they may have on cross-sectional comparisons cf the average revenues of

electric utilities,

j 1. Reduction of regulatory lag, which is generally viewed as desir-
t

i

j able, may create the illusion of poorer performance among utilities in the
i
4

affected states in the short run. Over a longer period such a reduction would

improve the measured performance of utilities as their costs of capital were; "

reduced.,
,

2. The presence or absence of fuel cost adjustment clauses will,

cause differences among the observed average revenues of utilities even though *

they are subject to exdetly the same increase (or decrease) in underlying costs. -

.r

3. The switch to flow through from normalization of tax benefits

reduces average revenues for subject utilities in the short-term.

| .

| .

1

i

I
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'

|
'

4. The method insed to depreciate additions to utility assets can i

have a major effect on the time pattern of rate increases and hence on the j

resulting pattern of average revenues. The depreciation treatment chosen by
,

regulators is to n large extent external to management control yet may havei

profou'nd effects on performance as measured by average revenues. Rapid..

depreciation, for example, would create the illusion of poorer performance in
! *

early years and the opposite illusion in subsequent periods.

5. Lifeline rates and similar attempts to place greater relative

I burdens on commercial and industrial customers wiu heighten the sensitivity of

{ average revenue to economic fluctuations.
1 l'

6. Differences among commissions in rate design (e.g., time-of-day |

or marginal-cast-based rates) will directly affect short-term average revenues as

won as affect the ecsts of the utility and hence its longer term average revenue

requirements.

7. Differing methods used by states in defining avoided costs in,

meeting the requirements of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Actt

(16 U.S.C. 5824) will produce differences in utility costs and thereby average

revenues.
,

8. VariatictJ among states on the inclusion of construction work in

progress in the rate base will produce variation in both the level of rates at a

i point in time and their pattern of growth over time.- '

l
| Since these, and other, regulatory policies are largely beyond
i .

management control, and yet can greatly alter measured performance under an

average revenue standard, there will be a largh random component to perfor-'

mance ratings with the resultant diminished relationship between the efficiency

of management performance and the rewards offered unde * the proposed system.

I

l
I

1
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The factors cited in this secticn illustrate the difficulty of establish-

ing a relationship over time between management effectiveness in cost control

and an efficiency measure which merely examines relative average revenues.

Clearly, some method would have to be found to isolate and allow Le such,

exogenous influences if the incentive regulation mechanism is to have the -

qualities desired by the authors. In its present form, the report does not do an
.

adequate job of recognizing or coming to grips with this problem.

i

,

!

(

:

J

|
I

f

.

.

.
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|

|
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IV. BIAS INHERENT IN AN AVERAGE REVENUE COMPARISON STANDARD

A. Introduction
1

Incentive regulation schemes, and especially those that focus suty-

stantial financial benefits on managers, must be examined for the extent to

which they provide an incentive for firms or their managers to " game" the
,

system. That is, management may be given an incentive to ignore the underlying

economic costs and benefits of alternative decisions. Managers should not be.

provided rewards for actions which enhance a current measure of their perfor-

mance but will result in higher costs to ratepayers over the longer term. A
f

1 system of monetary efficiency awards to management assumes that at least
a

some managers respond to monetary incentises. Given this assumption, we must
4

| be especially careful that incentives are created only for behavior consistent

with the long-run public interest. These comments do not critique the business
4

; philosophy or views on ethics of the particular individuals who are managing the

| nation's electrin utilities at any given time. However, they must address ;

whether a proposed system invites abuses or rewards seemingly innocent but |

unwise decisions and practices.

{ The authors of this report recognize the potential harm of improper
i incentives and have sttempted to design their' proposed system to avoid some of

the more obvious biases. They reject performance measures which concentrate

on a single aspect of the utilities' operations (such as heat rate) so that managers,

will not have an incentive to incur greater expenses in ether areas (such as

maintenance or, fuel costs) to achieve savings in those areas subject to thea

t

incentive mechanisms. Unfortunately, the use of an average revenue standard,

while avoiding some biases, falls prey to biases of its own. Specifically, it
'

provides an incentive to choose alternatives that will keep down current rates,

i

4
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,

!

even at the expense of more than offsetting rate increases later. Managers |
; |

would be provided an incentive to keep down current rates by: ;

|

1. Advocating accounting treatments which minimize current reve- .

'

nue requirements;

2. Avoiding investments in capital-intensive, long-lived projects .

,

with their attendant high revenue requirements in early years;
~

3. Timing rate increase requests and the in-service dates of new

facilities to manipulate average revenue ratings;
~

4. Changing the nature of services provided to reduce revenues per
'

kilowatt-hour; and

5. Structuring rates to promote low-cost services.

B. Affecting Average Revenue Through Accounting Changes.

| One of the consequences of using average revenue as the basis of ,

4

perform'ance comparisons to reward " successful" managers is changing the

; relative desirability of postponing the recognition of costs in rates. If it is

; assumed that financial incentives are a primary motivating force for managers'
;

; decisions, an assumption implicit in the authors' approach, their method may

result in biased decisions. Sinco the senior managers, who would share most

heavily in incentive awards, are likely to be senior in age as well as position, an -

incentive to improve measured performance in the near term would be created.
,

(Additionally, this incentive could result from relatively high discount rates -

which even younger managers may apply to future incomes. High discount rates
i .

j can result from executive mobility among firms, uncertainty as to the longevity
,

of the incentive program or a tendency for the consumer discount rate to exceed

that of the corporation.)

s

t
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Among the accounting treatments which shape the time distribution
,

of electric rates are those related to:

1. Treatment of deferred taxes;
,

2. Speed and method of adjusting rates to the costs of major capital

projects;
)

' *
3. Treatment of prospective nuclear decommissioning costs; |

4. Treatment of construction work in progress; and
.

5. Deferral of fuel expenses.

In each of these areas, a system of monetary awards for present
:

managers tied closely to current rate levels would create an incentive for them

to take positions on these issues which may be contrary to the best interests of

their stockholders and/or ratepayers.'

Whether the benefits of accelerated depreciation or investment tax

credits should be flowed through directly to ratepayers or normalized over a
~

per'od of years is an area of both psst and present controversy. In general, it isi

fair to say that utilities have argued against quickly flowing through tax

i benefits. The incentive given to utility managers to accept, or even to request,

flow through accounting of tax benefits in ratemaking would be greater under
i

) the proposed plan without any change in the underlying economic costs and
| benefits to the firm or its ratepayers,
i

The treatment of very large, and infrequent capital additions (such as:

*

1arge base load generation stations) in rate base also offers the possibility of

.

7 The authors suggest that their incentive proposal would create a' conflict
between utility managers' responsibility to seek an adequate rate of return-

for shareholders and their desire to keep rates down to earn bonus payments.
' They advocate and rely upon generic rate of return proceedings to eliminate

this conflict. In view of recent changes in FERC Staff positions, this
j reliance may be misplaced.
.
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I
altermg the time stream of rates. The incentive to phase large new facilities

gradually into rate base would appear to be substantially greater under the ;

methodology proposed by the authors. e j

l
For similar reasons, executives would be given a financial incentive 1

to defer the recognition of expenses associated with nuclear decommissioning or

fuel cost escalation. Of these, nuclear decommissioning costs are generally the -

most susceptible to relatively substantial shifts of cost recognition between
'

'

periods. However, the presence in some forums of fuel cost balancing mechan-

isms (which keep fuel costs reflected in rates relatively constant at forecast

levels with subsequent adjustments to make up for surpluses or deficiencies) can
i

shift year-tnear relative average revenues by significant amounts. In botht

cases, the utility managers would be given an incentive to adjust fuel cost or

nuclear decommissioning estimates or the treatment sought for them in t'ates to

reduce present levels or current changes in average revenues to maximize the.

; present value of expected bonus payments.

C. Blas Against Capital-Intensive Investments

Just as management would be given an incentive to seek accounting

methods which minimize current revenue requirements, so they would have

potentially greater incentives to alter the composition of capital to achieve the

! same purpose. They would increase their potential bonus payments by mini- ~

mizing investment in long-lived, capital-intensive projects for which the greatest

.

' *
A counterargument also can be made. If even staged, the addition of a
nuclear plant to rate base will raise average revenue relative to the_ -

; comparison group enough to greatly reduce the probability of a management
bonus _. based. un static.. rates,_the managers may maximize the value of
expected bonus payments by bringing the plant'quickly and completely into
rate base (and rates) and subsequently enjoying high relative dynamic
effleiency as depreciation reduces rate base and load growth absorbs the

{ added capacity.

i

2

a
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benefits occur in the later years of operation. A management as motivated by

i financial incentives as the authors assume may maximize tne prospect of bonus

payments over the relatively snort-term by nising capital decisions toward

smaller investments that minimize the present effect on rates.

The best way to ilhmtrate the kind of choice managers face in making
'

major capital decisions, and the incentives which the proposed plan wculd bring

to these decisions, is through a simple example. Suppose that load growth

! requires the addition of 1,000 megawatts of generation capacity over the next

ten years and management has the option of meeting this through the addition of

a 1,000 megawatt unit, which also will produce significant fuel cost savings, or a,

series of 10100-megawatt units added one at a time. The alternatives may

appear as in Table II below. The net costs of the large efficient plant are

greater in the initial five years. Thereafter, its net costs become clearly, and

increasingly, lower than the small-scale alternative. A management concerned

with bonus payments over the near term clearly would opt for the small-scale

strategy even though the present value of its net costs is higher.

.

!

!

6

9
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| TABLE E
,

; ALTERNATIVE A ALTERNATIVE E '

ADDrFION OF SINGLE LARGB FUEL ADDrI10N OF SMALL UNIT RACH YEAR WFFH<

EFFICIENT PLANT NO FUSL SAVINGS;

<

|

- !
Carrying Carrylg

Carrying Cost Carrying Cost
Rate Cost Fuel Net of Rate Cost Fuel Net of

Year Base (at 20%) Savings Fuel Savinas Base (at 20%) Savings Fuel Savings ;

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
(2)-(3) (4)-(7)

!

1 $1,000 $200 $75 $125 $100 $ 20 $8 $ 20
2 967 193 75 118 197 39 0 39

3 933 187 75 112 290 58 0 58 4
f 4 900 180 75 105 380 78 0 78 7

5 867 173 75 98 487 93 0 93
,

6 833 167 75 92 550 110 0 110
I 7 800 160 75 85 830 126 0 126

| 8 767 153 75 78 707 141 0 141

| 9 733 147 75 72 780 154 0 156

; 10 700 140 75 65 850 170 0 170
;

i

! 5 - Year Present Value of Increased Net Costs @ 10%: $428 5 - Year Present Value of increased Net Costs e ION: $204
j 30 - Year Present Value of increased Net Costs e 10%: $665 30 - Year Present Value of Increased Net Costs @ 10%: $922

*
Assumes single first year investment of $1,000 depreciated on a straight line basis over thirty years and an annual fuel

! savings of $75.

*
Assumes ten annual investments of $100 depreciated on a straightline basis over thirty years with no fuel savings at all.

; it is assumed that nonfuel operating, maintanence and repair costs are indentical to those of Alternative A.
:

; . . . .
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V. EFFECT OF RANKINGS ON REGULATORY TREATMENT
'

The authors of the report express concern that performance evalua-

tion not lead to increased risks to utilities which would adversely affect their
- )

easts of capital and thereby the rates charged their customers. To avoid this,

they focus the effects of their suggested performance comparisons on bonuses to-

the managers of the utilities rather than on rewards and penalties directly to the
'

stockholders. While this approach reduces the direct effect of the incentive'

i

program on the risk of holding utility securities it does not consider the possible,

and in our view probable, indirect consequences of performance rankings of. 2e

regulatory treatment of electric utilities.

Regulators are unlikely to treat equally utilities with high and low

performance rankings especially if, as the authors hope, the regulators are

j directly involved in the performance incentive program. This is true for at least

! two reasons. First, most stata commissions, are required to establish rates that

provide for recovery of the costs of capital or other expenses which are

prudently incurred in the public interest. If the performance rating system was

successful in identifying managements that, given the exogenous influences they

faced, were unsuccessful in keeping costs at least close to average levels, the

regulators may feel obligated to dis, allow * excess" expenses or rate base as

imprudent. ' Secondly, in many states, if not most, regulation is an element of
*

the political process. An elected commission, or one responsible to an elected

governor or legislature, may find it hard to ignore rankings produced by a federal
.

(or cooperative state / federal) agency in acting on rate increase requests.4

| ' Of course if, as is more likely, the rating system failed to distinguish
between good and poor management performance it would be of no value for
any purpose.

,
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|

Granting a large rate increase to a utility ranked at the bottom of its comparison

group would in many circumstances require no small amount of political courage.
;

There are many areas in which regulators are required to exercise a

I great deal of judgment in ratemaking. Deciding what items should be included in

rate base, what incurred costs were prudent and what is a fair return on equity -

frequently are not straightforward decisions.' Any ranking of utilities by their
.

estimated levels of performance is quite likely to bias such decisions in favor of

highly ranked utilities and against those rated as poor. This likely feedback from1

.

f performance ratings to rate treatment would increase the risk of utilities'

securities and thereby their cost of capital. This unintended effect of the -

incentive regulation scheme will tend to offset any benefits which flow from

increasing the efforts of utility managers to operate more efficiently.

.

h

e

.

' e
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VL EFFECT ON COOPERATION AMONG UTILITIES

One of the most important sources of efficiency and technological

progress in the electric utility industry is cooperation and information sharing

among utilities.' A system designed to create direct competition among the

managers of utilities runs a substantial risk of weakening this important and.

proven engme of progress.
*

At the present time, utility managements are generally quite willing

: to share their ideas with each other as well as enter into transactions which may

j confer disproportionate benefits on other utilities. The engineering drawings of

plants and transmission or distribution systems frequently are made available to

" rival" utilities along with recent performance data. Techniques of lowering

| maintenance expenses and increasing fuel efficiency are discussed freely. Joint
i

! research is sponsored through the Electric Power.Research Institute into a

number of promising technological and polley innovations. If utility managers

are motivated by monetary rewards, as the authors hypothesize, and are forced

to compete with other utilities in their comparison groups, they would have a

greater incentive to concentrate research and development within the firm and

to rely on some combination of trade secrets and patent protection to keep the

advantages of progress for their own utilities. This would be contrary to the -

intentions of the authors and potentially doctructive of one of the finest systems

of technological diffusion among domestic industries.'

Other joint and cooperative activities among utilities also could
.

suffer to the extent that the program created a competitive rather than

|
cooperative relationship among utilities. The benefits of power pooling are

!

| substantial and widely recognized. The smaller members of pools frequently
3

derive benefits from pool activities disproportionate to their contribution to the'

i
'

,
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|

savings of larger pool members. An incentive system designed to reward

managers on the basis of relative costs is inconsistent with promoting such

activity. It also may be inconsistent with promoting other forms of mutual

assistance in which the benefits are not always equal among the participating
i

* '

firms. These could include (1)' emergency support, (2) economy sales, (3) shared

research on load management and metering, (4) joint unit participation, and
.

(5) provision of transmission services. It is doubtful that the authors of this

report intend their program to provide negative incentives to these forms of
. ,

useful and cost-saving cooperation among utilities. The proposed relative .:

'

aversge revenue standard, however, appears to have precisely that effect.

|
t

|

|
|
|

i
-

!
1

i

.

e

|
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VB. OTHER POTENTIAL DIFFICULTIES WITH THE PROPOSED STANDARD

The authors assume that the proposed methodology can be used to

; reward management promptly for its relative performance during the past year.

However, this seems infeasible. Since the required calculations would be based

on Form 1 data, they could not be started until those forms were available. The

Form 1 must be filed annually with the FERC by April 30th, unless an exter.sion,

is granted; the data generally become available on computer tape sometime,

between November and January of the following year. Thur, the coled data for

1983 performance evaluations may not be ready for processing until the

beginning of 1985. It would be surprising if the rankings and suggested rewards'

would be available before the middle of 1985. If, as we have suggested above, it

; is necessary to go beyond Form 1 data to produce reasonable groups or rankings,

the lag could be substantially longer. The length of this lag could reduce

significantly the incentive effect of prospective performance bonuses on the

behavior of utility executives.
i
! Another troublesome feature of this, and most other, statistical

performance rating schemes is that the ratings of utilities will vary substantially
|

with relatively minor changes in the methodology employed. The groups of )
l

utilities selected through the recommended statistical procedures will differ l
|

| depending on both the period used for classification and the exact formulation of i
i

the methodology employed. The addition of a large nuclear plant, for example,
,

will alter rankings based on generating capacity. For many utilities, the addition

or loss of a few large industrial customers can alter greatly the growth rate of.

kilowatt-hour sales and the percentage of sales made to commercial and

industrial customers. Principal components analysis, used as part of the grouping

procedure, can be conducted with the exogenous variables having equal weight -

.

I
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(as we have done in the example above) or with specific weights assigned to

each. Since the range of weights that could be used is considerable, many

- different groupings could be produced by the procedure from the same underlying

'data.

| Just as the groups of utilities compared can be changed with slight
*

changes in methodology, so too can the average revenue measure. Changing the

I classification of sales included in the calculation (e.g., excluding partial require-
.

ments wholesale sales) may alter the resulting rankings. Changing the number of

! years over which the average revenue is calculated or the weights assigned to

each will change the results, and sometimes by a substantial amount. In short,

the choice of methodology used to create the groupings and calculate the perfor-

mance measure can have as much influence on the result as the underlying

management performance.

Two key assumptions underlying the proposal require the volunt.ary

cooperation of parties with diverse interests. The authors of the report

recognize that the success of their recommendations depend, to a large extent,

on the assumption that state commissions win adopt and/or cooperate with the

incentive program and that utilities will willingly participate in it. State and ]
federal commissions frequently are not of one mind regarding regulatory issues.

It seems unlikely, absent federal compulsion, that they would all adopt similar

programs and even less likely that they would adopt identical programs. The
.

,

effect of a mixture of federal and state programs on the incentives of utilities
:

; subject to multiple jurisdictions for substantial parts of their business is

spe,culative. The programs could complement or offset each other. The effects

of a federal program would almost certainly be weakened by the failure of states

to cooperste.
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The assumption .that utilities would voluntarily opt 'to join the

incentive program is likewise questionable To join may be viewed as.

recognizing the validity of average revenue rankings which, if unfavorable, would

surely be matters at issue in state rate proceedmgs. The authors, apparently

recognizing the probability that some firms would not elect to join the program,

suggest that commissions could choose to adjust allowed rates of return to-

reflect nonparticipation. This would, of course, make the " voluntary" incentive
.

program essentially mandatory.

While the study gives lip service to quality of service and suggests
,

some possible guidelines it does not glye.nearly enough attention to this area.

Variations in average revenue frequently can result from variations in the type

and quality of service provided. Average revenue, all else equal, will vary with:

1. Whether or not large customers are required, or induced by

rates, to own their own transformation equipment;
,

2. Whether shopping centers and apartment complexes are master-

metered or individually metered;

3. The reserve margin maintained by the utility;

4. The size of crews and stock of parts and equipment available to

repair equipment failures and restore service after storm outages;

5. Expenditures on maintenance programs; and
.

6. Line extension polleias,

f' These are all areas in which a delicate balance between costs and benefits
I
'

requires the recognition of service type and quality as well as price. The
'

proposed methodology is not designed' to recognize or deal with these.and other
,

required trade-offs.

.
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Another possible consequence of the proposed prograni is a signifi-

cant increase in regulatory costs. These costr. would resit from increased staff

positions needed to administer the program and adjudicate disputes. Increased

costs also would result from increased reporting which may be required of
'

utilities as regulators attempt to improve the scheme of classifying utilities or
.

quantify additional exogenous factors or the " quality" of output. The exact

dimensions of this increase would, of course, be dependent on the final form of
,

the program adopted.

|

.
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VEI. ADVANTAGES OF THE PLAN AND CONCLUSIONS

Since the authors of the report do a good job of presenting the

prospective benefits of their proposal, we have emphasized its negative aspects
'

in this commentary. On balance we believe that the negative aspects outlined
.

! above do far outweigh the potential for significant productivity gains. On, the

other hand, it must be recognized that the report does have its strong points. We

agree with the authors that there should be a relation between the compensation,

'

of managers and the quality of their performance. We likewise agree that one-
'

dimensional measures of performance (such as heat rates or unit availability) can'

provide very distorted impressions of the overall level of management perfor-

i mance. Moreover, we aga se that an incentive program based on performance,
!

even if distributed through a very imperfect mechanism, could have net benefits.'

We are convinced, however, that a formal mechanistle approach producing
,

| rankings that appear to lend statistical precision to a very imperfect process is

not the proper approach. The reasoned judgment of kncwledgeable individuals

familiar with the details of a specific utility's operations and markets is far more

likely to identify outstanding performance than is the formalistic approach

advocated in this report.

We conclude that the principal method recommended in the report is

fatally flawed in a number of respects: (1)its methodology cannot producei

groups of utilities that can be compared fairly; (2)its suggested performance;,
! measure cannot fairly compare relative management performance; (3)its use

invites significant biases in management decisions; and (4) regulators are likely.

to seize on it for uses unintended by the authors and contrary to their objectives.

I We urge the FERC Staff and others interested in pursuing efficiency incentives

to use the valuable par +J of this report to attempt to frame more

|
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'

sensitive and less formalistic ways to recognize and reward outstanding perfor-

mance by utility management.
J
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II. OTHER INCENTIVE PROPOSAIA

A. Introduction

In addition to their primary advocacy of an efficiency incentive ;

mechanism based on average revenue, the authors of the report recommend one {:

potentially ancillary procedure to reward efficiency in construction cost control.

and suggest a method of indexing rates to externally determined input costs as a
*

possible alternative to their principal recommendation. Since these proposals i

are not advocated as strongly as the average revenue measure, our comments are

presented in outline form without the detailed discussion we have devoted to

their principal recommendation.
!

! B. Proposed Construction Cost Incentive System

The basic idea of the construction ecst incentive system presented in

the report is quite simple: reward companies and managements who bring major

! construction projects to fruition within their estimated costs. In theory, all that

is required is a comparison of the completed cost of the project (adjusted for

inflation) with its estimated costs. A lower rate of return would be applied to

{ project costs in excess of the estimate. A higher rate of return would be allowed

on projects whose completed costs fell short of the estimate. Utility construe-

tion managers who were successful at bringing in projects within budget also

would be awarded bonuses. The advantages of the program are alleged to be

more realistic construction cos', estimates and increased mctivation of utility
-

| managers to avoid cost overruns.
! .
'

The objectives of the proposed program are certainly laudable and I
'

:

j the theory of its operation is simple. There are, however, numerous practical

problems with implementation, some of which are ignored while others are 1

|
; recognized but their solution is assumed. These difficulties' are much more
I

. - . _ - _ - _ - - - _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - . - - . -
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\.

substantial than the authors recognize and would, in our judgment, result in a
,

program burdensome to administer with no significant likelihood of any net
'

benefit and a strong likelihood of substantial bias in management decisions. We

; discuss a few of the most glaring of these difficulties below.

j The first diffleulty is that the risks in major projects tend to be .

- esymmetrical. With any given oost estimate, there is a much greater probability
*

that the final eost win be double the estimate than one-half the estimate. Thus,

even with an unbiased estimate of the costs, the application of a symmetrical

incentive rate of return scheme will increase greatly the riskiness of the

; regulated enterprise, because it win create a possibility of a very large downside
;

potential and no correspondingly large upside potential. Unlike the unregulated

; enterprise, the regulated firm will pass any operating savings directly to its
i

ratepayers. A nuclest plant may, if ou prices escalate very sharply, result in

i truly huge cost savings--savings so great that the not cost of a nuclear plant
,

might ultimately turn out to be negative. While regulation contemplates flowing,

;

6

all of these benefits through to consumers, under the proposal much of the
l
| eorresponding risk of cost overruns would be borne by the utility and its

managers. It is that which contributes to an asymmetry of risk that could scare

away investors.

The effect of the asymmetry of risk wiu be to reduce incentives to

undertake projects with substantial risks of cost overruns even where the net -

expected benefits are clearly positive. Suppose that. utility management sees
.

that if it can cut the cost of construction by 20 percent, the best it could hope
'

for, it can earn 18 percent instead of 15 percent. But if ecsts double, which is

not out of the question, it wiu earn 10 percent Instead of 15 percent. Manage-

ment might be understandably reluctant to risk the health of the company just

I

|
|
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|

for the sake of a relatively sman gain, even if the probabuity of a gain is greater

than the probability of a loss. Utuities are less likely to build under these

circumstances and as a result, consumers may be deprived of the possibility of

major cost savings. Thus, an incentive rate of return scheme must either provide

for a cap on the loss to the utility, or must be based on a complete cost-benefit
,

|* analysis in which the utiuty is able to share in the benefits as weH as in the

costs.
.

The asymmetry of rewards and benefits also will create a bias against

i new and innovative technologies. These projects are more likely to produce cost

overruns even if wen managed. The greater the novelty in the character of the

project the more likely it is that cost overruns will necessarily result from lack

{ of knowledge about the new field rather than from poor project management or
!

i biased estimation. Additionauy, innovative energy projects frequently contain a

significant research component. Applying what is in effect an asymmetrical
!

reward and punishment scheme, wiu unduly discourage the undertaking of such

| projects, and lose the benefits to be gained from future projects that follow the

one in question. It is difficult to conceive how a regulatory commission could-

compensate for this bias by establishing a higher base rate of return. It would be

! diffleult enough to determine an app,copriate risk premium but even then the
I basic asymmetry of benefits and costs would remain.

A second difficulty with the analysis is the implicit assumption that!

f managers of regulated utilities really want to build these big new projects. From

this assumption it follows that they may try to persuade the regulatory agency to
1,

{ Iet them build the project by making construction cost estimates which are

biased on the low side. At the present time it is at least equally plausible that

the regulated company, whose stock is selling below book value, does not really
1
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want to build large new plants. If utilities' managements will bui5d such plantsi

i

only if given the prospect of major financial reward, they may, if they are as

[ unmotivated by public interest considerations as the authors apparently presume,

! submit construction east estimates which are strongly biased upwards. The
_

regulatory commission, of cowse, could refuse to approve the construction of
.

j those projects because they are too expensive. In that case, the utilities may
;

very well have discharged their legal obligation to serve. If, on the other hand, |.

the regulatory agency accepts the proposed projects, and if it provides for extra

j return if the costs come in under the estimate, the utilities may stand to enjoy I

! very considerable gains. Theoretically the regulatory agency could critleize the
:

| utility's east estimate for being biased upward, that is, for being a higher cost
,

estimate than engineering evidence could justify. But it is difficult to see how

the regulator could reject a cost estimate that had a contingency allowance

j which constituted 90 percent of the total estimated cost, since there have been a

considerable number of projects in the past where, contrary to all expectations,

the final cost has been 5 or 10 times the original estimate. The commission

certainly has no way to assess the realism of such adjustments to conventional
I engineering cost estimates.
|

If utilities were as motivated by financial rewards as the autPrs

assume, they might attempt to " game" the system to extract greater profits. it

j would be possible for a utility to estimate the total not benefits that would be

| generated by a proposed project, and use that estimate to build up cost

estimates. This could allow the utility to end up with a substantial portion of the -

,

economic rents in the project unless costs go thoroughly out of' control and far

exceed even the inflated estimate. If that sort of behavior were te develop in

response to an incentive rate of return scheme, we would have shifted from

.
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J

oost-plus reguaation to rent-appropriation regulation, with perhaps some saving

in real costs but with a heavy loss to consumers.

The proposed methodology for measuring construction cost perfor-
I

mance is exceedingly eumbersome. Essentially it involves breaking down the j
|

original project east estimate into component parts for each three months of the !

i .

construction period. Each of these component parts would be tied to an

" appropriate" external index of the costs of the inputs involved. In addition to
,

changing with inflation, the estimated cost would be changed if certain " trigger-

ing events" required a change in the scope of the project (e.g., change in design
i

required by regulation). The estimated cost, adjusted for inflation and changes

in scope, then would be compared with the actual cost. A base rate of return for
;

j the project, set high enough to compensate for project-specific risks and the risk
;

I associated with the incentive program, would be allowed if the project is

; completed at the estimated cost. A penalty rate of return, set below the

government bond rata, would apply to the proportion of costs in excess of the-

estimate. A return above the base level would apply to the proportion of the,

plant costs which fell short of the estimated level
,

For this methodology to work fairly it must be assumed that thea

,

i regulators wilh
i

| 1. Monitor the initial estimation process to be certain that the

utility does not " game" the system by inflating the original estimate;
,

2. Be able to construct exogenous price Indexes applicable to each

portion of what are frequently one of a kind construction projects occurring at.

i

specifle locations; -

-

,
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I 3. Specify in advance the events which might trigger a " change in

scope" and be able to estimate correctly the change in the original estimate that
'

would be appropriate for each such event;
i

4. Correctly identify project-specific risks and the risks attendant

to the incentive mechanism for the specific project to set the base level of
1

'

I return;

5. Overcome the basic asymmetry of costs and benefits discussed
i

*
,

above and correctly set a penalty return which will provide neither too great a
:,

risk to seev:ity holders nor too little incentive for management;

6. Insure that the formula will be consistently applied over time

j and that future regulators will not make compensating adjustments in rate base
|

! or rate of return to offset the incentive feature; and
i

! 7. Insure that utilities do not achieve their construction perfor-

mance goals by shortehanging construction standards at the expense of higher
'

; outage, maintenance, and repair costs over subsequent years.

The uniqueness of most utility construction projects, both in plant

design and location, the difficulty of assessing the risk of new plant sizes or

technologies, the range of construction difficulties that can and do occur, the

| Impossibility of commissions binding their own future decisions, and the asymme-
!

try of costs and benefits make it highly unlikely that this program could work

smoothly or fairly. Just as was the' case with the average revenue standard, the
.

movement to a formalistic approach in this highly complex industry is likely to'

; produce counterproductive results. Management would be given the incentive to
,

! respond.with inflated estimates of costs, an aversion to innovative projects and,
|

| perhaps, with cost-saving construction short cuts which will increase long-run
:

project costs.
i
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,

This is not to argue that regulators should ignore construction costs.

Through the construction permit process, most states already exercise control

over which major utility projects will be built. Management is already called on -

to account for east overruns. Perhaps in some jurisdictions more attention needs

to be paid to this process and some funds should be provided for bonuses to.

recognize construction managers whose projects perform well. Commissions can
'

and do make judgments concerning the effectiveness of utilities in planning and
!

: constructing capacity additions. There is no apparent basis for the belief of the
!

{ authors that implementing a formula will substitute for developing the requisite

| understanding of construction projects and their management required for

! knowledgeable evaluation and regulatory control

C. Proposed Method of Rate Indexint,

The authors' suggested alternative to their average revenue ranking

i proposal is to provide for longer periods of regulatory lag to give management an
'

incentive to cut costs and thereby directly increase their firms' profits. They

', would achieve this by requiring that three to five years elapse between rate

; cases. The potentially adverse effects of postponing the opportunity for

j regulatory rate relief would be mitigated by allowing utilities to automatically

raise rates proportionately to reflect changes in external indices of the costs of ~

their variable inputs (the authors suggest fuel, labor, purchased power, and

"other materials and supplies"). The authors find no acceptable method available*

! to inder capital-related costs. In an industry so capital intensive, this is a
! .
i

substantia 11 imitation.
.

The authors recognize that changes in customer demands can result

in substantial differences between actual and projected collections of capital

costs. If demand falls, the portion of the rate de'igned to collect fixed costss

|

i

|
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|

' collects less than the intended level of resenues. To mitigate this, the authors

I would allow regulators to change rates to reflect changes in customer demand so

i~ that the utility did not under- or over-collect its estimated capital costs. .

;

The " automatic" process would not always, however, be completely

automatie. Adjustments would be made in certain circumstances including .

4

adding or losing a large generatien unit, a major change in capital market'

*

conditions or rolling over of existing debt at higher or lower interest costs.i

| Whether the process also would allow adjustments for other externally caused
I

i events (such as unusual storm related expenses, transportation or fuel supplier

strikes, changes in environmental standards, etc.) is unclear.

! The workability of this proposal depends on whether:

,
1. Regulators could devise external input oost indexes which would

j

measure fairly the costs of alternatives realistleally available to the utility,

|

| manager.
|

2. Commissions would restrain themselves from intervening if the

utility were able to substantially increase profits.

3. The ratio of capital to variable input costs of utilities would be

biased as a result of their different treatment (e.g., the firm's incentive to

substitute capital, for which an adjustment to rates could be made, for labor or

fuel which are covered by the automatic index).

4. The " adjustments" made during the period between rate cases *

would either be limited to the point of financially damaging the utility or
.

expanded to become a continuous rate case. '
.

,

Of the three incentive adjustment mechanisms suggested in the

report, this provides the most promising avenue for study. Unfortunately the

level of detail provided in the report is not sufficient to allow a detailed

i
|
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assessment of exactly how it would work in practice. Whether indices of costs.

which mirror the opportunities of a firm in the market, but exclude costs

actually paid by the firm, can be constructed is a most serious concern in this

method. It also concerns us that commissions may be much more prone to find a

need for an " adjustment" between rate cases if a firm's profits rise substantially
.

than if they fall Such a policy would increase substantially the risk of holding

utility securities.,

.

.
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Imf OF CLilWTER tesassens ABID 1900 SEL8C73001 DATA

CLtlWTRE nut 0SER S

Histerleet Residential & Comanerelet Teses Other Then Federal
Megewett Lead Growth sales es a Percentage of Income Tea es a Pereentage

Company Cepecity Facter 1974-1948 Total Nilowett-hour Sales of Net Plant
(MW) WeenC
(!) (3) (3) (4) (S)

Alabeme Power Coahny 7,745 53.9% 88.3 % 44.8 % 1.9%
*

Arkansas Power & Laght Compeay 4,107 54.6 44.1 35.5 1.3
Baltimore Gas & Electrie Cempeey 5,149 49.4 44.0 St.9 3.7
Carolme Power & Light Campany 8.836 56.3 fl.3 43.3 3.3
Cancinneta Gas & Electric Cr ;- ; 3.099 53.9 St.t 58.5 3.s
Clevcland Electrielituminellag C: ;- ; S,483 43.3 29.9 47.4 3.0
Cormu:ners Power Company 7,343 63.3 33.4 55.8 3.3
Duquesne Light Company . 3,633 68.4 17.0 St.9 3.5
Illinois Power Company 3,973 St.S 49.4 44.8 3.4
Menses Csty Power & Light C- ; ; 3,735 44.6 45.4 18.8 3.8
Long Islead Lighting Company 3,953 49.3 34.1 44.8 4.34

Northera States Power Compeay (Minn.) 4,063 54.3 58.4 30.8 3.3
Ohio Edison Company S 446 $9.0 34.7 S3.4 3.S
Pennsylvania Power & Light C: ;- ; 8,777 $7.3 St.3 61.3 3.8
Plutadelptue Electrie Company 8,143 St.e St.1 48.3 3.0
Potomac Electric Power Company 5,504 45.6 34.3 65.5 3.8
Public Service Compear of lacheme Inc. 5,843 55.4 45.9 45.8 1.3
South Carolme Electrie & Gee Company 3,543 54.1 S3.3 54.6 3.8
Texas '.lectric Service Cesapeny 6,149 St.3 84".4 35.7 3.4
Union Electrie Company 7,833 47.4 43.8 53.9 3.8
Wisconsta Electrie Power C- ;- ; 4,144 41.8 43.3 54.5 3.3

4

Statisties of Cluster
i

Mean S.Sf3 54.3% 48.S % S4.7% 3.s%
Standard Deviellen 1,514 S.3 14.4 8.S 3.0
Reage 4,544 17.7 49.5 34.3 3.8 y 3

e5 5
*
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EET OF CLilBTRE assagesRS AISD 1900 SELECTIOtt DATA

! CLtWTsa Nueessa 3

Ninterleet Reeldential & Ceansaarelet Tesee Other Then Pederet
Megewett Lead Growth Sales se e Pereentage of incesse Tes se e Percentage

e- ; ^ - Capacity Peeter 1979-8900 Total Ellowett-hour selee of Idet Pleat_

(MW) We;G
(1) (3) (3) (4) (S)

Alpene Power Cr; ; 7 S3.4% 41.5 4 58.9 % 4.T%
Arkeases-Miseewi Power C ;- ; 248 47.3 59.5 43.0 3.7
Central Ittinois Lista Compeay I,533 St.9 49.3 49.0 3.8
Centralliliness Fundie Service Cr;- ; 3,584 54.7 44.3 43.1 3.0
Central Maine Power Company 3.039 ST.9 45.4 54.0 t.8
CentralTelephone & Utileties Corp. 634 S3.S S4.5 48.5 3.3
Colusebus & Southern Oede Electrie Compeay 3,077 55.3 64.7 43.8 3.3
Connecticut Light & Power Compeay 3,037 58.8 37.8 43.4 3.4

i Connecticut Valley Electrie Company 8 St.S 36.4 44.3 S.e
; Dayton Power & Light C- ;: ; 3,688 54.0 49.S ST,t 3.s
'

El Pese Electrie Coe.peny 1.134 59.3 59.1 S3.S 1.9
, Empire District Electrie C: ; ; S44 55.1 (3.3) St.S 3.3
I lesenapells Power & Light Casepear 3,691 St.9 33.3 53.8 1.8

laterstate Power Company 943 57.0 63.7 40.T 3.5
Menses Gee & Electric C: ; ; 3,848 St.0 43.0 es.S 3.3

' Louisville Gas & Electrie C- ;: ; 3,678 49.4 84.0 SS.S 0.9
Meine Putdie Service C- ; ST 54.9 48.4 St.S 1.7+

Metropetiten Edison C- ; - ; 3.115 59.3 23.0 53.0 3.9*
-

Mississappi Power Company 3.364 St.4 St.S 43.7 3.9
! New York State Electrie & Geo Cary, t 141 St.S 33.9 83.3 3.3
! Northern States Power Company 699 53.3 54.6 53.3 3.5

Pennsylvania Electrie Company 3,834 84.7 4I.4 49.8 3.I.

Upper Penimeule Power Company te St.1 28.8 St.3 4.0
Mestern Messeetamette Electrie C- . - ; Set St.8 33.3 St.I 3.3

Statietlee of Cluster

Meen 1.471 15.0 % 40.9 % St.1% 3.0% e".$
Standard Devletlen 3.459 3.0 19.4 S.S 3.s y j
Reage 3,817 13.4 ft.S 33.3 4.s z

" ?
i o x
I -

-

Cluster M2 L: ^ , = 34 Cosrpealee;
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127 OF CLINPER 38588 SEAS AND less mas N DATA

CLUBTER nut 0SEE 3

e

Hesterleet Residential & Ceauneretel Tomas Other Then Federal
Megewell Lead Growth Seles se a Percentage of Ineeme Tes es a Percentagec _ _r Capeesar Feeter lots-Isae _ Total Miseweet-hour Sales of Not Plant

(M W) pesaC'

(1) (3) . (3) (4) (5)

Central Konees Power Cr;- ; $3 44.9 % 43.9% 88.9 % 3.5%Gulf Power Company 1.189 49.0 84.8 81.3 3.3lows Electria Light & Power Campeay 934 41.8 63.1 St.S 3.5lowe Power & Light Company I.957 43.3 50.1 85.0 3.4town Southern Utilities Company 445 44.8 31.8 58.8 8.8lowa-Illinois Gas & Electrie Compeay 1.346 48.5 58.8 53.0 3.0Kansas Power & Light Campany 3.644 43.s 57.0 64.8 3.4
i

Massourt Power & Light Company !!3 44.4 33.8 64.9 5.0Missourt Publie Service Company 144 39.8 7.8 64.0 4.5Neatehale Power & Light Company 39 46.3 34.7 83.3 5.4Nevade Power Company 1.541 43.0 74.8 65.6 3.5
,

.

Northwestera Public Service C- , : g 373 44.3 43.1 18.1 1.4Portland General Electrie Compeer 3.010 53.1 41.5 64.4 1.4Sevenash Electrie & Power Compeay 857 13.4 45.1 81.0 3.1Unaos Light. Ileet & Power Company 8 49.7 43.8 85.7 3.4United Gee Improvement Carp. 71 S t .1- 48.1 47.3 1.3Washlegten Water Power Company 1,844 48.3 53.0 53.3 1.1

c

Statistles of Causser

Meen SIS 45.0% 44.1 % S4.9% 3.5%Standard Dowletles als 4.4 14.8 0.9 1.3keege 3,444 14.4 40.0 35.3 4.4

.
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12T OF CLilBTER 80300esa5 AND 3000 SELSCT9006 DATA

CLlWTER Nuesest 4

Histerleet Reeldentiel & Commerelet Teees Other Then Pederal
Megewett Lead Growth Sales as e Percentage of incesne Tee as e Percentage

Cn--; Cepeesty Poeter 1978-1980 Total Nuewett-hour seles of Net Plant
(MW) ' 7eent)+,
(1) (3) (3) (4) (5)

Alaske Electrie Light & Pomer C- ;- ; 44 43.5% 134.5 % 80.1 % 1.3%Atientic City Electrie C- ,-; 3,134 55.0 54.9 18.8 4.8Citizene Utilities Cr; r; 19 54.7 47.0 83.8 5.0Concord Electrie C- ; ; e 55.0 58.7 84.1 5.3CP National Corp. - 33 54.8 65.4 83.0 1.3
Delles Power & Light Compeay 4,33! 49.3 53.5 88.5 4.4
Emeter & Hampton Electrie Compeay e 55.1 94.0 17.1 4.3
Floride Publie Utilillee Company 3 44.8 181.8 84.8 4.3
Granate State Electrie Company 8 54.4 74.8 84.5 4.0
Green Mountain Power Corp. 148 53.3 55.5 47.7 4.1Hertford Electric Light Company 1,094 54.3 33.5 74.9 4.1
Howell Electric Light Company 184 14.5 98.5 14.9 5.0
Home Light and Power Company 8 53.8 84.9 15.3 4.5
Missourt Utilities Company al 44.3 98.0 10.3 3.9
New Bedford Gas & Edises Light C- ;- ; les 58.3 89.8 13.8 3.8
Old Dominion Power Company 8 43.9 341.0 83.7 3.9
Puget Sound Power & Light Cr; ~; S40 44.8 95.3 13.1 3.3St.Jeseph Laght & Power C- ;- ; 409 43.s 53.9 68.3 3.s

Statistles of Cluster

Mees 583 54.9 % 11.0 % 18.9 % 3.7%Stenderd Devietlea 1,873 el.s 37.3 1.3 1,3
Reage 4,331 13.4 3.4 33.3 4,3

m >
Cluster Membership = le Compealee $ "

i

E
* S
O ><
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Imf er CLUSTER asseessas AND tese esLaCTEDet DATA

CLINFER NutsmER S

Hesterleet Roaldential & Cessmerelet Teses Other Then Federet
teagewett Lead Growth Seles es e Pereentage of Imeesne Tes as a Percentagee- - ; cepecity Peeter 1970-890s Total Milewtit-heesr Seles of Net Plant I

(Mw) W eene
(1) (3) (3) (4) (S)

Ariaene Fishtie Servlee C- ; ; 3,e34 48.3 % 3 I4. I% 84.9 % 3.04
Black Haus Power & Light C: ;: ; 3Ie 41.t 03.0 53.S 3.3
Central Leasistene Electrie C ;- ; I,440 St.3 94.4 44.s 1.8

; Central Power & Light C- ; ; 3,864 58.7 18.3 48.3 3.3
,

Cheyenne Light. Finet and Power C- ; - ; 33 83.0 40.7 41.3 3.3
I Community Pi.edse Service Cr;- ; 43 63.5 183.3 49.T 3.8Conowingo Power cr ;- ; e 87.4 64.8 83.0 e.sDelmarve Power & Light C ;- ; 3,349 S3.9 77.3 49.5 t.eFloride Power Corp. S 599 48.4 104.5 58.3 3.0

lowe Putdie Service Cesapeny 1,334 49.8 94.0 S4.4 3.4Kentucky Utilities Cr ;- ; 3,384 56.5 104.3 43.5 8.8
Michsgen Power Company 3 $4.9 64.s 45.0 1.3Masseuri Edison C-- ;- ; e $4.7 95.4 43.0 3.7
Meatene-Dehete Utsistaes C- ;- ; 333 44.0 53.4 18.5 0.9
Oklahome Gas & Electric C- ;- ; S,935 S4.5 184.9 43.3 3.8
Pacific Power & Light e- ;r; 3,913 43.8 74.4 St.4 1.5
Pubise Service Cesapeny of Celerede 3,363 81.4 114.0 St.I t.7
Putdie Service Compear of Ohlehesne 3,968 St.S 14.0 48.3 3.3
Sea Diego Gas & Electrie Coeipeny 3,4e3 55.9 83.1 11.8 1.I
Sierre Pacifte Power Company 547 64.5 103.3 10.8 0.8
Southwestern Electric Power Cesapeay S atS S4.9 93.3 39.9 I.7

'
e

. Southwestern Puedae Service C: ; : ; 3,388 SS.3 84.0 30.9 1.7
i Teses Power & Light Company 7,554 St.1 115.1 54.1 1.9
|
-

Tesesse Gee & Electrie C- ; ; I,155 $4.4 153.t as.e 3.7

Statisties of Chester

Mean 3,3Se St.3% 98.4% 33.8% 3.e4 iStenderd Devletlen 3.111 S.3 23.7 11.1 e9 o >
Reage 7,854 1e.3 8.8 48.8 3.3 $ l

e ey
tri O

O N ,

Ciuster M r ; . 34 c- ; - -- [ -
l

1 O

e e * *

+
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Imf OF CLUBTER assagesRS AND 1900 SELECTtDef DATA

Ct.lWPER Nuasent e

Nietarleel Residentiel & Commeretal Teses Other Then Federal
teegewett Lead Growth Seles as a Pereentage of Income Tea es e Pereentage,' Campany Cepeetty Peeter 1970-1900 Telei Kilowest-hour Seles of Net Plant

(M N) W eent;
(1) (3) (3) (4) (S)

senton Edison company 3,750 Sf.1% 30.8 % 81.8% 0.0%EdisonSault Electr84 C: ;: ; S3 44.9 17.5 43.3 S.6
Heweilen Electrie Company, Ine. 1,144 85.3 58.3 47.3 S.4,

Kingsport Power Company S St.1 35.3 93.0 8.9
Lockhart Power Company 13 S4.7 31.8 10.1 4.5
Messeclusetts Electrie Company 0 44.9 39.8 73.3 8.4Mt.Carmel Publie Utility c: ; ; 15 44.8 88.9 as.S 7.0
New Orleans Publie Service, Ine. 1,298 44.0 (10.9) 54.8 4.6
Niagere Mohawk Power Corp. 8,tle 40.1 89.0 55.0 4.1
Orange & Rockland Utikeles,Ine. 1,834 $4.7 St.8 34.3 S.8i

' Tempe Electrie C: : ; 3,833 83.0 08.0 S3.4 3.9,

United Rhuninettag dompany 1,414 85.4 11.7 68.8 S.3
-

i

Statiolles of Cluster

Mean 1,348 88.9 % 35.0 % St.0% S.8%Standard Deviellen 1,843 6.4 35.8 15.3 1.0Range S,414 33.0 88.9 St.S 3.8

Cluster M - '_ . = 13 c- ;: '::

1

_
() negative

e" $
1 '.; t

8w
O M

. "

O

_ ____ - -
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, 127 OF CLlW735 MEMSERS AIID 1900 an inr310gl DATA

CLUNTER NUtsesst.

Nieterleet Reeldentist & Commerefal Teses Other Then PederalMegewett 1.eed Growth sales as a Pereentage of Eneone Tem es a Percentager- :- ; cepeetty Poeter 1978-8000 Total M68owett-hour Sales el Not Plant
(MW) peent;'

(1) (2) (3) (4) ($1

Benger Hyrdoelectrie Company 170 48.1 % $5.4% 47.1% 3.5%Canal Elec6rie C- ;- , se7 e3.4 ss.1 s.e 3.sCentral Hudsen Gas & Electrie P- ;- ; Def 83.9 43.8 41.1 4.5
*

Central Verment Publie Service Corp. 82 44.8 43.8 44.8 3.7Fitehtmarg Gas & Electrie P: ; r, 47 64.9 34.8 35.5 3.4loeho Power Company 3,343 64.8 33.3 53.1 1.31. eke Superior Disteset Power C: ;- ; 134 83.9 44.1 51.3 3.3Mediwe Gas & Electrie Compemy 434 $*,0 87.8 54.3 3.3Monongehele Power Company 3,133 76.3 68.4 34.3 3.3Montana Power Company 1,144 78.3 64.8 37.5 1.sMontapp Electrie Company 449 70.0 37.5 4.4 1.5New England Power Compeay 3,653 60.8 33.1 a.0 3.sNew Monico Electric Service Company let 70.0 11.0 37.9 3.3Northern leadiana Publie service Company 3,III 64.4 53.9 31.3 1.4Pennsylvsaia Power Company 944 87.7 25.3 43.5 3.4Public Service Compeay of New Mesapehire 1,347 63.1 53.3 30.9 1.3Itochester Gas & Electrae Corp. 1,355 77.5 31.0 44.3 4.3Superior Water, Light & Power Congieay 25 83.0 84.3 30.9 3.8Toledo Edison Company 1,835 84.4 34.6 44.0 3.1West Penn Power Company 3,765 14.1 59.8 44.0 3.0West Temos Utilities Company 1,489 41.0 93.1 37.1 3.4Wisconum Power & Light Company 1,734 67.5 ft.5 43.1 3.7'

Wasconsis Publie Service Corp. I,434 68.8 70.0 49.0 3.4
i

Statistles el Cluster

Mean 1,378 88.0 % 55.4 % 35.3 % 3.7%; Stenderd Devletten 1.113 8.4 19.5 14.4 3.3 m 3i Reage 3,744 33.9 87.9 54.3 3.3 $ "

a m
Z

N O

O xCluster M- ' _ ; a 33 Companies
-

6

:
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82T OF CLINTER MEateERS AND 3000 SELECT 1001 DATA

IPORCED CLUWFER NUtBSER S

t

Histerleet Reeldential & Commerelei Temas Other Then Pederal
Megewell Load Growth Sales se e Percentage of ineone Tem as a PercentageCompany Capacity Factor 1978-1880 _ Total Mllowett-how Selee of Not Plant

(M W) w eent;'
*

(1) (3) (3) (4) ($)

Appalachten Power Company 8,038 59.7 % 88.8 % 33.8 % 3.8%
f

Consolidated Water Power Company II 88.4 149.4 3.8 3.4
Gulf Stater Utilities Company 8,711 43.8 88.0 33.8 1.3
Indiene & Michigen Electrie Company 4,108 83.3 73.7 30.8 1.1
Kentteks Power Company 1,097 SS.3 184.8 33.8 6.9
Louisiana Power & Light Company 4,837 47.0 83.8 38.7 1.3Maul Electric Company 87 88.8 183.3 87.4 3.9
Min.,esota Power & Light Company 1,433 87.1 147.8 14.0 3.0
Mississippi Power & Light Company 3,709 11.0 184.4 30.8 3.7Ohio Power Company 10,320 87.9 45.7 30.0 3.5
Otter Tail Power Company 4,700 47.9 100.4 45.0 1.0
Potomac Edison Company 3,043 17.3 111.3 34.9 3.7
Public Service Company of New Mesleo 1,187 87.5 150.1 48.9 1.0
Southern Indiana Gas & Electrie Company 1,038 87.0 105.8 37.0 1.8
Southwestern Electrie Servies Company 1 90.7 93.7 10.4 3.8
Upper Peninsule Generating Company 838 48.9 153.3 0.0 3.4
Utah Power & Light Company 3,188 84.3 145.4 33.3 1.8
Wheeling Electric Company e 88.8 30.3 32.8 9.3
Wiscouin River Power Company 35 83.1 34.4 4.8 8.9

Stat 8stles of Cluster '

Mean 3.483 80.0 % 109.5 % 33.3% 3.0%Standard Devletion 3,943 8.7 40.3 10.3 3.1konge 10,334 40.0 59.7 10.4 8.3

,c7 $,,
Cluster Memberehlp = 19 Companies * ']

oi o
O x

I
Clustere of fewer then ten membere, as defined by the elustering program, were grouped together to form larger elustere. ~

o

' ,
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Em? OF CLil5TER M588BERS AND 1300 SELECTIOd DATA

FORCED CLtWrER NuesaER e I

Historical Residential & Commeretel Tasee Other Then Federal
Megewett Loed Growth Sales se a Fereentage e.2 Income Tes se a ForcentageCompany Cepecity Factor 1978-1980 Total Nilowett-hour Sales of Net Plant

(MW) W eent;
_,

(1) (3) (3) (4) (5)

Alcos Generating Corp. 503 83.3 % 34.3 % 0.0% 1.8%Commonwealth Edison Company 18,343 49.9 34.1 59.1 4.3Connecticut Yankee Aloele Power Company 800 89.9 1.0 0.0 3.3 IDetroit Edison Compa - J 10,138 58.3 18.4 48.7 3.3Duke Power CompOy 11,789 57.8 48.9 44.3 3.5Floride Power & l@ taisynny 13.047 53.4 93.0 83.9 3.7Georgio Power Comp.s.f 13,945 53.3 45.8 44.3 3.6Ilouston Lighting & Power Company 13,353 59.4 109.9 39.9 3.1Indiane-Hentucky Electrie Corp. 1,304 19.8 3.3 0.0 1.8Ohio Valley Electric Corp. 1.088 10.0 1.3 tot 3.8Pacdic Gas & Electric Company 11,849 53.8 37.3 10.0 1.1Southern Californie Essen Company 13,931 53.3 31.8 55.8 1.1Southern Electrie Generating Company 1,833 14.5 (17.4) 0.0 1.0Tepoco, ine. 338 88.5 9.1 0.0 5.4Virginia Electrie & Power Company 30,804 53.8 80.1 58.4 3.1Yadkin, Inc. It! 03.3 8.1 0.0 3.9

Stellettee elCluster

Meen 7,841 85.4% 33.1 % 31.5 % 3.8%Standard Deviation 8,483 14.0 34.8 34.5 1.314enge 18,143 43.4 24.3 83.9 4.5,

.

Cluster Memberstdp = IS Cosapen|ee
,

e' s
() negative j i

I ,-

Clustere of fewer then ten membere, as defined by the eluetering program, were grow together to form lager eluetere. b*

2. *
-

_.

O
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LET OF CLUBTER IIBM35as AND 1900 SELECT 3OII DATA

IPORCBD CLINTER BOUISSEE le

Histerleal Residential & Commerelal Teses Other Then Federal
Megewett Loed Growth Sales as a Pereentage of boome Tes as a Percentagecompany Capacity Factor .1970-1980 Total Ellowatt-hour Sales of Net Plant

(M W) w eent;'

(1) (3) (3) (4) (5)

Blackstone Valley Electric Company 0 54.9 % 33.8% 51.9 % 10.0 %
Cambridge Electric Light Company 133 53.8 14.9 44.1 17.4*

Commonwealth Edison Company of Indiane SI4 58.4 (47.3) 0.0 3.9
Consolidated Edison Company of New York 10,599 40.1 (3.4) 83.5 3.0
llolyoke Water Power Company les 86.6 (44.8) 0.0 4.4
Jersey Central Power & Light Company 3,145 48.7 134.5 88.8 1.5
Narrogansett Electrie Company Set 54.0 34.3 15.4 9.1Newport Electrie Corp. 31 60.5 13.4 11.7 a.8
Public Service Electrie & Gas Company 10,070 40.3 St.S 83.4 5.0
Rockland Electric Company 0 40.4 33.7 67.9 14.5
Safe Harbor Water Power Corp. 330 31.8 (35.7) 0.0 5.4
Sherrard Power System 9 38.0 88.1 99.4 4.9.

South Seloit Water, Gas & Eleettle C- ;- ; I 54.3 13.4 43.8 s.4
Yankee Atossie Electrie Company 185 10.0 (15.1) 0.0 3.4

Stetteiles of Cluster

Mean 1,0l7 48.0 % 0.5% 47.8 % 8.4%
Standard Devletion 3,103 13.5 54.9 34.5 3.0konge 18,599 47.4 98.3 99.4 13.8

Cluster Membership = 14 Compentes

() negative y g
3

Clusters of fewer then ten members, as defined by the elustering program, were groeged together to form Imger elusters. $ f
Source: NERA eomputer printout,"Comparisen of Electrie Utility Clusters," January le,19e3, 5 h

a -.

i

i

9
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LWT OF CLINTER MEMBRES AND tFFMER 2000 DATA -

WNGCH COULD APPECT NOMOGENEfPT '

CLINPER MUMBER 1

-

i
Nuclear Cepeelty NA :?: tie Capseley Gas Turtnne Capeelty Structure Miles

as a Percentage of as a Percentage of as a Pereentage of Per1,000
Company Milowett Capeelty Milowett cesselty Milowatt cepeelty Customers

"gcent;
(1) (3) (3) (4) |

'
Alabama Powe Company 11.4 % 17.3% 1.4% 0.3
Arkansas Power & Light Company 30.3 1.4 3.0 8.0
Baltimore Gas & Electrie Company 34.8 0.0 14.4 0.0
Carolina Power & Light Company 30.8 3.7 f.0 8.7
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company 0.8 0.0 14.8 3.7
Cleveland Electrie Illumheting Coaspany 9.4 4.3 - 1.3 1.0
Consumers Power Company 13.3 15.1 8.3 0.3
Duquesne Light Company 14.9 0.0 3.3 0.4
tilinois Power Company 0.0 0.1 5.3 4.0
Kansas City Power & Light Company 0.0 0.0 13.1 4.7
Long Island Lighting Company 4.0 9.8 30.8 1.6.

Northern States Power Company (Minn.) 30.9 0.3 13.0 4.3
Ohio Edison Company 5.1 0.0 4.1 4.0
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company 0.0 3.3 1.3 1.0
Philadelphia Electrie Company it.l 9.0 33.3 4.6
Potomac Electric Power Company 0.0 0.0 11.0 0.1
Put41e Service Company of Indiana, Inc. 4.4 0.9 0.9 9.1
South Caroline Electrio & Gas Company 0.0 31.3 4.3 0.3
Texas Electric Service Company 8.8 0.0 0.0 1.9
Union Electrie Company 0.0 . 10.0 4.3 3.3
Wisconsin Eleettle Power Company 33.1 1.9 8.5 * 3.3

i

Statistics of Cluster

Data Points Evaluated 31 31 31 31
Mean 18.0 % 4.3% 4.3% 4.3
Standard Devletion 13.3 8.6 f.9 3.0 o wRange 39.3 St.3 30.8 0.0 g ]

" $*
-

O_
O ><

Cluster M.mbership = 3: Compense.
] _-.,

O

'

.

# 4 4 .
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Imf OF CLIETER MEMBERS AND OTHER 1000 DATA
WHICM COULD APPECT HOMOGENEITY

CLIETER NUMBER 3

Nuclear Capselty Hydroelectrie Cepeelty Gee Turbine Cepeelty Streeture Milee
se a Percentage of as a Percentage of as e Percentage of Peri,000

Company Kilomett Cepeetly Kilowatt cepeelty K61owett cepeelty Customersi

;preent;
(1) (3) (3) (4)

*
Alpene Power Compeny 0.0% 100.0 % 0.0% 5.1
Arkanses-Missouri Power Company 0.0 0.0 08.1 10.4
Cente at lilinole Light Company 0.0 0.0 3.1 1.5
Centres Illinois Public Service Company 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.8
Centre! Maine Power Company 0.0 35.4 3.4 5.0
CentralTelephone & Utility Corp. 0.0 0.0 15.1 33.4
Columbus & Southern Ohio Electrie Company 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.7
Connecticut Light & Power Company 30.4 10.0 0.0 1.4
Connecticut Valley Electrie Company 8.3- - -

Dayton Power & Light company 0.0 0.0 5.0 3.0
El Peso Electrie Company 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.5
Empire District Electrie Company * 8.0 3.0 10.0 11.4
Indianapolis Power & Light Company 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.7
Interstate Power Company 0.0 0.8 8.3 17.5
Konses Gee & Electrie Company 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5
Louisville Gas & Electric Company 0.0 3.8 4.4 1.0
Meine Public Service Company 0.0 4.1 0.0 13.1
Metropoliten Edison Company 43.1 0.0 13.1 3.4
Mississippi Power Company 0.0 0.0 6.3 13.0
New York State Electrie & Gee Corp. 0.0 3.3 0.0 S.5
Northern States Power Company 0.0 37.1 88.8 00
Pennsylvente Electrie Company 14.3 4.7 4.4 5.3
Upper Peninsula Power Company 0.3 15.0 $3.3 13.1
Western Messeehusetts Electric Company 33.0 38.1 18.3 3.1

Stettstice of Cluster

Date Feints Evaluated 33 23 33 34 e' $
Mean 5.3% 30.1 % 13.0% 7.5 * '

i

Standard Devletion 13.4 St.0 23.3 s.3 *E '

Range 43.1 180.0 08.1 33.4 N 2
S *

25
Cluster Membership = 24 Companlee

1

- nti evollable

-
,
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127 OF CLUNTER MEMBERS AND OTHER 1000 DATA
WHICM COULD APPECT HOMOGENEFFY

CLINTER NUMBER 3

Nuclear Capacity Hydroelectrie Capeelty Gas Turbine Capeelty struetwo Miles
as a Percentage of as a Percentage of as a Pereentage of Per1,000

Coanpany Kilowatt cepectly Nilowett Capacity Milowett Cepeelty Customere
4mreent,.

(I) (3) (3) (4)

Central Konses Power Compeay 0.0% 0.0% 30.3 % 44.0
Gulf Power Company 0.0 0.0 3.4 1.5
lowa Electrie Light & Power Cosapany 45.1 0.3 30.4 15.1
lowa Power & Light company 0.0 0.0 14.4 0.0
lowa Southern Utilities Company 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.4
lowa-Illinois Gas & Electric Company 30.0 0.3 10.0 4.7
Kansas Power & Light Company 0.0 0.0 10.3 13.0
Miuourt Power & Light Company 0.0 0.0 14.1 17.3
Missouri Public Service Company 0.0 0.0 4.0 10.1
Nantahala Power and Light Company 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
Nevada Power Company 0.0 0.0 30.0 5.3
Northwestern Public Service Company 0.0 0.0 13.0 33.7
Portland General Electric Company 40.1 30.5 0.0 3.0
Sevennah Electrie & Power Company 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0
Union Light, Ifeat & Power Company - - - 1.0
United Gas improvement Corp. 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0
Washington Water Power Company 0.0 11.0 0.3 0.7

Statistics of Cluster
*

Data Points Evaluated 10 IS 10 17
Mean . 7.3% 13.0 % 14.1 % 10.7
Standard Deviation 15.0 St.T 10.3 10.0
Range 45.1 100.0 14.1 44.1

n' $
Cluster Membership = 17 Compenlee $ cl

5u

O $
- not evanebie --

. . . .

____ _ _ _ _ . _
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LWP OF CLtlBTER RIEtteERS AND Orl0ER 2000 DATA l

WHICH COULD AFFECT NO900GENEfFT
.

CLUBFEB NUBBSEE4

Nueleer Cepeelty Hydroeleettle Cepeelty Gas Twtdne Cepeelty Streetwo Miles
a a Percentage of as a Percentage of as a Percentage of Per1,000

Conseny Milowett Caseelty Milowatt Capselty Milowett cepeelty Customers
'peent;

L

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Alaske Electrie Light & Power C- ;: ; 8.0% 23.0 % 37.7 % 5.0Atlantle City Electrie Company 10.5 0.0 11.0 3.0Citizens Utilities Company 0.0 0.0 58.3 7.1Concord Electrie Company - - 3.0-

CP National Corp. 4.0 17.8 0.0 10.0Dallee Power & Light Company 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3
Exeter & Hampton Electrie Company - - - 3.0
Ploride Putdie Utilities Company 0.0 f.T 0.0 0.7
Granite State Electrie Company - - - 0.0
Green Mountain Power Corp. 0.0 35.3 88.7 4.8i

Hertford Electric Light Company, 33.3 31.8 11.0 1.3Hewell Electric Light Company 0.0 3.3 18.3 13.3
Home Light and Power Company - - 3.0-

Missourt Utilities Company 0.0 0.0 03.8 0.0New Bedford Gas & Edison Light Cr;- ; 9.0 0.0 e.0 1.3Old Dominion Power Company - - - 0.4
Puget Sound Power & Light Company 0.0 30.8 0.0 1.0
St. Joseph Light & Power Company 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3

Statistics of Cluster

Date Feints Ivelueted la la 13 leMean 3.3% 11.8 % 31.3 % S.3Standard Devletion 0.1 13.3 30.1 4.0Benge 33.3 30.5 03.5 10.0

a' $
1 "

Clister bl -^ " = IS Companiec z
,

i _

- not evellable
o"

--
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137 OF CLtiBTER MEMBERE AND OFMER 3004 DATA
,

j WHICM COULD APPECT HOMOGEMarrY

i CLuBTBa muMsRa s

i
! Nuclear Cepeelty Hydroeleottle Cepeelty Gas Turtdne Capselty Streeture MHee
; as e Percentage of as a Percentage of es e Percentage of Per1,000*

Company Ellowatt Copaelty EBowatt cepeelty Euomatt Capselty Cantomers
'geent,

(1) (3) (3) (4)

Arizona Pubile Service Company 0.0% 0.0% 11.1 % 10.5
Blacis litus Power & Light 0.0 0.0 44.3 33.1'

Central Louisione Electric Company 4.4 0.0 0.1 5.0
'
p

Central Power & Light Company 0.0 0.3 1.3 10.0
Cheyenne Light, Puel & Power Company 0.0 9.8 0.0 0.5
Community Publie Servlee Company 0.0 0.0 31.3 f.0

- - - 0.0Conowingo Power Company
Delmarve Power & Light Company 4.3 0.0 8.4 8.0

,

Florida Power Corp. 13.9 8.4 33.4 4.5i

lowa Public Service Company 0.0 0.0 33.7 15.6
Mentucky Utilities Company 0.0 1.3 3.4 11.5
Michigen Power Company 0.0 100.8 0.4 7.0

0.0Missouri Edison Company - - -
,

Montene-Dakota Utilities Company 0.0 0.0 10.4 30.4
Oklahome Gas & Electric Company 8.0 0.0 3.9 7.0
Pacifie Power & Light Company 0.0 31.1 0.4 9.5
Public Power Company of Colorado 10.5 10.3 0.0 3.1
Public Service Company of Oklahome 0.4 4.6 5.1 1.1
San Diego Gas & Electrie Company 3.4 0.0 14.6 1.5
Sierra Pacifie Power Company 0.8 1.8 f.3 15.0
Southwestern Electric Power Company 8.8 0.0 1.5 0.0
Southwestern Public Servlee Company 0.0 0.0 3.3 15.0
Texas Power & Light Company 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3
Tucson Gas & Electrie Company 0.0 0.9 14.5 7.3

Stettatics of Cluster

a7Data Pointe Evaluated 33 33 33 to
Mean 1.5% 0.1% 30.0% 0.1 $ $
Standard Deviation 3.5 31.8 13.7 0.7 2

*
Range 13.0 300.0 45.3 30.4 3

.R *

_

Cluster Membership = 34 Compendes

- not evelletde
~

|
1

* e e a
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127 OF CLUETER MEMBERS AND OTHER 1000 DATA
MHICH COULD APPECT HOMOGENEfrY

CLlBTER MUMSEE 8

Nuclear Cepeelty Hydroeleettle Copeelty Gee Twide.e Capsetty Struetwo Miles
as a Percentage of as a Percentage of as e Percentage of Per1,000

Conceny Nilowatt cepeelty Kilos.ett Capselty Kilomett cepeelty Cutomers
'
4; cent:

(I) (3) * (3) (4)
eBoston Edloon Company 34.0 4 0.0% 0.1% 0.1

Edison Sault Electrie Company 0.0 03.0 0.0 17.4
Hewallen Electrie Company, Inc. 0.0 0.0 0.0 tot
Kingsport Power Company - - - 1.5
Lockhart Power Company 0.0 100.0 0.0 13.4
Massachmette Electric Company - - - 3.3
Mt. Carmel Publie Utility Compeny 0.0 0;O 0.0 0.1
New Orleans Public Service, Inc. 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.0
Niagere Mohawk Power Corp. II.0 13.3 5.8 0.3
Orange & Rockland Utilities,Inc. 0.0 4.3 0.1 3.3
Tempe Electrie Company 0.0 0.0 0.4 3.3
United Bluminating Company 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.1

_

8tatielles of Cister

Data Pointe Evaluated le IS It II
Mean 3.1% 10.0% 4.0% 4.0
Standard Devletion 0.3 30.1 3.0 5.5Range 34.0 100.0 0.0 17.3

Cluster Membership = 13 Compenlee

- not evelleblo

n" $
2 a

5e

O N
'

._

.
,

.
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227 OF CLtlETER MEMBERE AND 0314E51988 DATA
WHICH COULD APPECT HOMOGENErrY

CLleTER NUMBER 7

Nuclear Cepeelty Hydroelectrie Cepeelty Gee Turblee Cepeelty Structure Miles
as e Percentage of as e Pereentage of as e Percentage of Per1.004

,

Company Ellowatt cepeelty Ellowatt cepecity Ellowett cepeelty Customersi

'p eent,

(1) (3) (3) (4)

Bangor Hydroelectrie Company 4.4% 31.8 % 0.0% e.0
Canal Electrie Company 0.6 0.0 0.4 8.0
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Company 0.0 4.1 4.3 3.8
Central Vermont Publie Servlee Corp. 4.0 45.3 44.8 5.0
Fitchburg Gas & Electrie Company 8.4 8.4 53.9 3.9
Idaho Power Company 0.0 St.7 3.1 18.3,

Lake Superior District Power Company 0.0 13.3 15.4 19.3'

Madison Gas & Electric Company 15.0 0.0 15.0 3.4
i

i. Monongehele Power Company 0.0 0.4 8.0 4.4
Montana Power Company 0.0 45.3 0.0 33.3
Monteup Electric Company 0.0 0.0 6.5 15,848.7.

New England Power Company 0.0 39.5 1.1 13.377.4
New Meulco Electrio Service Company 0.0 0.0 43.0 10.7*

Northern Indiana Publie servloe Company 0.0 0.6 8.5 4.8
Pennsylvanie Power Company 14.5 8.8 4.7 4.4
Public Service Company of New Hampshire 4.0 4.5 7.4 5.9
Rochester Gas & Electrie Corp. 41.3 3.0 3.0 3.9

,

Superior Water, Light & Power Company 0.0 0.0 0.8 7.5!
*

Toledo Edison Company 25.5 0.0 4.4 4.8
West Penn Power Company 0.0 3.4 0.0 3.0

.

West Teues Utilities Company 0.0 9.8 S.0 34.8
Wisconsin Power & Light Company 13.8 3.3 11.7 8.9'

,

Wisconsin Publio Servlee Corp. 15.4 4.3 10.0 5.8 '

Stettstles of Cluster

Data Pointe Evolueted 23 23 23 23
Mean 5.5% 10.5 % 18.4 % 1,370.3 - al $

m 'oStandard Devletion 10.8 18.5 15.7 4,105.8 "
Range 41.3 44.7 53.9 15,468.7 E

N O
'

Ro,
~

Cluster Memberuhlp = 33 Companies g --

. . e a
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1.57 OF CLUETER MEMBERS AND OF985R 1940 DATA
WHICH COULD AFFECT HOMOGENEtFT

FORCED CLtmTER NUMBER 0 '

Nuclear Cepeelty Hydroelectrie Cepeelty Gas Turidae Cepeelty Streeture Miles
as e Percentage of as e Percentage of as e Pereentage of Per1,004

Cosapeny Milowatt Capacity Milowett cepeelty Milowett Capselty Customers
" cent)

(1) (3) (3) (4)

Appelechien Power Company 0.0% 14.3 % 0.0% 0.5
Consolidated Water Power Cosapeny 9.8 100.0 0.0 40.1
Gulf States Utilities Company 0.8 0.0 1.1 5.3
Indiane & Michigen Electrie Company 54.0 8.5 0.0 0.0
Kentucky Power Company 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.7
Louisione Power & Light Company 0.0 0.0 0.7 4.5

'Mout Electrie Company 0.0 0.0 8.8 4.0
Minnesole Power & Light Company 0.0 7.0 0.9 10.5
Mississippi Power Light Company 0.0 0.0 0.4 7.0
Ohio Power Company 8.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
Otter Tell Power Company 0.0 0.9 10.0 44.0 '

.

Potomae Edison Company 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5
Public Service Company of New Mosleo 0.0 0.0 1.0 7.0
Southern Indiens Gas & Electrie Company 0.0 0.0 7.3 8.9
Southwestern Electrie Service Company 0.0 9.9 0.9 13.0
Upper Peninsule Generating Company 0.0 tot 0.0 37,000,0
Utah Power & Light Company 0.0 4.7 0.5 10.34

Wheeling Electrie Company - - - 4.4
Wisconsin River Power Company 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0

Statistics of Cluster

Date Points Evolueted le le 18 le
Mean 3.0% 13.5% l.0% 1,050.0
Stenderd Devletion 13.0 33.0 4.4 0,405.4
Range 54.0 100.0 10.0 37,000.9

oI $
$ el

Cluster Memberehlp = le Companies @,

- not evelleble &
-

a

Clusters of fewer then ion members, as defined by the clustering program, were groged together to form larger clusters. 5 -

1
.
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LET OF CLtBTRE MEMBERS AND OTHER 1980 DATA
MHICH COULD AFFECT HOMOGENEfrY

s
PORCED CLUBTER MUMBER 0

!

Nuclear Capoeity Hydroelectrie Cepeelty Gee Turtdne Capselty Structure Miles
as a Percentage of as a Percentage of as a Percentage of Peri SeeCompany Kilowatt Cepeelty Milowatt Cepeelty Nilowatt cepecity Catomers

4meent;
(1) (3) (3) (4)

Alcoe Generating Corp. 8.0% 0.0% 0.0% 500.9Commonwealth Edson Company 28.9 0.8 8.9 1.0Connecticut Yankee Atomie Power Company 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Detroit Edison Company 0.0 9.4 4.1 3.8Duke Power Company 33.1 13.8 8.0 5.0Florida Power & Light Company 18.3 0.0 15.1 3.0Georgia Power Company 8.8 5.8 9.4 9.0Houston Lighting & Power Company 0.8 0.0 11.0 3.0Indiane-Kentucky Electrie Corp. 4.0 4.0 4.8 45,000.8Ohio Valley Electric Corp. 8.0 0.8 0.0 31,583.0Peeific Gee & Electric Co.epony 8.8 28.7 4.3 4.0
,

Southorn Californie Edison Company 3.8 5.3 4.7 3.t
, Southern Electrie Generating Company 0.0 0.0 8.4 133,000.0
i Tepoco,lae. 0.0 160.0 0.0 58,000.8i Virginia Electrie & Power Company 34.3 3.7 8.3 4.0Yadkin, Inc. 8.0 164.4 0.0 31,000.0

Statielles of Cluster

Data Pointe Evaluated 18 18 18 leMean 13.3 % 18.1% 3.5% 17,310.4Standard Deviation 25.0 33.3 4.0 35,554.3Range 184.0 let.8 15.1 133,000.0

Cluster Membership = IS Compenlee
m >
$ $

' Ciusi.re of f.w.c ih.n t.n m.mb.rs, as defin.d by the elustering program, were grouped together to form larger clusters.
~

O ><
'

_

. . '
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137 OF CLINTER MEMBRES AND UTHER 1000 DATA
WHICH COULD APPECT HOMOGENEFFY

PORCED CLINTER NUIstER le '

Nuclear Capselty Hydroelectrie Capselty Gas Turbine Cepeelty Streeture Miles
as a Pereentage of as e Percentage of as a Percentage of Per1,000

Company Kilowatt cepeelty Kilowatt cepeelty Ntiewett cepeelty Cetomers
'geant; i

(1) (3) (3) (4)

Bleekstone Valley Electrie Company -% -% -% 0.0
Cambridge Electrie Light Company 0.0 0.0 35.3 0.0

'

Commonwealth Edison Company of Indone, Inc. 0.0 0.0 0.0 30,000.0
Consolidated Edison Company of New York 8.0 0.0 10.3 0.1
Holyoke Water Power Compeay 0.0 10.5 0.0 0.0
Jersey Central Power & Light C:- ; ; 33.0 0.3 30.0 3.5
Narregansett Electrie Company 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1
Newport Electrie Corp. 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
Publie Servlee Electric & Gas Compeay 14.7 1.0 31.1 0.0
Rockland Electrie Company - - - 1.3
Safe Harbor Water Power Corp. 0.0 IM.0 0.0 0.0.

Sherrard Power System 4.0- - -

South Soleit Water, Gas & Electrie Company 0.0 IM.0 0.0 1.0
Yestee Atomie Electrie Company IM.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Stettelles of Cluster

Data Points Ivelueled 11 18 31 14
Mean 14.3 % 30.4 % 0.3% 3,001.0
Standard Devletion 30.3 30.7 14.1 7,403.0
Range 100.0 100.0 35.3 30,000.0

Cluster M - "_ . = 14 Compentes

- not evellable
,

5 $
' Cantere of fewer then ten smembers, as defined by the elusterlag program, were grouped together to form larger elaters.

- O

* $
Sources MERA computer printout," Comparison of'Electrie Utility Claasters," January le,1903.

~
'
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APPENDIX lil*
Page 1 of 2

.

l

While we have treated " cluster analysis" in the text of this comment as if ,

1

it were a single and well-understood methodology, it is neither. A variety of |
|

statistical methods are available to create relatively homogenous groups from |

large and diverse populations. None of them is clearly superior by any objective |
|=

statistical test.
,

Cluster analysis requires the use of a statistical program to measure ,

the " distance" between members of the population (utilities). In layman's terms,

each classifying factor (e.g., size, type of customers, tax burden) is transformed

into an inder with the same base. The " distance" between two members of the

population is determined by combining the differences between them in all

classifying factors. For our analysis, we used a method which joins the utilities
'

into groups by combining those which are " nearest" to each other (in technical

terms this is an "agglomerative hierarchical" method). We alternatively could

have selected a " divisive" method which starts with the entire population in a

. single group and splits off segments which display the greatest differences. For

either the agglomerative or divisive methodology, the factors used to make

I classifications can be unweighted (as in our example) or weighted. Distances

between members of the population can be calculated by combining the

differences in individual factors using the " Euclidian" method, which gives equal

.

* This appendix is intended as a general guide to the alternative clustering
methods available and not as a detailed or precise technical description.
For a more detailed technical description see: M.R. Anderberg, Cluster .

Analysis for Applications, New York: Academic Press,1973, and J.A.
- Hartigan, Clustering Algorithms,.New Yorki John Wiley,1975.

:

|

|
|
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|

weight to factors exhibiting large and small differences (this is the method we

used), or the " Minkowski" method (which gives greater weight to factors which
.

are very similar between utilities). Distances between clusters or between an

individual member of the population and a cluster can be measured from the

point in the cluster which is furthest away (" complete linkage"), closest (" single,
,

linkage"), or from the average of points in the cluster (" average linkage"). There
*

are several alternative methods of averaging. We chose the " complete linkage"

method.

All of the clustering procedures we have examined use step-by-step

rules under which classifications, once made, are not reexamined. Once a

member of the population is classified as part of a group (or removed from a

group), it remains there throughout the subsequent stages of the analysis even if

it is clear, after the fact, that moving it to another group would increase the

homogeneity of both groups. Thus not only is there no uniform and agreed-upon

method of measuring distances between members of the population or between

clusters, but there is also no guarantee that the clusters produced by a given

methodology will be the best that could be created using the measurement

methods it employs.

It should be apparent from this brief discussion that the use of

" cluster analysis" is far from completely objective and that the results,

frequently will fall short of producing the "most homogenous" groups. The exact
|

methodology used to group utilities would doubtless be the focus of considerable*

controversy' which could not be resolved by any purely objective statistical

standard.
.

-- - - - - - -t ,-- - - n - - - - ,
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Ft.CRIC A PoWEA & UGMT COMP ANY

February 25,1983

.

*

Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum
Acting Chief
Economic Analysis Branch
Office of Regulatory Analysis
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20426

Dear Dr. Tenenbaum:

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the report by Resource Consulting
Group, Inc. on an incentive regulation program for the electric utility industry.

After carefully reviewing their work we have concluded that it would not be.

beneficial for the customer nor the regulated utility industry. My reasons follow
on the attached document.

I hope that some of the other companies I sent copies to have also responded to
your request.

Sincerely,
-

,
:

[I.., [b.
/

B. L. Dady -

Vice President
Management Control & Services

BLD:le
Attach. -

.

r
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OPDilON OF INCENTIVE REGULATION PROGRAM
OF THE ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY

Benjamin L. Dady, Vice Pramidant
Florida Power & Light Company

February 25,1983

i
!

.
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The Incentive Regulation Plan in brizf (as rceommand:d).

.

Objective: To encourage the utilities to maintain the lowest possible rates to their
customers and to reduce the growth and level of their electricity rates relative to
those of other firms.

How As a part of retail and wholesale rates, collect and place in escrow a sum equal
,

to 35% of the base salaries of those executives in the top 0.5% of the firm. If a f.irm
achieves an acceptable rate performance for the year, FERC would release a portion or

all of the escrowed funds as a bonus payment incentive. If no bonus or only a partial..

bonus was due, the excess funds would be carried over to the next year and the rates

would be reduced accordingly so as not to exceed the maximum needed in escrow for
..

the next year.

PROBLEMS:.

; 1. There are some unanswered questions that must have a positive response assured

before this recommendation can work.

As pointed out by the consultants, to be effective the state commissions would
also have to adopt this procedure. If they did not, the FERC proportionate. share

generated bonus payment would not be large enough to create an incentive to -

.

managers. If FERC rates were increased a sufficient amount to cover the entire
i payment it would appear to be an undue penalty to wholesale customers when only

a minor part of the anticipated benefit of the program would accrue to them.

FERL needs to apply consistent policies and practices across all regulated electric

utilities. The possibility is real that some states will object to this " adder" while
some others might endorse it. If so, both the regulated companies and wholesale . |

.

customers will feel unequal treatment under FERC depending in which state they- ~|
are operating. As virtually all companies will be " grouped" and comparative
results published, state commissions may rely on these relative rankings to |,

establish new rates for the utilities. The hazard in this is that only the state |

commissions in their oversight role can determine adequate service levels, used and i
*

useful utility property, and special situations for the company they regulate. They
will not nor should have access to detailed information1tva11able from utilities they

do not regulate in other states. As a result they will draw inaccurate conclusions
.

and possibly not carry out their responsibilities to either the regulated utilities ori

their customers.

. - . . .- - -. .- - . . . . - - . - -
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|

| 2. The proposal seems to assume that a utility company's management is primarily

i motivated by financial reward and there is no conflict of interest if they are
I rewarded through this mechamsm.

I believe the propo alignores the management responsibility to maintain a solvent

company and earn a return for its owners. The stockholders of a business rightfully

expect the management to be good stewards of their investinent. This could mean

.

establishing subsidiaries, holding companies or taking such dramatic steps as .

American Telephone & Telegraph to earn a profit for those who have placed their4

savings at risk to capitalize the company. A bonus payment to management by any
,

incentive mechanism of a regulatory agency strikes a conflict of interest in the
minds of the owners. That is, is the management really making fair tradeoffs
between the stockholders interest and the customers interest or is he/she now

I motivated by this incentive mechanism to line his/her own pockets at their

*IPense?

3. The proposal does not consider the complexities of estabishing competitive salary
| levels.
i .

Competitive salary levels have traditionally and usually been set by a company
based on its ability and need to attract, retain and reward its employees.

The principles of an effective executive compensation program dictate that salary

compensation be comprised of two parts, base salary and bonus, together equaling
,

; total cash compensation. The levels of the two components are set by determining

what portion of the salary should be fixed (base pay) or in essence guaranteed, and

: what portion should be put at risk (bonus) dependent upon the attainment of
individual, department or corporate goals. We question the ability of any industry-

^

wide bonus program to be an accurate and fair measurement of the attainment of
,

these types of goals. If the second dimension is regulated by a third party, it would ,

create an impossible environment to effectively and appropriately regulate salary

levels. If salary levels are not competitive or are restricted because of an
~

indu.br ide - Performance measurement, it would create seriousinaccurate' w

inequities with salary relationships for comparable positions. On the other hand, if

a company were to continue to provide competitive levels of compensation without <

i regard to this third party bonus program, then it would be extremely difficult to
justify payment of a bonus that rewards an individual as much as 35 percent over

:

I

-- _ _ . . - . . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _.
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the competitive level. In other words, it is not possible for the company to control

the base salary while a government agency regulates the conus dimension of salary..

The obvious results would be extremely bad. First, * eventual government
involvement in setting the level of base salary (which thc report indicates is not
the intent); and second, base salary and total compensation levels established with

little or no regard for what comparable positions are paid in other industries.

We are concerned the outcome would be contradictory to what we need to
; ,

recognize and achieve, and that is that utility executive skills are comparable to
the executive skills in any industry and should be valued in a comparable labor

'*

; market and by comparable methods. To do otherwise would syphon talent from this

industry and prohibit the attraction of needed talent from other industries.
!

From a different point of view, we are not sure the FERC program is within the
legal confines of the Anti-Trust Act.

4. The proposal seems to underestimate the complex tradeoff already being taken by

utility managements.

I

j To effectively manage a utility the leadership must- conscientiously make the
necessary tradeoffs. Adding a " regulatory imposed bonus system" would add
another complex issue to the job. Consider a few of the choices now being made:

|

| A. Between the quality of service a customer " desires" and what he/she and the
.

'
stockholders can afford;'

B. Between the desires of a Commission to have the lowest rates and the
.

; stockholders who would desire higher rates; ~

C. Between the desires for great financial flexibility on the market with an AAA'

rating and the cost to the common stockholder by dilution of common stock
*

and/or the customers through poorer service to achieve that flexibility,
D. Between the long term capital solution and the short term O&M tradeoff.

.

Depending on the criteria chosen to award an incentive, a company's management
.

!

| may make some poor operating decisions. For example, they may see that they are

near an award and by deferring tree trimming or needed maintenance they would

be able to win the bonus.

:

'
__ _ .__ _ _.__ . _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ ,_ _ . _ _ . . , . . . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ -,, _
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5. Aggregate cost performance measurements over a five year period of time sounds
reasonable but what do they really mean in our business.

Power plants have a 10 to 12 year planning horizon. The transmission line planning

horizon is 3 to 12 years and the entire system reliability scheme is developed over
the life of the utility.

!

.

One pod decision to build a plant based on the facts available and reasonable

estimates of the future may look foolish in the light of bountiful reserves 10 years
,

later. Yet- to have a plant when needed before OPEC and useful conservationi

measures took place, construction had to begin years ago. This situation can show
'

a well managed company which used the state-of-the-art forecasting and decision
making processes in a bad light for many "five year periods".

One bad decision to not build a plant by ignoring an obvious need and hoping that

someone would bail them out could be hailed as " enlightened" management worthy

of great incentive rewards 10 years later when neighbors really do have too much

capacity. Yet which company really did their homework and attempted to meet
the needs of their customers? Which shareholders took the risk?

|

The truth is, someone would have to play Solomon to go back in time and judge not

just one but many decisions that currently affect performance,' for good or ill, to
determine in which " group" the utility should be placed.i

I

The lowest possible rate growth in an inflationary environment can be achieved by
minimum construction. Thus, by falling to plan and build for future need, rates
would be kept low over the short to intermediate period (1 to 10 years).

.:

|
.

6. Virtually all ratios have their pitfalls. Every utility has a situation beyond the
management's control in the past that will make them look good or poor under
certain indicators. I've looked at many and although they are helpful, I find it

*

difficult to draw definitive conclusions from comparisons with other utilities unless

I understand their accounting practices and historical background.

!

l
|

i

i
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It is my opinion that for an incentive to be effective it must be easily
understandable. I currently have access to much comparable data through the
Dow-Jones Service, Compustat. I could read the numbers and see how we
compared with other utilities in our " Incentive Group". If each utility had a series

of special cases, and they should, that cause their numbers to be something '

different than published data, what incentive would that be to us? If one cannot

clearly and easily understand the system, interest would be generated equivalent to
.

a lottery. Win some, lose some, but we cannot control our fate.

In Conclusion*

It is my recommendation that FERC recognize that however noble this proposal, to
think that an incentive payment to managers would produce lower rates is not likely to

; happen. In practice it would be an administrative nightmare for FERC and State
- Commissions. It would take many personnel to track down the special considerations

; and it is unlikely that the ultimate customer would benefit from it. FERC should not

make an attempt to usurp the responsibility the management has to its owners. FERC

should recognize the complex issues public utility managers are already dealing with,
and consider the decisions for utility rate base and operating costs on a case by case
basis.

!
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State of Florida

Joseph P. Cresse * FLETCHER BUILDING# h '#- e,i2Comis sIoner 101 EAST GAINES STREET
i j M:j | TALLAHASSEE 32301
', .qdge ," (904) 488 2986
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(Bublic &ctbite Commission

January 19, 1983
.

.

Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum
Acting Chief
Office of Regulatory Analysis
Federal Energy Regulatory Comissior.
Economic Analysis Branch
825 North Capitol Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20426

Dear Dr. Tenenbaum:

Thank you for your letter of December 7,1982, enclosing a draft
of the report Incentive Regulation in the Electric Utility Industry and
for inviting our comments. As you know, tnis Commission nas had a
continuing interest in incorporating incentives into the regulatory
process.

Because this is your consultant's draft report and not the
recomendation of the FERC staff my comments are fairly general. I
would, however, very much appreciate being kept abreast of the report's
progress and evolution and may wish to comment further when it approaches
its final form.

The report is certainly comprehensive in suggesting that the
best indicator of utility performance is simply total revenues from the

.

sale of electricity divided by total wholesale and retail KWH sales plus
losses. Such an all-encompassing measure reflects a utility's total
electricity costs, including a return, as perceived by the ratepayers.
The report is also rather novel in its premise that the most effective

'

way to improve performance is to distribute any incentive award directly
to the utility managers most responsible for that improvement. Under the
recomended program the maximum incentive award available to a utility is
set at 35% of the sum of the base salaries for those executives whose.

salaries .are in the top 0.5% of all salaries paid by the company. The
selection of key managers and distribution of that award among them is
left to the utility's board of directors and executive compensation
comittee.

The actual measurement and evaluation of performance, however,
may well be considerably more difficult than the authors make it sound.
In the envisioned program a utility's performance, i.e., revenue per KWH,

|

! An Affirmative Action / Equal Opportunity Employer
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Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum
January 19, 1983
Page 3

is evaluated in terms of both absolute level and rate of increase over
time against the average performance of a selected group of like
utilities. Given the hundreds of factors that can affect the price of
electricity I have some reservations as to whether truly comparable
groups can be selected and as to how meaningful the resultant ccmparisons
would be. Further, the inevitable utility wrangling over whether a
particular company ought to be included in a particular group would be a .

regulatory nuisance. Other aspects of the program that I have some
question about are why participation should be voluntary and what the
value of a given utility's improvement (relative to others in its gecup)

*is to its ratepayers compared to the size of the incentive awd the
managers receive. ,

Nevertheless, as anyone who has delved into this subject knows,
there are no perfect answers. I think your effort in this area is
laudable and I look forward to any further developments.

As you are aware, we currently. have our own Generating
Performance Incentive Factor which focuses on power plast availability
and heat rate. While we can't be sure it was because of GPIF, we have
noted improvements in both measures since the program was put in place.
I would agree with the assessment of the report's authors, however, that
a GPIF-type program is probably administrative 1y infeasible for FERC.

.

If we can help you in any way please let us know.

<ncerely,

s'

JOSEPH P. CRESSE'

Commissioner

JPC/JH/cd

,
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IOWA STATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

Commissioners Execitive Se eta .
Andrew Varley Robert G Holen
Christine A. Hansen
Paul Frannneurg June 14, 19834

Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum,

Acting Chief
Economic Analysis Branch
Office of Regulatory Analysis
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

*
Washington, DC 20426

Dear Dr. Tenenbaum:
, .

I found the report on " Incentive Regulation in the Electric Utility
Industry" interesting and useful. I agree with its goal, although I
disagree with certain recommendations. Time does not permit a detailed
response, however, I do wish to offer the following observations, comments,
questions, etc.:

The report appears to gloss over the most difficult aspect
of the problem (i.e., performance measurement and inter-utility
comparisons) and devotes much attention to the second aspect of
the problem (i.e., incentives).,

I recommend that FERC devote its subsequent efforts in this
area to only the steps 1 and 2 outlined on page 4.5 (i.e., clustering
of utilities and calculating static performance measures) and
subject the results to peer review before proceeding to the sub-

; sequent steps outlined by the author.
!

-

i It would appear that " incentives" are best left to state
i regulatory agencies. They have differing needs, philosophies,
3 etc. But FERC could provide a useful service by providing data

upon which to base state decisions.

I agree on the use of aggregate measures of performance.
.j These provide greater management flexibility and are most likely
j to lead to near optimum results. We have adopted a similar
' philosophy (see attached) in our new Operations Review Division.
! Of the four alternatives, I prefer Alternative B.
> .

O

!

!

1

3

5
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Page 2
June 14, 1983

I agree on the use of incentive compensation plans to reward
good performance. My understanding is that financial rewards to
stockholders would not be pe;rmitted by our Commission, although
penalties for poor performance are permissible.

Finally, these comments are offered in my capacity as Division Director.
They may or may not reflect the views of the Commission. I look forward to
your subsequent drafts of this report. Please call me on (515) 281-3771
if I may be of further assistance. .

Sincerely,

Enver Masud, Director
Operations Review Division

EM/sa
Attachment
cc: Chairman Varley

Section Chiefs, ORD
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Incantivas Propscsd for lova Investor Owntd Elsetric Utilities
^

Operations Review Division
Iowa State Commerce Constission

PRINCIPLES

Measure of Efficiency.
The customer purchases kilowatthours of electric service, Bcu's of
gas service, or minute-miles of communications service.
The customer considers the utility efficient if service is purchased
at the lowest reasonable cost.

Cost of Service
Utilities are reimbursed for cost of service.'

.

Utilities are disallowed costs which are not reasonable or prudent.

Accountability
*

The customer holds the utility accountable for efficiency.
Utility's directors must hold their managers accountable fori

efficiency.

PDIALTY

Penalty = kWh (A - B)/X

kWh = kilowatchours sold by company during last year.,

I = 5 in year 1
4 in year 2
3 in year 3
2 h yur 44

1 in year 5 and later years
;

| Alternative A

A = company three year average revenues per kWh.

,
B = aman of three year averages (revenues per kWh) of all companies

,

'- in the group.

! Aos = company three year average operation and maintenance expenses
..

| per kWh.
i .

Boa = nean of the three year averages (operation and maintenance'

,

expenses per kWh) of all companies in the group.

If A is less than B, and Aos is less than Bom, company performance is
rated A or EECELLENT.*

;

If'A is iess than B, and Aos is greater than Boa, company performance ~
is rated B or GOOD.

;

.

- _ . _ ._ _ _. _ _ . _ . _ _ - _._ _ . . __
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If A is greater than B, and Aos is less than Bom, company performance
is rated C or FIIR. ~

i
'

If A is greater than B, and Aom is greater than Bom, company perfor-
mance is rated D or POOR, and company is penalized.

Alternative B .

A = company three year average revenues per kWh.
.

B = mean of three year averages (revenues per kWh) of all companies
in the group.

Aos = company three year growth rate of operation and maintenance ~

expenses per kWh.

Bom = mean of the three year growth rates (operation and maintenance
expenses per kWh) of all companies in the group.

If A is less than B, and Aos is less than Bom, company performance is
rated A or EXCELLENT.

If A is lass than B, and Aos is greater than Bom, conpany performance
is rated B or GOOD.

If A is greater than B, and Aom is less than Bom, company performance
is rated C or FAIR.

If A is greater than B, and Aos is greater than Bom, company perfor-
mance is rated D or POOR, and company is penalized.

.

Alternative C

i

A = company three year average revenues per kWh.

B = mean of the three year averages (revenues per kWh) of all companies
[ in the group.

| If A is greater than B, company is penalized.

| Alternative D

| A = company three year average revenues per kWh.
.

B = lowest of the three averages (revenues per kWh) of all companies
in the group. -

|

|_ All companies other than the best (i.e., lowest three year average)
are penalized.

.

-, ----
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'
'

REWARD

Companies not penalized may reward their officers provided that their
incentive plan balances the stockholder's and consumer's interests.
Commission may set equity return, within the range of reasonableness,
to correspond to compa.ly performance rankings.

BIBLIOCRAPHY

1. Utility Management Compensation Strategies and Issues, Public Utilities,

Reports. Inc., The Management Exchangs, Inc., June 1982.
'

- 2. Incentive Regulation in the Electric Utility Industry, Resource Consulting
* Group, October 15, 1982.

3. Measuring Productivity of Electric Utilities, National Econom'c Research2

Associates, Inc., May 1982.

4. Smith, Edward J., Jr., The Measurement of Electric Utility Cost Performance,
February 6, 1976.
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Merrill Lynch
.

Pierce
Fenner & Smith Inc.

January 13, 1983

.

Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum
' Acting Chief

Economic Analysis Branch
Office of kegulatory Analysis
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION=

825 North Capitol Street
Washington, D.C. 20426

Dear Dr. Tenenbaum,

I read over Incentive Regulation in the Electric Utility
Industry as requested. My comments are too numerous to deal
with other than briefly. If you want more detail, please call
me.

1) If you want to get the backing of the utilities
for an experiment, I suggest a clear hold harmless
provision, so that no company loses by participating.
The goal in my view, is to find out how a plan
would work by trying it.

2) The grouping on p. 2.17 may remove incentives to
change company characteristics in a way to improve
costs overall. I'd rather have no groupings and
look for improvements or absolute levels of
efficiency.

3) The reward could come from a pot into which all
utilities contribute, and the penalty could be the
contribution itself.

~

v
4) The reward scheme (p. 3.2) completely leaves out

the owners of the business. I do not believe that
* it is warrented to dismiss the impact of outside

directors or shareholders. Perhaps the incentive
should come in the form of a bonus to shareholders,

. as proposed by Doris Kelley last year.

5) .The analysis of benefits (p. 3.4) seems to ignore
the p os s ib ility that continuous increases in
efficiency could provide a significan't percentage of
a firms growth.

continue.........
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6) The proposal to divorce management from racemaking
(p. 3.5) leaves much to be desired, in my view.
That-is one of managements most important functions.

7) Why is it politically saleable to give incentives
but not have penatlies (p. 3.7).

8) Management worth its salt will want incentive ,

compensacion (p. 3.7).

9) I am not certain that FERC controls enough revenues *

in most firms for them to care what FERC does in
the incentive area. Nor do I believe that the
large states will follow FERC, because most
reg?.lators in large states think, in my estimation
that they are way ahead of FERC anyway.

10) If FERC sets a generic rate of return and limits
rate adjustments to fixed intervals, this whole
elaborate inc en t iv e scheme is unnecessary.

11) A good gameplayer will find a way to beat the
scheme (p. 4. 6) .

12) What is a good weighting and why (p. 4. 7) ?

13) The utility may have its own incentive scheme
which will be af f ected by profitability or efficiency.

,

|
Why should you require a certain type of dis tribution
(p . 4. 9) ?

14) Comments on thousands of shareholders (p.4.10)
ignore directors as the agents of the shareholders.

!
15) Renulators already do look at performance informally,'

or even formally (p.4.ll). .

17) Considering that the Alas kan pipeline may never get

L
off the ground, why even dicuss those incentives (p. 5.2)?

| .

| 18) ThW downgrading by Moody's (p. 5.6) deserves real
exploration.-

19) Is something wrong with'the Davis-Besse dates (p. 5.9)? -

20) I f'ind no discussion of utilities . chat"have made
efficiency improvements without a formal efficiency
program, and what happened and why?

continue..........
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.

Aside from the nitpicking, an experiment in this field
is a good idea, but I get the feeling that the proposed scheme
is needlessly complicated, loses by leaving out the owners of
the business, and may not have much impact because FERC,

regulation is.not important enough to most utilities.
'

If I can be of more help, please call me.*

.

Yours truly,

D eI

h b_n
Leonard S. Hymen
Vice president

.

4
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The Ohio State University 2130 Ned A$enueO* Columbus, Ohio 43 10
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January 31, 1983

-

Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum
Acting Chief
Economic Analysis Branch.

Office of Regulatory Analysis ,

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
825 North Capitol Street

* Washington, DC 20426

| Dear Bernie:

We appreciated being among those who were asked to nake some
commentary on the RCG, Inc. draft report on incentives and utility
performance. As you may recall, we have produced several reports
ourselves on this difficult but tempting subject. (I'm enclosing

three of them.)

As an efficient - if not the most graceful way of transmitting
the conuments of Institute professional staffers (two economists and
a nuclear engineer) who have read the piece, I'm sending along the
originals of their " internal" memos to me. I hope you will see them
as constructive, in addition to candid.

Best regards,
/

/
b , ; y.I

-

DougWK.'.Iones
s and Professor of

atory Economics
-

es -

Encis.

.

) '

.

.

.

E:tabiched by the Nanonal Anoaanon of Regulatory Utdiq Commsssioners at 17se Ohio State Umwmiv
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FROM: Steve Henderson

TO: Kevin Kelly

DATE: January 26, 1983

SUBJECT: Draft Report: Incentive Regulation in the Electric Utility
Industry,

.

This report suggests an incentive scheme to improve overall
'

electric utility performance by == king certain incentive awards to,

top managers based upon static and dynamic comparisons of the
utility's final average prices in relation to those of other utilities

.
with similar characteristics.

r

Overall, the report has done a good job in considering the
multitude of factors that can affect the operation of an incentive
scheme such as this. The program is aimed at overall performance, and
not one segment such as generation. As such, it should not induce

,

management to inefficiently emphasize one production phase or process
in favor of another.

TheamountofmoneyneededtoelicitthesameperforzcucEmay
be smaller if paid directly to management rather than to stockholders,
as the report suggests. Although I suspect the report may be correct
about this, such a result is by no means obvious. In particular, the
report does not consider what may be the biggest drawback to such a
management bonus scheme--the reaction of the stockholders. I wonder
whether stockholders would stand by passively and continue to re-
munerate their managers in the same way af ter the regulator had
adopted a bonus plan linked to price reductions. The stockholders' I
and regulator's interests are not the same in this matter. Supposing I

that stockholders are mostly interested in increasing profits, both
*

the regulator and equity owners are interested in reducing costs so
there is no conflict in this regard. Profit maximizing stockholders, -

however, are presumably in favor of raising prices (assuming that regu-
lation has been successful in reducing prices to begin with) while -

the regulator's bonus plan would encourage managers to reduce prices.
The report is aware of this conflict but addresses the issue only as
it pertains to the management regulator negotiations about the allowed

; rate of return. (The report suggests grouping utilities into risk,

classes with each rate of return set for each such class. This
eliminates the incentive for managers to request a lower rate of return,
hoping thereby to reduce prices and obtain a larger bonus from the
regulator.) The emphasis on strategic behavior regarding the race ofe

return may be misplaced. A.more important issue may be the potential
strategic behavior of the stockholders to counter the regulator's.

bonus plan. That is, the regulator can induce managers to reduce

4
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prices.with a bonus plan. Likewise, the self interest of the stock-
holders may ~ lead them to pay their managers a bonus for better profit.
perf ormatice. The fact that relatively few electric utilities use such
bonus plans currently is not a good indication that stockholders
will remain passive in the future. In addition to using bonus plans,
stockholders have the ultimate option, exercised infrequently to ':e
sure, to fire managers. In the face of such strong interest, is it
possible that the regulator's bonus plan could be effectively countered
by stockholders-perhaps not immediately but in the long run? The answer
to that question seems important and the report does not 2.fdress it .

The clustering of firms into comparable groups is considered
fairly carefully by the report. Statistical cluster analysis combined
with expert judgment should provide comparable firms. I wonder if the

*

sample sizes in each cluster will be large enough, however. The
clustering will necessarily be imperfect. But, that imperfection is

not in itself sufficient reason to discard the whole idea. Any e me
of regulatory substitute for competitive pressure is imperfect, ,

including conventional rate-of-return regulation. The question is
' which type of regulation most closely mimics competition. It may be;

that the ability of stockholders to counter the regulator's bonus plan,
for example, is imperfect and the suggested incentive plan is superior
to conventional race-of-return regulation with its imperfections. It
is d1fficult to know in advance which might be better. The stock-
holders incentive to counter the plan, however, seems like an important
consideration in weighing these two alternatives.

SE/me

!

,
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The Ohio State University 2130 Neil Avenue

OU* Columbus, Oluo 43210
c14/422 9404

MEMORANDLH

To: Doug Jones

FROM: Kevin Kelly

DATE: January 27, 1983

i
SUBJECT: " Incentive Regulation in the Electric Utility Industry"*

!

As you requested, two economists in the Electric and Gas Division,.
Dr. Stephen Henderson and Mr. William Pollard, have reviewed the
report on incentive regulation in the electric utility industry.
Racall that Steve was co-author of the NRRI report, Regulation as
a System of Incentives, and that Bill was principal author of Rate
Incentive Provisions: A Framework for Analysis and a Survey of

Activities. So, each has some familiarity with the subject matter.

I have not read the report and the amin purpose of this memo is to
transmit Steve's and Bill's comments to you. However, I have " looked
through" the report, and I'd lika to suggest a context for thinking
about it.,

The regulatory incentive concept is of great interest to regulators
and even to the regulated utilities, as we have seen from our own
experiences. Besides interest in the two reports mentioned, there
was a lot of good commentary on the incentives portion of our work-
shop on electric construction cost overruns and on our working group
of connaission staffers dealing with ways in which commissions could
measure power plant productivity and give utilities an incentive to
improve it.

:

Despite this interest, the problem of devising a set of regulatory
incentives is a tough one. It involves being fair with regard to
both the utility (avoiding unintended and' undue penalties) and to
the consumer (avoiding " excess" profits). It involves thinking
through whether the incentive could lead to unintended and undesir- -

able utility behavior. Importantly, it involves deciding whether>

the incentive mechanisms should be based on a comparison of similar.
companies or a comparison of one company's performance with its own
performance in prior years. This report chooses the former approach,.

but perhaps the latter approach would be more appropriate during an
.

implementation period for testing incentive regulation and for testing
4 measures of performance. (Racall that our report, The Measurement
,

of Electric Utility Performance, considers both approaches and dis-*

cuales the difficulties associated with each.)'

*
,

4

1

Estabhshed by the No: tonal Assocation of Regtdatory Utilitv Commissioners et The Chro State Umwesity
1
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Doug Jones
" Incentive Regulation in the Electric Utility Industry" <

January 27, 1983 '

Page Two

Because the problem is a tough one, any preliminary attempt.
to define an incentive mechanism will be imperfect and, hen e,
subject to proper criticism. Such will probably be the case
with this draft report. I would hope that criticism does not
deter the FERC from continuing to investigate the incentive *

regulation concept, whether with the specific incentive device
proposed here or not.

<
.
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The biotud lie.nilason lle earth Irwinite

The Ohio State University 2130 Neil Avenue

O Columbus, Ohio 43210
* 614/422 9404

MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Douglas Jones, and Dr. Kevin Kelly

William Pollard hFROM:

DATE: January 27, 1983

.

I have given a cursory reading to the report, Incentive Regulation in
the Electric Utility Industry. My initial reaction is essentially
negative. Resource Consulting Group, Inc., by advocating their par-

*
cicular approach, fails to examine carefully all aspects of their
approach. Furthermore, alternative approaches are not given a fair
review. I will point out what I consider to be grave problems with
the approach advocated by RCG, Inc.

The performance measure is based on an index of average revenues.
RCG, Inc. fails to mention the fact that this measure introduces
coinnission behavior into the performance measure. The consideration
of comparable regulatory policies among state commissions must be
added to the idea of comparable utilities. Treatment of expense and
race base items varies among the states. A utility's rates may be
low or high relative to rates cha'rged by other utilities sir 417
because certain expense or rate base items may or may not enter the
revenue requirement. RCG, Inc. does not discuss the role of state
cossaissions in this regard.

RCG's lack of insight is not limited io just this analytical error,
i RCG realizes that a performance measure based on average revenues,'

when linked to executive compensation, could create a conflict
between management and shareholders. They state: "...if an incentive;

| bonus is awarded on the basis of average revenue performance, manage-
ment may be encouraged to argue for an otherwise low rate of return ont

| equity as a means of improving its average revenue per kWh performance.
In general, we recounnend the generic race of return approach to elimi-i

i nate this potential conflict between management and shareholders
I (pg. 3.5)." If the rate of return were the only factor determining
| the return to the stockholder, this solution might have merit.

-

However, I doubt management would fail to recognize its financial
interest simply due to separate hearing. The mistake in the analysis

| is more fundamental chan this. Management may have an incentive to,

argue that certain items should not be included in the rate base andi

that certain expenses incurred may not be fully passed through to
consumers. This could occur simply because a sufficiently strong
case is not presented by management or they are excluded from the.

.

Estabushed by the National Assocation of Repdatory Utdity Commusioners at The Ohio State Umversity
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Dr. Douglas Jones, and Dr. Kevin Kelly
. January 27, 1983
Page Two

No matter how real this behavior, it is a possibility-rate case.
raised by the incentive program that RCG advocates. RCG fails to
address this possibility.

Finally, beyond a short discussion of why the program should apply
to both wholesale and retail sales, RCG, Inc. does not address the
potential impact of the program on the composition of the utility's *

sales.

In summary, it is hard to find merit with the RCG's report. The
analysis is incomplete and sometimes inadequate. ,

]
tdP/ san
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Office of the

Consumers' Counsel tj
-

Wdliam A Spratley, Consumers' Counsel (614) 466-8574 137 East state street
Columous Ohio 432 5

March 4. 1983

Joan Simmons. Director
Intergovernmental Affairs
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
825 N. Capital Street*

Washington, D.C. 20426

RE: Incentive Regulation,

Report

Dear Ms. Simmons:

Pursuant to our conversation several weeks ago concerning
the Incentive Reculation draft report prepared by Resource
Consulting Group, the Ohio Consumers' Counsel presents the
following comments:

1. The award system fails to identify either specific
management actions or specific customer benefits for which
awards would be warranted.

2. The absence of negative awards fails to reflect the
competitive market wherein both positive and negative
awards assure optimum service at minimum cost. -

3. The award system is focused more upon an existing condition
rather than upon influencing management decisions at the
margin.

4. Line loss inclusion in the sales component does not serve
to minimize line loss.

5. Insufficient criteria have been developed to identify
" comparable" companies.

6. An effective system of positive and negative awards would
require uniform application in the regulatory process.

.

Thus, Consumers' Counsel recommends against the adoption
and implementation of the draft report as presented. Incentive
regulation does have merit and it should be pursued on a more
rigorous basis. Please keep our office advised on any further-

developments as we wish to participate in this effort.

cerely,

I ( fC.

Timothy C. Jochim
Associate Consumers' Counsel

TCJ : SAC

An Equal Opportunity Employer

;

i
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Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum
Acting Chief
Econo:nic Analysis Branch
Office of Regulatory Analysis

,

) Federal Energy Regulatory Comission
! 825 North Capitol Street
' Washington, DC 20426

Dear Bernie:
.

Enclosed are marked up pages which refle;t the revisions we discussed by
telephone. Please call me if you have any questions.

;

Yours very truly,

|
'

bl
I

i

! enclosure
:
1

1

|
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After the potential CFPC bonus awards for participants
are established, they are ad]us'ted to reflect Utility C's
financial performance relative to an absciute RCCE target
established by the company's Board of Directors for that
four-year period. Fcr example, the Ocmpany's initial P P
plan specifies that the potential CFPC bonus award (as
determined by the feb evalug7. ion rating system described
abcVe) for the 1982-1985 plan period should be multiplied
by the adjustment' factors shc n below in computing the
CFPC bonus award for each participant. Under this ad]ust-,

ment scheme, a participant's potential CFPC bcnus award
will be ad]usted upward by a factor of 1.25 if Utility C
earns an average ECCE of 18 percent-during the 1982-1985

-

plan peried. Similarly, if Utility C earns an average*

13 percent RCCE during this plan period, each participant's
potential CFPC bonus awcrd will be ad]astel downware by
a factor of 0.75. Adjustment factors for RCCE levels
between these shcwn in the table are essentially determined
by linear interpolation.

ADJUSTMENTS TO PCTENTIAL CFPC BCMUS AWARDS

RCCE
Achieved (%) 18.00 14.50 14.00 13.50 13.00 12.50

Adjustment
Factor (%) 125 100 75 5,0 25 0

The actual CFP bonus award that a participant receives is
finally determined by Utility C's relative RCCE perfor-
mance. Specifically, if Utility C's four-year average
RCCE is not equal to or greater than the fcur-year aversge
RCCE earned by the four utilities with the highest four- -

year average ROCE in the 16-utility eeer crcup, a -???
| -- i ;i e _ .. . . ..... e .e....e mcre ut,e n ,a percen o: nas

as;;;;: 2 , :::n ial :. .^. ..... _ .~ _ _ -( s,ee table on folicwing
page). Also, a participant will receive no CFPC bonus.

award, regardless of the degree to which the company's
RCCE gcals are achieved, unless Utility C's four-year
average RCCE is greater than the average ROCE cf the eight

*
utilities with the lowest four-year average RCCE in the

.

& :k
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16-utility peer group.* A new fcur-year measurir.; pe: cd
begins each year to recognize the need to link ob;e: .ves
over longer periods of time, to recognize changes in tne
operating environment, and to encourage participants to
make optimal long-term decisions.

.

RELATIVE ROCE RA::K A::D ACTUAL CTPC SC::US ANA? S '

Pelative Rank ef Four- Actual CTPC 2:nus A.ard as
Year Avers:e FCCE Ter enth;O Tf Ad 5*ed *

fer **: . l i t y C T : t s t ". . a '. .':" - : a / .!L.
'*

,,

4th Quartile of
Peer Group Utilities & Me I .M. h.

Jrd Quartile of
Peer Group Utilities 75

2nd Quartile of
Peer Group Utilities 0

1st Quartile of
Peer Group Utilities O

Preeram Administration

An individual PIP participant's performance is evalua ted
under the program by a formal annual evaluation procedure.
At the start of each year, the participar.t, his immediate
supervisor, and the next level supervisor agree en three
to five written objectives. These objectives are linked
to strategic and business plans, relevant financial and
operating objectives, departmental plans, and individual
accountability. During the year, a participant's perfor-
mance may be informally reviewed periodically. The parti-
cipant's performance is reviewed formally in writing atthe end of the year.

Bonus award recommendations are then *

*

In a manner consistent with the IPC bonus awards, no
CTPC bonus. awards will be made if Utility C is unable to

*

fund its current dividend out of current earntngs.,

, _
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.

Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum.
Acting Chief
Economic Analysis Branch
Office of Regulatory Analysis
Federal Energy Regulatory Comission
Washington, D. C. 20426

Dear Dr. Tenenbaum:

In accordance with your request, Vepco has
reviewed the draft report, Incentive Regulation in the
Electric Utility Industry, prepared by Resource Consult-
ing Group for the FERC.

You will note from the enclosed coments that
while Vepco agrees in principle with the idea of incentive
regulation, we have some concerns over certain aspects of
the RCG proposal. However, Vepco does feel that even in
view of these concerns, RCG should be comended for their
attempt to provide an unbiased program for incentive regu-
lation.

We hope these comments will prove useful to the
FERC and RCG as you continua r.o examine the issue of incen-
tive regulation.

Sincerely,
~

*

William W. Berry j

Enclosures
. -
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Comments on,

Incentive Regulation in the Electric JJtility Industry
by

Virginia Electric and Power Company |

Virginia Electric and Power Company (VEPCO) has reviewed the Draft Report

entitled " Incentive Regulation in the Electric Utility Industry" prepared by ;

Resource Consulting Group, Inc. (RCG) for the Federal Energy Regulatory
*

Commission (FERC). The Company's thoughts and comments on the draft report

follow.
.

In Veoco's opinion, RCG should be commended for its objective analysis of

the issue of incentive programs in the regulated electric utility industry;

The recommended program of incentive regulation as detailed in Chapter 4 of
,

the draft report is, in theory, a well balanced approach to a sharing of

benefits between the utility and its customers.

Vepco is an advocate of management incentive programs and the obje:tives

they are designed to obtain. In fact, a management incentive program has been

in operation at Vepco for approximately two years.

Although Vepco does support management incentive programs, certain aspects

of the program recommended by RCG are troublesome. Even though the theory and

objectives of such programs are 1:udible, the practicability and applicability

of such proposals must be considered. The implementation of a management

incentive program requires an effective comparison and evaluation of the

utilities that satisfies all concerned parties (i.e. utilities, customers,
* stockholders and regulators). This is an extremely difficult and complex

f problem. Generally speaking, the measurement and grouping methodology as

proposed by RCG seems to be inadequate in meeting this ' requirement.

Additionally, some of the proposed methods are apparently arbitrary and

difficult to communicate.

.

I

I - --- - , , . - . - - - - - - . - . - - . - - --- - --. --.~ ---- - - - - - -.
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The comments that follow will delineate some of our concerns. These

comments are structured as follows: (1) General comments on the proposal, (2),

Coments related to the Measurement of Performance, and (3) Comments on the

Additional Incentive Program Possibilities. There are also two appendices
4

attached. Appendix A is a summary of the Yeoco Management Incentive Plan, and
h

Appendix 9 is ,the settlement agreement of a recently filed incentive plan
.

negotiated by the FERC Staff, Vepco and its customers pursuant to an order of

| the Commission in Docket Nos. ER91-388-000, ER78-522, IN80-14, EL80-9, and .

EL80-16..
e

; In Vepco's management incentive plan, there are two corporate performance
!

measures; earnings per share, and a dynamic measure of average revenues per
4

j kilowatt hour. Vepco's internal plan takes into account the interest of the
!

stockholder and ratepayer. The utility executive strives to provide the best
,

; return to the stockholder consistent with least costs to the ratepayer. In

comparison, the ratemaking process requires the establishment of the fair and,

'

reasonable return on equity in setting the proper revenue requirement. Once

the revenue requirement and associated price per Kdi are set, the process of

cost minimization, and possibly its attendant increased earnings per share are
4

i directly related.
:

| There are also important differences between Vepco's use of a dynamic

measure of average revenues per kilowatt hour and the RCG proposal. In,

i

| Vepco's plan, this measure is used to determine whether or not any monies
| *
; should be distributed. Also, it determines if Vepco did better or worse than
,

| an average. Vepco strives to achieve this goal but failure does not
,

|
'

necessarily indicate inadequate performance. -

, ,

|

|

|
_-. . _ _ _ - - _ _ _ . . __ _ _ _ ._ . _ _ _ - . _ _ . _ - - __. . _ . .
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Vepco is committed to the use of-internal manegement incentive programs.

Because of this committment, no program adopted by a regulatory agency should

preclude the utility from developing and administering incentive plans
internally. No such suggestions appear in the RCG proposal but it is an

important point that deserves emphasis.

Several aspects of the FERC Performance Incentive Program deserve comment-

with respect to the difference between it and the RCG proposal.
.

The order of the Commission States:

"The Commission believes it necessary that there

be an incentive for VEPCO to continue to improve

its performance in the future. Commission staff

and the parties will negotiate a sliding rate of

return tied to generating trait performance based

on indices such as equivalent availability and heat

rate to be applied in Docket No., ER82-423-000 and

future rate proceedings. All parties, including

staff, are also urged to consider the use of a

maintenance cost tracking provision".

It is important to note that by Comission order, the focus of the program

was limited to generating unit performance, and that the target of the program -

was to be rate of return. As is obvious from Appendix B, the program as

developed focused on overall cost performance as best as possible within the.

confines of the Commission order. It is also important to note that the

*
program ultimately developed was the result of negotiations among the parties

and' thus reflects a balance of differing vien of each party to the
negotiations and cannot be construed as solely the views of Vepco.

.. .

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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'

The above comments concerning the FERC Performance Incentive Program must

be considered in any attempt to relate Vepco's comments on RCG's proposal to

the FERC Performance Incentive Plan under which Vepco is currently operating.

General Comments

Vepco finds itself in agreement on a number of issues raised by RCG in its *
4

draft report. An incentive program aimed at cost minimization should focus on
~

aggregate cost rather than on a selected subset of costs. Any incentive

progrsi.1 should also consider both long run and short run considerations.

! Vepco also agrees that Total Factor Productivity measures are " conceptually"

attractive, but the practical issues involved in adopting this approach would

| be almost impossible.
!

While agreeing in principle with the use of accrecate total cost

; minimization measures, the ides that accrecate unit cost is a logical

extension does not necessarily follow. Furthermore, the actual " cost" measure
1

proposed by RCG is revenues per KWH plus losses, which may well deviate from-

cost per KWH.

Vepco agrees that the incentive program should not focus on an adjustment

! to the rate of return in the incentive plan. As discussed in the draft
i

| report, the cost of capital may rise due to the increased uncertainty
i

surrounding returns, and this may ultimately result in fact / input

| substitutions. In addition, the utility should be exempt from incentive -

; payments and/or penalties resulting from the occurrence of events beyond the
*

utility's control. Also, there is a need for a " game" proof program.
~

| Finally, Vepco considers the idea of a " deferred penalty dollar" system a

crucial element when performance is based on a relative compariso'n among
'

utilities, rather than individual utilities meeting absolute standards.

i

l

. . _ - _ - _ . __ _ - . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _. - _ - - - -
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:

We interpret the underlying " invisible hand" mechanism that insures

- utilities positive response to the RCG incentive program to be a simulation of
L

competitive cost minimizing responses from utilities relative to one another.

| This would be accomplished by constructing an index of performance being

! constructed for each utility vis s' vis other " comparable" utilities. In the
*

! competitive market model, socially optimal results are obtained by the " forces
i of the market". A key element in the attainment of these desired end results

,

4 rests upon (among other things) competition among firms in the same market,

; selling of a homogeneous product, and the direct interaction of consumers and

j producers, with consumers acting so as to maximize their satisfaction, and

; producers acting so as to maximize profits.

In the regulated sector of the economy, regulators are a wedge between.

! consumers and producers, and firms do not compete in the same market. This
i

| proposal, by forcing firms to compete across markets, may therefore have the

undestreable affect of reducing the cooperation and communication between

! firms since they would now be competing for incentives. Due to these
i

| differences, it is not clear to Vepco that competition among firms in

segmented markets, on the basis of ex-post revenues per unit of output, will
:

! produce socially desirable results.
:

i

| Comments on the Measurement of Performance

!* In their proposal RCG has recommended the use of revenues per kilowatt
!

: hour as the basic measure of firm performance. This basic measure will then
! .

be utilized to construct two additional measures, a static performance
'

.

: -

j measure, and a dynamic performance measure. The static measure would direct

!

.

,

F

I

i

..e--, , , ,,~ ,,. --,a-,. , , , , , ., ,---,.--..n-- ,-,n-,---.,-a n. - - , - . , - , . , ,,,.n, . , . . , . . . - - . , ,,,-v.m. _s , . - - , - ~ . . , - . . . .
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attention to the level of revenues per KW, while the dynamic mean,re would

focus on the change in the level of revenues per KW over time. A weighted

combination of these measures would be constructed relative to other
i comparable utilities to ultimately derive the incentive dollars or penalty

points that accrue to the utility. This approach raises the following issues .
.

of concern to Vepco:

1) Should averaae revenues / costs be the focus of performance :nessur-ment? ,

2) Is revenue per hvi a viable oraxy for costs per KW7

3) Can a " reasonable" definition of comparable firms be developed in the

context of the proposed program?

a As indicated previously Vepco concurs with the notion of focusing on

aggregate cost given the objective of providing incentives for cost minimizing

behavior. However, the use of average cost may indicate a deterioration in
,

performance, even though the utility responded to an exogenous change in a
' least cost menner. For example, assume two firms were identical in all

respects except that one fim realizac a sudden increase in load due to

weather extremes. If both firms had been operating at the minimum point on;

their short run average cost curves, the one exoeriencing the increase in load

would be pushed to the increasing segment of its short run average cost

curve. This would be true even though the firm responded in a manner to meet

the increase in a least cost way. If a monthly automatic fuel clause existed,
.

the firm experiencing the load increase would then raise the fuel portion of

its rate to recoup the shortfall accrued under the old rate, thus showing an
,

. increase in cents per KW. The basic point is that "a least cost response for

a short period of time may give rise to increasing average costs alven that

plant (and purewes) are fixed in the short run. Furthermore, differemes in

the timina of rate relief can cause distortions among utilities.

_ . - - ~ - , _ _ _ __ _ _
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Since average costs may vary with realized 15ad, the use of an unadjusted

average may be misleading. It may be possible to "nomalize" for these

effects across " comparable" firms, however, Vepco has not developed such a
.

procedure at this time.

The central problem appears to, be the choice of focusing not on the cost
.

of the utility to produce, but on the cost to the customer to acquire
electricity. In competitive markets where all costs are accounted for, these,

two costs are equal at the margin. However, under regulation, the lack of

direct competition between firms in the market places the burden of ensuring

this equality on the regulators. However, regulators focus not on market

clearing price regulation per se, but on total revenue regulation.

In theory, the rates allowed by regulators already reflect the reasonable
cost of production. Those costs that are deemed excessive or inapproriate

will not be passed on to consumers, and will not be reflected in rates.

To a very large degree, changes in individual average revenue per WWH can

vary drastically among " comparable" firms due to regulatory practices while

having little or no impact on the average for the group. Some regulatory

commissions will allow construction work in progress (CWIP) in rate base,

unile others will not. The treatment of CWIP can give rise to large
,

differences in individual average revenues all other things being equal. This

is also true with respect to the ratomaking treatment of other items such as
,

,

cancelled plant, as well as the allowed return on equity. For these reasons

comparisons of revenues per KWH are not solely cNarisons of firm,

'

performance, but of reculatory philosophy, and changes in this philosophy as
well.
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Also of concern to Vepco is the ability to control for the :irferences

cited above in the context of RCG's recommended program. The answer to these

concerns would appear to be to place firms . Into " comparable" groups. The
'

comparable groups would be delineated "with regard to their pertinent business

environment characteristics." The problem with delineating comparable or
.

similar groups of firms centers on defining the factors that make firms
P

similar, as well as the context of similarity. Characteristics which would .

make firms similar with respect to investment risk in a portfolio, and those

characteristics that make firms similar in a potential operating mode would,

in general, differ. What is needed is a list of characteristics that when

used to form similar groups will give rise to similar performance within a

group and dissimilar performance among groups, not a list that could cause

such differences.

Due to the above discussion these characteristics must include some

measure of regulatory environment. Furthermore, past management decisions

must be accounted for as these past decisions condition current and future

responses. The consideration of past decisions is important because the

movement to a future position in an optimal manner depends upon the starting

point, which is a fisiction of past decisions.

The position of RCG on this issue is that " previous poor or good decisions

by management are reflected in a utility's performance measurement, which is
,

consistent with designing an incentive program to promote good long term cost

performance". RCG also states that accounting for past decisions would not .
,

affect a firms ' performance measurement either positively or negatively, and -

would lessen the potential for utilities to improve these performance

characteristics that reflect their long term strategic decisions.

.
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An incentive plan should be designed to reward or penalize a firm for its

adjustments from the time the program was put into place, and should not

reward or penalize a firm for decisions that were made in the past. There

should be no ex-post considerations of past perfomance. Furthermore, it ' is

not obvious how accounting for past decisions would lessen the incentive for

future performance since firms must perform well relative to the other firms-

in its group.

As stated, of vital concern is the question of how the comparable groups

will be formed. Once a list of characteristics has been drawn up, some

mechanism of determining the boundary points of the groups based on these

characteristics must be devised. RCG has stated that factor analysis,

principal components, and cluster analysis could be used.

Factor analysis could be used to detemine the relative importance of the

characteristics but it does not detemine where the boundary points between

groups should be. Principal congonent analysis offers less promise since the

principal components in general have no intuitive interpretation. Cluster

analysis is sensitive to the nom chosen as well as the judgement of the

analysts as to the meaning of resulting clusters. These techniques do not

eliminate the need for subjective judgements.

The use of regression analysis fares no better since the comparison of '

actual to predicted perfomance is no more than a check on the explanatory
* power of the reatession model. It should also be noted that if the regression

model assumes normally distributed errors, then the ratio of actual to
.

normalized performance has a Cauchy distribution,.not a normal distribution _es
.

tmolied in the report.,
,

4
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If the comparable groups could be specified, RCG recommends computing two

j performance measures, a static measure and a dynamic measure. These are then

j transformed to the interval -1 to +1 and combined to produce the overall

performance index denoted Relative Performance Index. The static index is a

weighted everage of past levels of revenue cents per KWH, while the dynamic ,

j index is the percentage change from year to year in the static index. *

;

The weights used in the construction of the static index are a function of'

.

the consumers' discount rate. Putting aside the problems ~ with actually
,

!
'

i measu-ing the value of what this discount rate is, it is not clear.whether the

! same discount rate is used to calculate the weights in all years, or if the
,

,

I rate differs from year to year. If a current discount rate is used it would
i

not seem appropriate to discount past values at a current rate since the

f current rate reflects the value of current and expected future opportunities
!

| lost due to today's decisions. Perhaps in forming the weights, the discount

rate measured at the beginning of the time period over which the static
|

measure is constructed should be used. This would give rise to the

possibility that the dynamic measure may incorporate two distinct discount
!

rates. Any possible anomalies this may cause are unknown at present.-

The derivation of the weighting factors for the dynamic and static
!

! indexes, i.e. the values .667, .333, and the equation .5 + (Static Index +

:

| Value/6) is unclear. On the surface these cuantities appear arbitrary.

i Once again it is necessary to reiterate a prior point; the plan must be *

|
cautious and aware of changes in regulatory practices. If firm A had the

> .
'

lowest static measure in period t, it could well pave the highest. measure in
period t+1 due to a change in regulatory treatment such as being. allowed CWIP

:

!
t

i

!

i
!

. _ _ . _ - . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . , . _ . _ - - _ . _ _ _ _ _ - - - , _ _ . _ , _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ - _ . _ - - _ _ , _ , _
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!

.

in rate base. This sudden jump in its static measure could have nothing at

| all to do with its performance, but the jump in rates could alter the weights

attached to both its static as well as dynamic index. This type of regulatory

change is not uncommon. -

An argument could be made for eliminating the static index altogether.
i' This argument would be based on eliminating past management decisions as much

as possible by relying totally on the dynamic measure. However, this places a.
;,

large burden on the dynamic measure since equal absolute changes from an

j exogenous source do not translate into necessarily equal percentage changes.
!

| The possibility of these measures serving to give meaningful relative
i

comparisons of utilities serving markets with different geographic and

demographic characteristics is doubtful.

Several problems would seem to effect the possible implementation of the,

proposed plan.
i

. The static measure is based on a five year weighted moving

average. If the proposal were to be implemented and the static index

calculated based on the prior five years, then the utility would have its,

!

! static index values influenced by management decisions for the next five

years. In actuality, longer affects exist considering the long life of
capital assets. Furthermore, the collection of the ince.ntive dollars prior to

'

^

the determination of any actual incentive payment would seem to be an

injustice to the ratepayer. It deprives him of the use of his money for the-

*

period in question without proof that these collections are warranted.

In the implemntation of the incentive plan, several concerns also ne'! to

be addres, sed regarding the eligibility' of . employees and the incentive |

,

payment. The funding would be determined based upon the top 1/25 of the
:

|
l

I

:

J
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utility's employees. Many companies implement incentive plans further down

into their organizations and in Vepco's plan 1.3% of employees are eligible.

Although the RCG proposal provioes for the board of directors of the utility

to determine participation, any increased participation above the 1/2% of

employees used for the funding determination would require a lesser
'

distribution per employee. In addition, the payout maximum of 35% of base

salaries for the top 1/2% of employees and the example for Consolidated Edison
.

appear on the surface to be adequate. However, this maximum payout is very

unlikely since a utility would need both the highest static and dynamic

measure and the incentive payout occurs only when the average performance of>

the comparable utility group is exceeded. Given these circumstances, the
,

average annual incentive payment could be considerably below incentives paid

the top executives in general industry as well as utilities. These concerns

should be addressed especially considering the already low level of utility'

executive pay as a percent of general industry executive pay.

Coments On Additional Incentive Procrams

Vepco agrees with RCG that the Automatic Rate Adjustment Mechanism is

plagued with a number of problems that the Management Incentive Program was
' designed to circumvent (e.g. the input factor substitution problem), making it
i

an undesirable alternative. Vepco also concurs with the argument that the

*

Construction Cast Control Incentive Program has the undesirable attribute of 2'

i affecting the return on equity which may give rise to more uncertainty, and
.

hence, higher equity ' costs. Vepco' also has some additional comments with'
.

,

j rescect to the Construction Cost Control Incentive Program (CCIP-).

r

!

- _ _ , . _ . ,___.
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To implement the CCIP it is necessary to obtdin an estimate of project

specific rates of return. Given the problems of reaching a concensus of how a

firms overall cost of equity should be determined, it seems doubtful that

project specific returns could be calculated and agreed upon.

Another problem arises as to the definition of a legitimate change in
.

scope. The triggering events listed in the footnote as they applied to the

Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System case are very restrictive. It would.

seem that no matter how extensive a list of legitimate causes for a change in

scope is, there will always be contested incidents which may well require

litigation before FERC in order to resolve them.

Finally, Vepco would like to make five other comments with respect to the

CCIP:

(1) The abandonment recovery percentage snould be a lower bound on the

recoverable expenses during the preliminary approval stage. There is

no reason why all prudent expenditures should not be recovered.

(2) The formula for computing the actual capital costs (eq. (2) pg. 5.11)

does not aopear to allow for the compounding of AFUDC. Is this

intentional?

(3) The equation for the one time rate base adjustment appears to be in

error (eg. (6) pg 5.16). *

(4) The plan focuses only on the cost of the project but does -not
,

consider scheduling changes based upon the need for the generation

facility..

(5). Engineering is not always complete' at the beginning of a project.

Therefore, fine tuned cost estimates may not be available unt.il the

project is considerably underway.

. --
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MANAGEMENT INCENTIVE Q)MPENSATION PROGRAM

I. OBJECTIVES I

The program is desired to:

1. Place major eghasis on igroving corporate perfomance.

2. Stimulate both individual and overall corporate performanr'e in a
manner that benefits both customers and stockholders.

3. Encourage individuals to set demanding and challenging goals and
reward individuals [or the risk assumed in setting such goals.

,

4. Provide individual mwards for outstanding contributions to supplement
the rewards provided by the :capany's salary merit program.

.

5. Provide compensation rewards necessary to attract and retain highly
competent and dedicated employees in the existing job market.

6. Provide compensation rewards for high perfomance without establishing
the perpetual fixed corporate costs associated with salary increases
and increases in fringe benefits.

4

II. ELIGIBILITY

Eligibility is initially limited to officers and managers who have
established cost centers as of January 1,1982.

An officer or manager newly included in the program should receive a
thomugh explanation by' senior management of the perfomance goals established

| for his ama of responsibility as outlined by the Incentive Compensation Per-
formance Evaluation.

|

| Incentive compensation will be prorated to reflect that portion of
; the performance year for which the new manager is responsible.

When a manager who is currently participating in the program is
transferred or promoted both areas of responsibility should determine the
individual's performance at the and of the program year.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE INCENTIVE CDMPENSATION PROGRAM

'

The 1982 Management Incentive Compensation Program will be based upon
goal- accomplishments between January 1, and December 31, 1982. It is antici-,

I pated that the evaluation and subsequent decision as to whether compensation
; is rewarded under the 1982 program will occur approximately the beginning of -

| the second quarter of 1983 (April). The Board of Directors will review and -

approve the 1982 program.'

SDP/sl:0631C-13
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The Management Incentive Compensation will be based upon goal per-;
'

formance in two areas. These are shown below with their appropriate weight. '

1. Corporate goals - 605
,

! 2. Individual goals - 40%

The two cogonents utilized to measure corporate goal ace'omplishment
! are comon stock earnings per share and comparative customer cost per kwh.

Individual goal performance percentage awarded will directly affect amount'

awarded under corporate goals.,

Individual manager goals will be established through their senior
executive and will be supportive and consistent with previously established
corporate goals and their senior executive grow goals. Management should,

emphasize setting a limited number of individual goals which have a signifi-
cant igact on improving the performance of the compay at each manager or
executive level.,

A Corporate Goal Comittee has been appointed consisting of Messrs.1

S. C. Brown, Jr., J. I. Oatts, W. L. Proffitt, 8. D. Johnson, J. T. Rhodes,
and R. F. Hill, as Chairman. The function of this comittee will be to review
senior executive group goals to ensure that they are consistent with and
s@portive of both corporate goals and other senior executive gro@ goals.

The maximum incentive compensation that will be paid under this
program is twenty-five (25) percent of the executive's or manager's 1982
salary grade midpoint.

The calculation of an executive's or manager's incentive compensa-
tion will be based on an incentive percentage established by the President. -

This incentive percentage will be uttitzed in calculating the total incentive
compensation percentage and will be applied to the executive's or manager's
1982 salary grade midpoint to determine the total dollar compensation.

This incentive percentage will vary based upon the individual's
responsibilities within the compag. The assumption is that the higher the
individual's level of responsibility, the greater the impact his decisions
have on corporate results, and the greater his reward should be under the
Incentive Compensation Program.,

The applicable incentive percentage will be finalized by the President
,

during the goal evaluation process. ~|

The Management Incentive Cogensation Program is in addition to the |

existing salary merit program. Payment under this program will not be
considered as earnings for the purpose of benefit programs other than the

*

Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP).

*
.
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IV. CORPORATE GOAL SETTING PROCEDURE AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Early in the first quarter (January / February) of each year, the Board
of Dirtetors will review and approve annual corporate goals. There will be no
payout under any portion of the plan if earnings per share are below 51.77.,

Common stock earnings per share and customer cost per kwir goals
within the corporate goals will be part of the Management Incentive Program
and each will carry an equal thirty (30) percent weight. Corporate incentive
awards will also directly depend on individual goal performance accomplistuent.

1. Common stock earnings per share
.

Ircentive performance is evaluated by comparing the common stock
earnings per share to the Incentive Compensation goal that was
approved by the Board of Directors. For each one (1) percent that -

the actual earnings per share is higher than the Incentive
Compensation
one quarter (goal, the Incentive Compensation will be increased1/4) percent. For each one (1) percent that the
actual earnings per share exceeds the corporate goal, the
Incentive Compensation will be (1/3) percent. If the Incentive
Compensation earnings goals is not achieved, then no compensation
will be paid from this portion of the plan.

| 2. Customer cost per kwh

Incentive performance is evaluated by determining the company's
customer cost per kwh increase or decmase compared to the
average increase or decrease of other comparable electric utility
companies in 1982.

:
'

For each one (1) percent that the company is below the comparable
company average increase or above the decrease, the incentive
compensation will be increased one quarter (1/4) percent. If the,

! company's increase is greater than or decmase is less than that
i of the comparable company average, then there will be no

consensation for this thirty (30) percent portion.

,

!

.

|

|

| .

|
.
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Appendix A

Performance Incentive Provision ;
Sample calculation '

,

Below is a sample calculation of thIe Performance IncentiveProvision methodology. It is very important to note that this )

. calculation is for expository purposes only. The data used do
,

'

not match the time periods and some of the data are estimates.
The rate base, common stock and retained earning figures were

!

,

'

taken from the Settlement Agreement in Docket No. ER82-423-000
dated November 15, 1982. The sales figures for the municipalities

!
3

nnd cooperatives were based on internal projections for 1982 as
were the total system fuel expenses. The PROMOD run serving as ),

the actual or PA was PROMOD study PS2DE700, a simulation of ,

actual performance for the 12 months ended June 30, 1982 with'

level monthly forced outage rates. The PROMOD run representing*

the standard or PS was PROMOD study PS2DE701. Both of these
PROMOD studies had been furnished to the staff and customers toindicate some level of sensitivity in the use of PROMOD.

In the actual application cf the methodology, the factors
would be based either on actual experience or be consistent with
rates in effect. The sales figures and system fuel expense will
be based on actual experience for the evaluation period. The twoPROMOD runs will also use actual data, including, in the run to
generate PA, actual generating unit performance for the

i appropriate periods. The rate base, common stock and retained
earnings figures and the retention factors will be consistent
with the rates in effect as of January 1 of the year during whichthe credit or charge will be effective. Absent final rates atthat time, either by approved settlement or final order, the
procedure specified on page 6 of the preceding document will be
followed to determine the factors to be used in these formulas.

I 1. PI = PA - PS
PS

i

where PA = System fuel expense level for the PROMOD
{run using actual performance values.

; PS = System fuel expense level for the PROMOD
!run using standard performance values,
l
1

-

PA = $768,000,000 from PROMOD Study PS2DE700 1

(actual simulation,12 months ended 6/30/82) Iwith level forced outage rates.
.

PS = $816,000,000 from PROMOD Study PS2DE701
1 (standard simulation)

'!PI = 786,000,000 - 816,000,000 .0588=

816,000,000

)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ - .. . -. . -, -.
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2. FC = ( 1 - 1) AF
1 + PI'

where FC = Change (savings or additional expense)
in actual wholesale jurisdictional fuel
expenses due to actual operation as
opposed to operation at the standards.

PI' = Portion of PI (expressed as decinal) in
excess of the dead band (.05) (expressed to

*

four significant figures).

AF = Actual total wholesale jurisdictional
fuel expenses for the period.' -

.00880PI' = .05880 + .05 =

AF = System fuel expense x Jurisdictional sales
System sales

! = 630,800,682 x 4,794,242
40,024,105

= $75,559,744

1) 75,559,744FC = ( 1 -

j 1+ ( .00880)
.

j FC = $670,829

*
3. ROE = FC x RF (10,000)

T (eTTta
*

where ROE = Change in the rate of return on equity
(expressed in basis points).

FC = Change (savings or additional expense) in
actual wholesale jurisdictional fuel

|
expenses due to actual operation as opposed

; to operation at the standards. .

RF = Wholesale jurisdictional retention factor
(expressed as decimal) .*

.

e = Common stock equity and retained earnings
portion of the capital structure (expressed
as a decimal).

RB = Wholesale jurisdictional rate base.

:

- -. .- . _ . -- . ._. . .
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*
ROE = 670,829 x .513582 (10,000)

2 (.337) 403,183,000-

12.68 basis points
.
The retention factor used here is the average of the

municipalities' retention factor (.496709) and the cooperatives'
retention factor (.519932) weighted by their respective
proportionate share of total wholesale jurisdictional rate base.

.

4. Allocation of FC among classes
*

Municipalities allocation

= FC x Municipal Sales
II" ~ Jurisdictional Sales

= 670,829 x 1,290,017
2 4,794,242

= $90,252

Cooperatives allocation

= FC x Cooperative Sales
I~ Jurisdictional Sales

= 670,829 x 3,504,225
2 4,794,242

= $245,162

e
FC within the 100 basis point maximum

!

l

1

.

.

I

L
I

l
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APPENDIX B |
4

|

Virginia Electric and Power Company
Docket No. ER82-423-000

Performance Incentive Provision
..

!

I. Scope

The Performance Incentive Provision will be implemented

for a trial period of three years beginning in 1983. It is
,

designed to compare the actual performance of the four

nuclear generating units and twelve coal-fired generating -

units of Virginia Electric and Power Company (Vepco) against
;

! performance standards. Two runs cf Vepco's production

simulation model (PROMOD) will be used to conduct this
I

comparison. The comparison will be expressed as the percent
'

change (increase or decrease) in the fuel expense level due,

to the deviation of actual performance from the standards.

i Any deviation resulting in a change in the fuel expense level

outside an accepted range (a dead band) will result in a

charge or credit to the wholesale customers based on the

proportionate change that would have been realized in actual

fuel expenses.; ,

The adjustment, either a credit or charge to the

| customers, will be translated into an equivalent change in
| the rate of return on equity that would have resulted at the

,

time the adjustment was calculated. The maximum credit or

charge will be limited to the value of 100 basis points -

equivalent change in the rate of return on equity.
The following paragraphs describe the method for

comparing the standards and the actual performance, the

1
-_ w _ - a * -- _ _ ___ ___m- _ _ _
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application of the dead band, the method for translating the
comparison into a charge or credit to the customers, the

development of the standards and the schedule for
i

implementation.

| II. Methodology

|.
A. Comparison of Actual Performance to

.

Standards
,

; The comparison of actual performance to the standards

will be expressed as an index of relative performance. This

i comparison will reflect, as closely as possible, the change
in the fuel expense level due to the deviation of actual

performance of the subject generating units from their

standards. PROMOD will be used to calculate this comparison.

PROMOD utilizes inputs for each unit (e.g. fossil-fired
units--forced, planned and scheduled outage rates, heat rate

curves; nuclear units--run-time capacity factors) which can

also be expressed in terms of the performance measures
,

outlined in Section III.

On an annual basis, the fuel expense level based on
. -

actual performance will be compared to the fuel expense level
based on performance at the standards. To compare the actual

| -

and standard performance, two runs of PROMOD will be made

keeping all factors (load, fuel prices, etc.) the same, with,

the exception of the performance of the. generating unit's
specified in Section III. Ore run will set all performance

measures at the actual values experienced during the

applicable period. This run will simulate, as closely as

|

. .. .. . _ _ .
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practicable, the actual operations and fuel expenses for the

evaluation period. The other run will' set all performance

measures at the standard values.

Both the actual and standard PROMOD runs will simulate a

twelve-month period. The performance measures (both actual
.

and standard values) will be the same for each month (with
the exception of scheduled outages) and will be derived as .

follows: |

Nuclear units: |

Actual value - The average of twenty-four months of
actual performance.

Standard value - The appropriate industry average |
based on twenty-four months of data, as described '

,

below in Section III.A.

Coal-fired units:

Actual value - The average of twelve months of;

; actual performance.

Standard value - The appropriate twelve month
,

standard, as described below in Section III.B.
!

The percentage difference between the two PROMOD runs 1

4

will produce a " Performance Index" (PI) that represents the

percent increase or decrease in the fuel expense level due to

the deviation of actual performance from standard
,

|performance. The PI is defined as follows:
"

|

PI = PA - PS |
PS |

.

J
where PA = System fue1 expense level for the PROMOD |

run using actual performance values, j

PS = System fuel expense level for the PROMOD
run using standard performance values.

:

.-. - - - _. -- - - . . - - . _, ,. . - - _. ... - .
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A positive PI is indicative of additional fuel expenses

relative to the standards. A negative PI is indicative of
;

fuel savings relative to the standards.

B. Dead Band

The deviation of actual performance from the standards
'

must produce an overall PI greater than +/- 5 percent or

there will be no credit or charge to the customers. In other
.

words, the PI derived using the formula on page 3 must

indicate that PA was 5 percent greater than PS or 5 percent
,

less than PS before a credit or charge will result.1

C. Credit or Charge to the Customers

If the deviation of actual performance from tho ;

standards results in a PI in excess of the dead band, a
t

credit or charge to the customers, in terms of actual fuel

expenses, will be calculated. The relative effect the

performance deviation would have had on the fuel expenses

realized for the period will be calculated algebraically as

follows:

FC = ( 1 - 1) AF
1 + PI' .

where FC = Change (savings or additional expense |
^

outside the dead band) in actual,

'
- wholesale jurisdictional fuel expenses.

i due to actual operation as opposed to
operation at the standards.

* PI' = Portion of PI (expressed asi

decimal) in excess of the. dead band'

(+/ .05).

AF = Actual total wholesale jurisdictional
fuel expenses for the period.

If the overall actual performance were better than the
1

I

_ ____ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . , _ , _ , . - - _ . _ . . _ _ _ ._ . . . . _ - . . _ _ . . .
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standards, the change in fuel expenses (FC) will be a

positive value indicating a fuel savings. In other words,

realized fuel expenses were lower than they would have been

at the standard performance. If the overall actual

performance is worse than the standards, FC will be a
,

negative value representing the additional fuel expenses ~

incurred because of the deviation of the actual performance
,

,

from standard performance.
;

; Vepco and the customers will share equally the change,

either increase or decrease, in fuel expenses in excess of
the dead band. Therefore, one-half of the savings or

a'dditional fuel expenses in excess of the dead band will
I either be credited or charged to vepco's customers except

that such credit or chargc may not exceed (on an equivalent
'

basis) the rate of return on equity limit described below.
:

The credit or charge will be allocated to the municipalities
and the cooperatives based on kilowatthour sales.

Todetermknathemaximumtotalcreditorchargethatcan
be implemented and the equivalent change in the rate of

return on equity, the change in actual fuel expenses due to a
1 deviation of actual from standard performance (FC) will be

.translated to an adjustment to the rate'of return on equity
for the wholesale customers. The maximum credit or charge to

.

the customers cannot exceed the value of 100 basis points
.

as calculated below.

;

|

!
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The formula for translating the change in actual fuel
,

expenses to a change in the rate of return on equity,

expressed in basis points, is as follows:

[ ROE = FC x RF
3p (e) RB

(10,000)

' .
where ROE = Change in the rate of return on equity,

(expressed in basis points).' "

FC = Change (savings or additional expense
'- outside the dead band) in actual wholesale

jurisdictional fuel expenses due to actual
operation as opposed to operation at the
standards (see page 4 for formulaic
definition).

RF = Wholesale jurisdiction:1 retention factor
(expressed as decimal).-

e = Common stock equity and retained earnings
portion of the capital structure (expressed
as a decimal) .

RB = Wholesale jurisdictional rate base.
*

The formula for ROE above and the formula for FC on

page 4 will be calculated based on the factors, including the

methods for determining the wholesale jurisdictional

allocations, consistent with the rates in effect as of

January 1 of the year during which the credit or charge will

be effective. If the rates have not been finalized at that
-

,

time, either by approved settlement or final order, the
'

staff, customers and vepco will agree upon the factors to be

used in these formulas. In the absence of approval or
.

agreement by February 1, Vepco will use the relevant factors
.

resulting in the rates then in effect subject to refund.

A sample calculation applying the Performance Incentive

Provision methodology is found in Appendix A.;

-

I

_ ___, _ _ _ _ _ .__ __ __ __.._ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ .
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| III. Standards

A. Nuclear
i

|

| The nuclear standards will be derived from the most

recent twenty-four month data, which are available at the

time the standard is compared to actual performance, for all
|

|

| Westinghouse pressurized water reactors' (except Yankee Rowe) l
.

reported in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Gray Book
!

*(NuReg-0020). As of November 15, 1982, there were
,

| twenty-eight units in this reference population.
,

From the NRC Gray Book daba , the capacity factor (CF)

standard for vepco's two North Anna nuclear units will be

,

c'omputed as follows:
I

sum of the aet generation (kilowatt-
hours) for each of the units in the

CF Standard population divided by the sum of the=

products of the maximum dependable
capacity and the period hours * for
each of the units in the population

*The period hours of those units entering commercial
operation during the twenty-four months will be computed
starting with the date of commercial operation.

The capacity factor standard for vepco's two Surry

nuclear units will be computed using the basic formula stated

above with two modifications. The modifications are attempts

to recognize the improved reliability from the replacement of
.

the steam generators at the surry units. First, the period

hours for each unit in the NRC Gray Book population
,

experiencing a steam generator replacement outage will be
,

modified by subtracting the outage or equivalent outage hours

due to that replacement minus 1,080 hours (45 days) . Second,

the adjusted national average capacity factor will then be

further modified by adding 1 percentage point.

|
_ _ _ - - _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ ,__ -- - _ , . , .. - . _ . ._ . , . _ . . - . _ _ . .
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B. Coal-fired Units
)

The standards for each coal-fired' unit will be the l

equivalent availability factor and heat rate derived for each

unit considering its historical performance, inherent
.

limitations, fuel supply, potential improvement and planned |
maintenance. The performance standards for the coal-fired

,

units will be set for each twelve month period using this

general approach. Vapco will submit the proposed standards-

to the Commission's staff and the customers no later than

November 1 of the year preceding the one during which the

standards will be applied. By the following April 30th the

] staff, customers and Vepco will agree ur ,n the coal-fired

standards for that year. As provided in Section IV

below, absent agreement the standards issue and any other

issue unresolved will be set for hearing.
'

The performance standards for 1983 are as follows:
i

' -

operating Equivalent
Unit Heat Rate * Availability

Bremo 3 12,379 Btu /kWh 72.3%
Bremo 4 9,944 77.5
Chesterfield 4 10,648 80.2
Portsmouth 3 10,745 77.4 .

Portsmouth 4 10,500 75.2
Possum Pt. 3 11,294 72.4
Possum Pt. 4 10,577 77.2
Chesterfield 5 10,210 72.8.

Chesterfield 6 10,300 50.4
Mt. Storm 1 10,210 60.3
Mt. Storm 2 10,210 61.5
Mt. Storm 3 10,962 67.4*

*The performanca standard used in the PROMOD runs to
determine PI will actually be the heat rate curves based-

on this list of operating heat rates. These operating
heat rates are based on certain load factors for each
unit. If the load factors resulting from the dispatch
of the units change, another operating heat rate value
will result. That operating heat rate, hevever, will be

1

; considered consistent with the performance standard if
it is on the standard heat rate curve based en the
operating heat rates listed for each unit.

.- __ _- ._-- - . . -
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C. Modifying Events

On a case-by-case basis, Vepco may request consideration

of an adjustment to the actual performance because of a major

outage or deration (a modifying event) . In order for an

outage or deration to qualify as a modifying event, vepco
.

must meet the burden of showing that such outage or deration

was not caused by its failure, at the time of the outage or .

4

prior thereto, to exercise prudent utility practices, which
,

will be defined as follows:

Any of the practices, methods, and acts
engaged in or accepted by a significant
portion of the electric utility industry
at the time the decision was made, or
any of the practices, methods, and acts
that, in the exercise of reasonable
judgment in light of the facts known at
the time the decision was made, would
have been expected to accomplish the
desired result at a reasonable cost'

consistent with reasonable reliability,
safety, expedition and protection of the.

environment. A prudent utility practice
is not intended to be limited to the

| optimum practice, method, or act to the
exclusion of all others, but rather
includes a number of possible practices,

; methods, or acts.

| Vepco may request consideration of an outage or

| continuous deration which is at least the equivalent of 2,920

unit outage hours (4 months) on the nuclear units or 1,460 -

| unit outage hours (2 months) on the coal-fired units. As soon ,

t '

| as Vepco has determined that it has experienced a possible

modifying event, it will notify the staff and customers.

After all parties have agreed or, absent an agreement,

the commission has concluded that Vepco has experienced a

.

-. -w- , - - -.- - ,. ., , - ,- -.--,.m.,-., - . , . _ _ , - . . - - - , , , - - - , , - - , ,.w- - - - - - ,__ - -- . ~ , . - , . - ,
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'

modifying event, an adjustment for the period during which the

modifying event occurs will be made as'follows:

1. Nuclear units - The capacity factor for the Vepco

unit (s) experiencing a modifying event (the affected

unit (s)) will be adjusted by subtracting from the
.

period hours the outage or equivalent outage hours

due to the modifying event (s). The period hours for.

any of the units used to compute the standard for
,

the affected unit will also be adjusted by

subtracting outage or equivalent outage hours

attributable to essentially the same kind of

| modifying event (s). In addition, the staff or the
1

customers may request consideration of an adjustment

to the actual performance of the units used to

compute the standard for the affected unit because

of a modifying event. To qualify, each outage or

continuous deration must be at least the equivalenti

of 2,920 unit outage hours (4 months) and the staff

and/or the customers must meet the burden of showing
,

that such outage or deration was not caused by the

; failure of the utility, at the time of the outage or
,

prior thereto, to exercise prudent utility

practices, as defined above. After all parties have-

agreed or, absent an agreement, the Commission has-

| concluded that any unit u, sed to compute the standard

for the affected unit has experienced a modifying

event, the period hours for any of the units used to

i

!
_ _ . . _ . . .__ __. . ~ - _ _ . . _ - _ _ . _ . _ __ _ -_ . _ . -
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compute the standard for the affected unit will be'

adjusted by subtracting outage or equivalent outage

hours attributable to each modifying event. In
,

addition, both of these adjustments will continue

j for the evaluation period during which Vepco's
.

actual performance was affected by its modifying

I event. By agreement of the parties or, absent .

agreement, by order of the Commission, it shall be

determined whether it is appropriate to reduce the

length of the modifying event for both Vepco's unit
,

and the standard unit (s) to reflect other work done;

;

during the course of the modifying event outage.

2. Coal-fired units - The actual forced outage ratej

|
experienced by the affected unit will be modified by'

decreasing th= outage or equivalent outage hours by

those attributable to the modifying event. As

stated above, by agreement of the parties or, absent

agreement, by order of the commission, it shall be

determined whether it is appropriate to reduce the

length of the modifying event to reflect other work

done during the course of the modifying event
.

outage. The actual heat rate for the affected unit

will be decreased by the amount of the deviation .

attributable to the modifying event.

All parties and staff shall make every reasonable effort to

resolve disputes concerning modifying events through

negotiations.

!
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IV. Implementation

The Performance Incentive Provision will be implemented
.

for a trial period of three years beginning on January 1,1983.

Unless the staff, the customers and Vepco all agree, no,

modifications to the program can become effective until

*
January 1, 1984 or thereafter.

,

The first period of actual performance to be compared to
.

: the standards will be the twelve month period ending December

31, 1983 for the coal-fired units and the twenty-four month

period ending December 31, 1983 for the nuclear units. Every

year thereafter the preceding twelve month period for the

| coal- fired units and the preceding twenty-four month period
! for the nuclear units will be compared to the appropriate

| standards.

The implementation schedule for the provision will be the

same each year. By February 28, Vepco will submit to the

staff and customers information concerning the previous twelve

or twenty-four month period of performance of the units and
|

|
the proposed credit or charge. For example, Vepco will submit

this information on February 28, 1984 for the twelve month

period ending December 31, 1983 for the coal-fired units and

i* for the twenty-four month period ending December 31, 1983 for

the nuclear units.
i*

The information submitted by.Vepco before February 28

will include:

1. The actual performance statistics for the

applicable year.

.. -- - . . . -. . - _ . - . - _ - . - - _ - - . .- _-
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2. The standards for that year.

3. The realized total system and~ jurisdictional

fuel expenses for that year.

4. The workpapers setting forth the formulas and

the application of the formulas to the actual
.

data to derive the credit or charge.

5. vepco's showing that it has experienced a ,

modifying event and the appropriate

adjustment derived therefrom.

6. A description of any changes in the PROMOD,

model including a change in relative fuel1

prices or PROMOD coding.

Upon request, the staff or customers will also be furnished

with the inputa to PROMOD used to generate PA and PS and any

other relevant data requested.

f By April 30, the staff, customers and vepco will

| resolve any issues regarding all information previously

submitted by vapco (including the applicable coal-fired

standards for the year) and will agree to any appropriate

credit or charge. If necessary, any unresolved issues will

| be set for hearing.

On July 1 a credit or charge, either as agreed upon or,

! absent agreement, as proposed by vepco and filed with the .

Commission, will take effect. The credit or charge'will be
'

reflected as an adjustment charge to base rates and will be

collected or refunded over the succeeding twelve months based

on projected sales. In the event that the staff, customers

.

_, , . . r-, - - _ . - . . _ - _ . ,.,,r... _ . , - _ . _ , , ,_ , , _ . . _ _. _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . , - - - _ . , , , , . . - - ._ -
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and Vepco have not agreed to the credit or charge, it will be*

collected for the period subject to adjustment. When the
1

parties agree or the Commission orders a credit or charge,

the credit or charge for the year immediately following the
agreement or order will be made to reflect any under or

,

overcollections.
-

The rider will be terminated at any time during the
. .

twelve months when the full credit or charge has been

refunded or collectad. At the end of the twelve months, if

. the full credit or charge has not been refunded or collected

due to differences in projected sales and actual sales, that
i
j amount of short fall in the credit or undercollection in the
! charge will carry over to the next period. A customer who

ceases to be a Vepco customer any time during the twelve
; month period will be refunded or assessed its share of the
.

j outstanding credit or charge for the year.
l .

A detailed account will be kept of all under and

[ overcollections diue to any cause. At the end of the
' '

'

!

three-year implementation period, a detailed review of the '

| Performance Incentive Provision shall be conducted. Even if
.

,

the Performance Incentive Provision should terminate, there'

*

will continue to be a credit or charge to the customers until

all under or overcollected amounts have been reconciled.
.

.

f

|

!

,
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April 11, 1983

_

Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum
Acting Chief
Economic Analysis Branch*

Office of Regulatory Analysis
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20416.

Dear Bernie:

Recently you provided me a copy of the Resource
Consulting Group report concerning Incentive Regulation in
the Electric Utility Industry. I appreciate that and again
would like to express my gratitude to you.

We have reviewed this report extensively within the
Company and have prepared a su= mary and evaluation of it for
our senior management. I have attached a copy of it for
your information.

I have read both the NERA report and the one prepared
by Joe Schaefer of our company. Frankly, I like ours better.
It seems to us that perhaps more value should be given to the
RCG report than NERA is prepared to give. Although I agree
with the NERA findings pertaining to the comparison' groupings,
we should not lose sight of the key element of their proposal:
to place into the regulatory process an incentive system
which will motivate and reward those who can bring about
significant productivity improvements. This practical recog-
nition is a breath of fresh air in what heretofore has been
an emphasis on mechanistic approaches to mandating improvement

~

rather than motivating it.- There is no question that pursuing
such a program, regardless of the form of measurement, will
take much additional effort; however, it is worth pursuing.

*
I trust you will conclude that overall the report is

positive in regard to making the effort to develop acceptable,
meaningful, and practical incentive schemes toward achieving
our mutual objectives.*

Eincerely,-

e

i

Richard A. Abdoc/c=t Vice President
Corporate Planning

Attachment



February 10, 1983

Productivity Policy
Committee:

Review of
" Incentive Regulation in

the Electric Utility Industry"
The Resource Consulting Group (RCG)

October 15, 1982

! -

By memo of December 20, 1982, Mr. Ricci requested my review of
this proposal to FERC by the RCC.

.

This study was conducted under contract to FERC by the Resources
Consulting Group (RCG) in response to the general concern about utility
performance and the proliferation of programs being proposed to improve it.
RCG proposes an incentive regulation system based on aggregate cost per-
formance (revenue per EWH). Acceptable performance would be determined
by comparison of individual company performance against the performance
of a group of utilities with similar characteristics. Better than average
performance would be rewarded by rate-payer funded bonuses to management.
The program would be administered by state regulatory commissions in coop-
eration with FERC. The RCG recommends this program because it concludes,

| it will more effectively promote cost minimization than does the traditionaJ
regulatory process.

This review and summary addresses the following questions considered
by RCG in proposing to FERC there be an incentive regulation process for
investor-owned electric utilities.,

The proposal made by RCC would operate in the following environment:

- Participation by utilities would be voluntary. If a utility chose
to participate, it would still be required to submit reportsnot

and other data required to administer the system that would apply
to voluntary participants.

- Participation and administration of the system by state PSC's
.

would be necessary because it would be too burdensome at the
federal level and because application to FERC - only jurisdiction
would have only minimal impact.

~

- The required rate of return would be established generically by
FERC.

In developing this summary, I have studied the following:.

| - Incentive Regulation in the Ele-tric Utility Industry, Resource *

Consulting Group, October 15, 1582.
:

- FERC Study on Incentive Regulation, EEI (Rate Research Conanittee),
iJanuary 7, 1983. *

i

l'

! >

i |

|

|
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1

- Draft Comments of ERG Productivity Subcommittee, January 1. 1983. ;

- Proposed Connents to TERC by ERG, January 20, 1983.

" Price Index Components for Utility Rate Adjustments" William A.
Gale, PUF, April 15, 1982. I

" Productivity Incentive Clauses and Rate Adjustaants f or Infla-4 -

tion". William F. Batmol, PUF, July 22, 1982.
,

The RCC asks five basic questions. My stannary will state the quest f on,
provide the RCC response, e d provide my evaluation;

.

' "Which aspect of utility operations should a program be directed
at improving?" RCG recommends that the target is the firm's aggregate

| cost performance. Cost is defined as all expenses required for the gener-
; ation, transmission and distribution of electricity; the cost of fixed!

capital inputs; and the cost to consumers for lost electrical service.
In this definition we encounter the first problem with the RCG proposal:'

determining the cost of lost service. The RCG recognizes this problem in
; the following statement:

"Because of the complexity of the adjustaant described above (deter-
mining the quantity of lost service) TERC any chocsa to implement-

I an unadjusted cost measure...A relatively simple reporting fermat
j could be developed to provide these data on an annual basis."

I do not believe the " simple format" will do the job. If the problems
were easily solved, they would have been by now. More importantly, the
dollar / cost impact, except in the case of a major emergency, would be
negligible and not worth " chasing". Therefore, I would propose annual
stipulation, annual customer survey data, or the like to dispose of this
issue.

"How should performance be measured?" RCO recommends an aggregate
cast model defined as follows:

Total Revenues from Electricity Sales

Total KWH Sales to Wholesale and
Retail Customers + Losses.

In effect, the measure is equivalent to total expenses including -

return on capital and income taxes. Their' key point here is that the ag-
gregate cost osasure must include capital effects so as to not activate
capital substitution for other inputs. RCG recommends this measure over
TFP, with which I agree. You may recall .in our profiled testimony for the '.

Prehearing Conference on,ER-16, May 21,1982, we had proposed a total
revenue per RWH~ sales perforasnee indicator.

!

___ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . , _ . _ _ _ . . _ . . _ . _ - _ . , _ . . . . . - . __. _ _ - _ . . __ _ _ _ . . -_. . . _ _ _ _
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i As a part of the measurement question, there is the matter of the length
of the measurement period. RCG reconunands a period of not less than three years

.or more than five, with a weighting process which gives the most recent
year a 25% weight. The length and weighting reconumendation are both sub-
jactive. We have tended to use a ten year period wherever possible. I
believe this desirable because of the influence of capital additions on
costs. As you are aware capital additions, most significantly power plant,

additions, have had:

a) a definite cycle
b) the greatest influence on costs and productivity.*

.

Therefore, to use a short period would tend to unduly reward and penalize3

just prior to or right after, respectively, a major plant addition. These.

aberrations in rewards and penalties would not necessarily be relatable,

to managerial perforasnee. They would seinecessarily destabilize the
incentive program which would be self-defeating.

"How should performance be evaluated?" RCG reconumends a systes,

to relate individual utility performance versus a group with similar charac-
teristics:

! - Total generating capacity
! - Average load factor

- Historical and forecast load growth
- Percent sales to comunercial and residential customers

Stringency of environmental requirements-

i - State and local tax burdens *

RCC suggests using automated regression analysis to assist in the
i grouping process together with a panel of experts. My evaluation of this
! proposal is that it has been demonstrated sufficiently now that inter-

company comparisons are not valid for rate setting purposes, e.g., the
;

j Red Flag studies. The inter-company performance comparison aspect in av
! Audgment is the sinale most deficient aspect of the RCG proposal and is
j

_s_ uf f ic ient stounds f or moins no further. The deficiencies of the grouping
process are explored in depth in the NERA paper of January 20, 1983.

;
The RCC proposes as a less preferred alternate, an indexing process.

This process uses an a,utomatic rate adjustment mechanism linked to price
;

;
changes in the utilities production inputs, as measured by external price'

indexes. The external price indexes would cover fuel, labor, other materialsi and supplies, and purchased power. Capital costs are not included. Such!- indexes would be, respectively: cverage of spot prices for the coal dis-
i tricts supplying the utilities in a region, regional labor cost index,

producer price index, and the average price per KWH paid by a group of
;

| utilities for purchased power on a monthly or quarterly basis..

It suffers!
,

i

s
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from four shortcomings:

- there is no all-inclusive index for utility operations
- interactivity of inputs is ignored
- productivity in the base year is assumed to be acceptable
- lack of acceptable method for indexing capital costs

I believe this approach could be pursued with a greater probability
i of success than the grouping technique because it is not dependent on the
| performance of other firms. The Fortnightly articles give some aid in

"
this, but not much. In Gale's article the testing process is quite extensive.
In Baumol's paper, the framework is theoretically sound; but practically,

| of little value.
'

.

"How should the incentive program operate?" RCG recommends the-

focus of the incentive mechanism should be on management compensation.
The source of funds would be revenues based on the firm's superior per-
formance. The rationale is three-fold:

- The firm's management will be the group to implement any perfor-
mance improvements. The incantive af fact on earnings will not have
the same impact.

- The program would be less expensive than an earnings-directed
program. The customers would be able to reap greater benefit
at lower cost.

; - An incentive program that affects management compensation will
| have a negligible effect on the cost of capital.

The amount of incentive compensation would be set at 35% of the sum
of the base salaries for the top 1/2% of all employes in the firm. For
Wisconsin Electric, this would cover all officers and 11 additional exec-

| utives, for a total of 27 executive employes. Thirty-five percent of
| these salaries would be in excess of $500 thousand. The average amount

would be at least $18.825.

The form of these reverds would be in direct payments through systems
of."long-term performance attainment awards" which are tied to the performance
of the company, nut to its stock. The plans tend to be long run in nature
as a mesas to encourage executives to focus on what is best for the company
in the long-run. Performance measurement periods of mest of these programs

I vary between three to five years. Participation is limited because only -

employes with fairly high positions in the company are assumed to have a
major impact on corporate performance.

I. believe the focus recommended by RCG is preferable for the reasons .

given above. RCG recommenos the following administrative guidelines which

!
,
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are also proper and reasonable:

- Structure it so there is reasonable probability of achieving a
reward.

- The incentive reward should not exceed the gain in performance.

- h system should encourage a firm to undertake improvements.
.

'

- Increase the share of economic benefits to management for per-
formance improvements at the margin (over time).,

- Do not faclude prospective dollar penalties other than f ailure to i

earn a reward.
.

- The distribution of rewards would be the sole prerogative of the
firm.

"How should the incentive program account for events bevond manage-
ment's control?" RCG reconnnends under these conditions there be no reward
or penalty for such occurrences. It also recotanands regulators may havei

to make "special discretionary adjustments" in administering the program.
This is perhaps the only method; however, it is possible such issues could
generate lengthy public hearings and could erode the program.

Conclusib.2 and Recoinnendations

- The proposal by RCC has two aspects which 'are supportable;

1) The use of an aggregate cost measure by which to measure utility
' performance.

2) The use of rewards directed at management compensation to provide
the incentives for improved future performance.

- The RCC proposal has several drawbacks which are significant;

1) It reconumends a quality measurement which is illusive and poten-
tially not worth the cost to administer.

; 2) The proposal uses a grouping technique which calls for inter-
company comparisons based on factors previously considered by'

MARUC, NRRI, and NERA. The grouping technique and the factors,

used have been discredited. To my knowledge this approach is
not being seriously proposed at this time.

- The RCC study made, mention of an incentive system using aggregate cost ,*

measures being developed by the Utah Power and Light Co. and the Utah

,
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Public Service Commission. Since Utah Power and Light is virtually
the only electric utility in Utah. I believe this is worth pursuing.-

Further information is anticipated. This will be pursued as a possible
contribution to any system which may be appropriate to develop.

- The overall program could be politically unacceptable, no matter how
cost-effeetive.

^YL ___ - o
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Dr. Bernard Tenenbaum, Acting Chief ,. n.
Economic Analysis Branch *

* Office of Ragulatory Analysis
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20426

.

Re: Comments on Report of the Resources Consulting Group

Dear Dr. Tenenbaum:

The RCG report on productivity measurement and incentive
ratemaking is, in my opinion, a responsible effort, and a valuable
addition to existing literature on the subject. A sincere effort
was obviously made to develop a practical measurement tool and a
practical means for utilizing it while at the same time making
accommodations for some of its basic weaknesses.

The RCG approach is to use a simple ratio (total revenues from
electricity sales)/(total kWh sales to retail and wholesale
customers plus losses). The report indicates that comparisons
would then be made among utilities in " homogeneous groups." This
approach is indeed straightforward and it does provide a " number"
to be used for comparing utilities' performance and productivity.
I do have serious reservations about the ratio being used' as the
indicator rather than an indicator, particularly for inter-utiTity
comparisons. The following are some of these concerns:

1. As with the total factor productivity ratio, the relationship
would be expected to vary considerably from year to year and
hence the regulatory interest should be in the trended result
over a period of years rather than the specific result for a

_

given year. This may create problems when the ratio is used
for incentive ratemaking. The RCG report discusses this
problem and suggests a method for resolving it. Whether the
solution adequately addresses this problem is not yet-

apparent.

2. The report addresses certain factors which may have an.

important impact on the RCG ratio or its application but
which are largely beyond the control of utility management.
Some of these are the following:

The impact of fluctuations in the nation's economya.
on the operating results of the specific utility.
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This will vary from region to region, both inter-
state and intra-state, both as to the extent and
duration of the impact. For example, because of
the heavy industrial load in eastern Wiscon< t o .mr
. state is expected to lag the nation as a who!. -

recovery from the present recession. Thts will
similarly impact the utilities serving this
area. e

b. The differing effects of economic regulation under
the different regulatory agencies involved. ,

c. Past decisions by utility management having long-
term results. This includes a host of decisions and
actions dealing, for example,.with existing generation
mix and reserve level. RCG recognizes that this
problem exists and must be considered.

d. The cost of fuel (including transportation costs) for
generation which in turn is related to the proximity
of generation to fuel sources and the alternative
transportation means available.

e. System load characteristics as determined by the
specific- composition of customer loads.

f. Shared ownership of major generating plants.

The consultant suggests that the ratio would be used for
comparative purposes within " homogeneous groups" of utilities.
The foregoing paragraph deals with only a few of the dif ferences
in characteristics and conditions under which utilities operate,
pointing to the difficulty of achieving such homogenous groups.

Use of the ratio for incentive ratemaking has the potential for
giving counterproductive signals with respect to the consumers'
best interests. For example, application of the ratio would seem
to encourage short-term benefits at the expense of longer-term
benefits which may be more advantageous to the utility's .
customers. For example , this would tend to discourage providing
additional hydroelectric capacity since the-fixed costs associated .

with such projects would be relatively~high, and only over the
very long term would the effects of the lower variable costs
operate to produce net present worth benefits when compared with-
other generation supply alternatives. Similarly, incentive-type *

ratemaking could encourage delaying needed additional generation,
i- transmission and distribution capacity thus potentially leading to

eventual reductions in' service reliability. The impacts of such
actions may not be . felt until years leter. Current measurement;
of service adequacy as suggested by RCG would not be particularly
significant because the impacts might not occur until much later.
Risks involving potential consumer costs from service outages may.
be taken by the utility to achieve interim benefits offered by
incentive ratemaking.

|

L.
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Further, implementation of incentive racemaking utilizing the |
Isuggested ratio would be a disincentive to participating in

regulatory efforts designed to encourage energy conservation I
(reduced kilowatt hour sales). This range of issues is being ~!
addressed in our Advance Plan proceeding which is scheduled for '

Commission decision in mid to late February. If the determination
sheds any light on this problem, we will send you some information

* on it.

It is for all of the above reasons that I feel the RCG ratio
should not be the only indicator used in looking at utility=

performance but that much more comprehensive reviews are required.
This Commission is-in the process of studying development of a
system or systems of performance indicators, which material would
be tabulated and presented during each rate proceeding for the
benefit of the Commission. Such ratios wod1d be expected to'
" red-flag" situations where the performance of a given utility
appears to be abnormal, thus pointing to the need for further
study and evaluation to determine whether the particular situation
does or does not reflect poor performance or productivity. Any
such system of indicators should, of course, include an appraisal
of generating plant performance and efficiency since the costs
associated with power production represent such a = large part of
each utility's revenue requirement.

Utilities in Wisconsin and probably in most jurisdictions have
generally been unsuccessful in actually realizing the authorized
return on equity. This suggests that there already is a major
economic incentive for utilities to operate efficiently.

The RCG proposal for using the incentive earned under the plan as
incentive compensation for utility managers is interesting. I

have two concerns here. First, precautions-would have to be
i provided so that management would not be rewarded for an
: improvement in the ratio which resulted ,- for example, from an ~

improvement in general economic conditions or more favorable tax
treatment without any special actions by management. .Second, ~

precautions would also be necessary to prevent the situation
occurring where management would abuse the' system such as by
simply deferring certain expenditures for one or several years' to4

achieve a one-time incentive' reward. This could involve taking.

risks with service reliability such as by operating-with lower-
generating reserves than otherwise considered necessary. This:
would be more:likely to occur in a situation.where no: actual,
penalties would be assessed.4

kycommentshavegenerallybeencriticaloftheRCGproposal'and
should. rightly be considered so if it is intended that the RCG
method would simply be applied to statistical data taken from-
filed utility reports without- further in-depth analysis. The'

proposal represents an interesting approach and perhaps with some,

trial . experience and : careful analysis the proposed method or. some'

L variation thereof could be developed for use as .an effective tool.
At this point 'the major problem would seem to be .that of

:

4
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developing the homogeneous. groups of utilities because of the 'many
significant differences between utilities and the enndi cions under
which they operate.

I trust' the foregoing comments will be helpful. Thank you for
sharing it with us,

a

*
S cerrely ,

.

t

' ' je /

S niey Yogh
-Chairman

'
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